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Introductory Matters 
in Matters of the Heart 
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B ecause I wanted it badly, I did not think clearly. I was bent 
on having it, so I was foolish in the way I pursued it. I so 

hoped it was true that I fell for what was false. I heard only what I 
wanted to hear and looked right past the red flags. I did not handle 
things wisely; I was clueless but did not know it (which means I 
was profoundly clueless). At the time, it seemed so good. How did 
it turn out so badly? When it all played out, I was right back where 
I started, only poorer, embarrassed, and embittered. I felt used, and 
I felt stupid, mainly because I was used, and I was stupid. 
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I’m talking about a used car and the way I went about obtain
ing it. I went online and was defrauded out of four thousand 
dollars. Looking back, it was all there on the web site—general 
guidelines on doing things right when purchasing a used car online. 
There was a special section about online fraud. I suppose I never 
considered that I’d be a victim of fraud, so I never noticed the link 
or read it before venturing on. 

The webmaster knew I needed instruction. He knew something 
about human nature—about what Abe Lincoln would call “the 
lower angels of our nature,” about people at their predatory worst 
who feed on people in their most gullible innocence and ignorance. 
So there it was, spelled out and illustrated. Here is what to look for 
and what to avoid—sure signs of fraud and other straightforward 
instructions and guidelines for doing things right when buying a 
used car online. As the webmaster, after all, he wants his clients to 
find what they are looking for and to obtain it in a way that leaves 
all parties involved pleased. But I did not consult the webmaster. 

There Is a Way That Seems Right 

The Proverbs warn us: “The simple believes everything, but the 
prudent gives thought to his steps” (14:15). I know this is true. 
Another proverb says, “There is a way that seems right to a man, 
but its end is the way to death” (14:12). I think this refers to the 
common practice of following our own judgment without inform
ing it with the wisdom of others or instructing it with a sense of 
right and wrong, wise and foolish. It is the error of self-confidence 
asserting itself with no foundation other than its having originated 
from self. 

It is one thing to act foolishly—to be a simpleton—when buy
ing a used car. It is another when it comes to matters of the heart. 
The stakes are infinitely higher. Failure here means weeping into 
tear-stained pillows through sleepless nights. It means hot flashes 
of shame. It means spiritual incapacitation when it comes to things 
like prayer and worship. It can mean single-parenting or child sup
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port. It has dragged too many off to Planned Parenthood with an 
innocent in the womb, where the Proverb finds literal fulfillment: 
“There is a way that seems right . . . but its end is the way to death” 
(Proverbs 14:12). Should we escape this ultimate consequence, we 
are still awash with self-doubt and self-loathing. We are spent and 
left poorer in spirit and zest for life. We are less trusting and have 
less to work with when we finally muster the courage to try again. 
We identify with more country music and blues than is good for 
anyone’s well-being. 

This book is about doing things right in matters of the heart. It 
is for those who know by painful experience, if not by observation, 
that the postmodern paradigm of meeting up, hooking up, shack
ing up, and breaking up is bankrupting the rich treasure of love 
itself. It doesn’t matter that this is what most people are doing. You 
can see it does not ring true. It does not work. It is time to revolt 
against the times, to consult the webmaster, to learn how to spot 
fraud in matters of the heart, and to enter into a relationship as one 
“who gives thought to his steps” (Proverbs 14:15). To that end, I 
want to speak plainly and directly about right and wrong, wise and 
foolish, even good and evil, that you may avoid being defrauded 
and find what you want in matters of the heart. 

Borrowing My Learning Curve 

My oldest son called me about the car. He was remarkably polite 
and restrained when I told him the news. If ever there was a 
moment for ridicule, this was it. “Pop, you dope! How could you 
be that dumb?” I think he was a bit shocked. He went online and 
reviewed all my steps, tracing out the error of my ways. He was 
consoling. He was also borrowing my learning curve! 

It is not the first time. He got married at age twenty-four, young 
by the measure of our times. His wife, Alisha, was even younger, 
only twenty-one. In open affront to our materialistic values, they 
got married while they were both still in college, with some twenty-
thousand dollars in school debt hanging over their heads. They did 
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not live together prior to marriage, and contrary to almost every 
“boy meets girl” movie made in Hollywood during the last twenty 
years, they chose to be abstinent until they were wed. 

They did not wait to finish school but they did wait to be 
sexually intimate. Surely this is all wrong! I hope to persuade you 
that it was all very right. My wife and I did the same thing. We 
met. We melted. We refrained and abstained. We thought (mostly 
I thought) about our future. I wrestled with the M-word. I argued 
with myself: “I can’t really be in love, can I? Why can’t I picture 
my life without her? I only met her a month ago! I’m still in college 
and the most expensive thing I own is my forty-five-dollar tennis 
racket. I drive a car with a missing fender! How can I even think 
about m . . . ma . . . mar . . . marriage?” 

Martin Luther once received a letter from a young man in love 
and struggling with the M-word. Luther wrote back, “Stop think
ing about it and go to it right merrily.”1 This is what I decided to 
do. Only, unlike my son, I was only twenty-two-years-old. 

Then again, maybe my son did not learn this pattern from 
his parents, but from his grandparents, who first met as babies in 
their church nursery. They were high school sweethearts; indeed 
neither had ever had another date. They wanted to be together. 
In those days, there was a clear cultural expectation of waiting 
till marriage before practicing intimacy. So they married—at age 
nineteen. Should their good health continue, my wife’s parents will 
celebrate their sixty-fifth wedding anniversary just as this book 
goes to press. 

The Purpose of This Book 

The objective of this book is to provide a winsomely radical alter
native to the prevailing ideas, almost absolute doctrines, that guide 
our current thinking about manhood and womanhood and define 
our actions and expectations when pursuing matters of the heart. 
It is not my aim to be radical for radical’s sake. Paradoxically, it is 

1Martin Luther, Letters of Spiritual Counsel, Vol. 18, Library of Christian Classics (London: 
SCM Press LTD, 1945), 274. 
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radical only in that postmodernity has radically gone and changed 
all the rules and definitions, and I say with Shakespeare, “I am not 
so nice, to change true rules for odd inventions.” 2 

This book presupposes that you too question the status quo 
and have enough independence of thought and willpower to won
der if previous generations, though blind to some faults, might 
have some wisdom and insight for you, to which the current age 
has shut their eyes and stuck their fingers in their ears in a rush to 
create new truth at every turn. 

If you are ready to give thought to your steps and can muster 
the courage to be a nonconformist, this book will give you much to 
consider and lots of decisions to make. “Every mind is a mason,” 
wrote Victor Hugo (1802–1885).3 The purpose of this book is to 
provide you stone with which you can fashion a strong, enduring, 
and satisfying plan for doing things right in this most tender and 
precious matter of the heart. 

Mr. Wonderful 

A while back, a staff member introduced her husband to me. 
“John, I want you to meet my husband, Mr. Wonderful.” 

I smiled. Such high praise can be the stuff of high irony. I 
looked at him to read his reaction. “Mr. Wonderful?” I said, nee
dling him as I reach out to shake his hand. “That’s a lot to live up 
too.” 

He blushed, but she went on. “No, I mean it. He is such a 
wonderful husband to me. I can’t help but say it.” 

Then she rattled off a few of the things he did to make her so 
fulfilled and happy. I was in awe. Here was a woman simply enjoy
ing the love of a good man and saying it as if it were as normal as 
iced tea in August. It sounded radical—winsomely radical. 

Her delight in him and in their marriage was a stark reminder 
to me that no matter how many cynics speak of the war between the 

2Shakespeare, The Taming of the Shrew, 3.1.80.

3Victor Hugo, The Hunchback of Notre Dame (New York: Barnes and Noble, 2004, orig. 

1831), 244.
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sexes, no matter how many times we hear that half of all marriages 
end in divorce, no matter how many diatribes are written by angry 
feminists, and no matter how many beer commercials present men 
and women at their worst stereotypical selves, there are examples 
of mature manhood and womanhood all around us. They are in our 
churches. They are in our extended families. They are in the neigh
borhood. They are people, full of human frailty to be sure, who 
have nonetheless, learned to do things right in matters of the heart. 
As a result, they are reaping the wonderful benefits of a healthy, 
enduring, mutually satisfying love affair with one another. 

The Pudding Test 

Wouldn’t you like to sit down with a man whose wife calls him 
“Mr. Wonderful” and ask him about doing things right in mat
ters of the heart? He is the one with true authority to write about 
matters of the heart. His wife’s joy is the proof of his pudding. 
Tragically, soon after this greeting, my coworker’s husband was 
diagnosed with cancer. He has since died. So you are stuck with 
my insights. But I have pudding too. 

My situation is similar to that of the preacher C. J. Mahaney. 
In his book Humility: True Greatness, he wrote, “I’m a proud man 
pursuing humility by the grace of God.”4 We would be suspicious 
if he claimed true greatness as an authority on humility. 

In the same vein, I write about love and marriage and need 
to admit that my own wife does not go around calling me “Mr. 
Wonderful.” But it will do no good to write about doing things right 
in matters of the heart without having some of my own pudding by 
which to prove it. The stakes are too high to write theoretically and 
dispassionately in a “do as I say, not as I do” sort of way. 

Dr. Expert 

Wayne and Tamara Mitchell, who write a national weekly rela
tionship advice column, ask a good question: “Why doesn’t selling 

4C. J. Mahaney, Humility: True Greatness (Sisters, OR: Multnomah, 2005), 13. 
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advice come out of getting it right? Why doesn’t getting it right 
precede selling it?”5 Their critique is aimed at relationship gurus 
John Gray and Barbara De Angelis. 

John is the author of the best-selling book Men Are from 
Mars, Women Are from Venus. He was married to the best-selling 
author Barbara De Angelis, author of How to Make Love All the 
Time and Secrets about Men Every Woman Should Know. Along 
the trail of their lucrative lecture tour and book sales, John and 
Barbara divorced. Though their marriage ended, the lectures and 
advice continued. That’s why the Mitchells warn readers about 
looking to experts, as defined by academic degrees and titles, 
rather than by the pudding of a life lived out together.6 This is 
sound counsel. 

In contrast, I remember as a young married man learning of 
the stunning decision of Dr. James Dobson of Focus on the Family. 
Author of some very popular books on marriage and child-raising, 
he was in high demand on the lecture circuit. Suddenly Dobson 
announced that he would no longer accept speaking invitations 
(with the rarest of exceptions). Why? Dobson was married and had 
young children. He did not want to write and speak expertly about 
matters of the heart while things fell apart at home. He wanted to 
do things right in matters of the heart. He wanted the authenticat
ing proof of his counsel regarding male and female, marriage, and 
the high calling of parenthood to be written large in his real and 
everyday life. He wanted his own tasty pudding. 

The Wisest Thing I’ve Ever Done 

So what about me? I will tell my story along the way, for better 
and worse. For now it is important for you to know that my wife 
and I have enjoyed nearly thirty years together (and no, we have 
not been married for forty years!). We have remained true to each 
other and raised three children together. We have lived and are liv

5Editorial comment posted at http://www.wayneandtamara.com/barbaradeangelis.htm. 
6Tragically, Barbara is on marriage number five, yet she is now a co-editor of Chicken Soup 
for the Couple’s Soul. 

http://www.wayneandtamara.com/barbaradeangelis.htm
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ing out the contents of this book. We believe it and we practice it. 
That we live it out imperfectly is evident to all who know us; what 
they do not know is how much better things are because we live 
it out to the degree that we do. I shudder to think where my life 
and marriage would be today if others had not passed on to me 
and my wife this compelling vision of manhood and womanhood 
and talked plainly about doing things right in matters of the heart. 
That they did and that we listened is the very outworking of God’s 
grace in our lives. 

As for real expertise, a banker, a teacher, a postman, or a 
receptionist you know might have as much as I, even more. I would 
highly recommend befriending real folks who have what you want. 
As for my authority, I point not to my degrees and licenses (which I 
have) but to the Bible. I will admit to being foolish for not consult
ing the webmaster when buying a used car. But I will declare it the 
wisest thing I have ever done to consult the Maker and Master of 
hearts when it comes to matters of the heart. 

The Heart Knows Its Own Bitterness 

As for my insight, much of it has been painfully forged from 
twenty-five years of pastoral counseling. “The heart knows its own 
bitterness” (Proverbs 14:10). I have heard my fair share of people 
pouring out their anguish. For twelve years I served as a pastor. 
For the last fifteen years I have preached and stirred up Christian 
communities to establish pregnancy help centers in and around 
Boston. Into these centers stream those bearing the bitter fruit of 
postmodern sexual ethics. 

I have sat with hundreds of women and couples struggling 
with the fears and fallout of an unexpected pregnancy. In this 
context I’ve also seen the harm of sexually transmitted infections, 
the anguish of abortion, and the challenges of single parenting and 
adoption. I have seen the anorexic and the self-mutilating high 
achievers. I have talked to women who are ashamed of the sexual 
choices and angry at the bill of goods sold to them in the name of 
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feminism. I have talked to teens who, unfortunately, listened atten
tively in their sex education classes and now in their twenties, sit 
astonished in the discovery that there is no condom for the heart! 

They were taught that there is no right and wrong in such 
matters. Wrong! They were taught, “no one can tell you when you 
are ready.” Why not? What are parents for? Where do ethics and 
morality come in to it? “Truth is what you make it for you person
ally,” they were told. Now they know this is not true! Pregnancy 
is not a truth, subject to private interpretation. These educators 
undermined parental authority and moral and religious education 
and taught, “When you feel you are ready to have sex, it is right to 
have sex.” Wrong again. The truth is that there is a way that feels 
right but leads to bitterness and death. 

These anguished young women assume the fault lies with 
them. They must have missed something, so they try the whole 
routine of meeting up, hooking up, and breaking up—again and 
again. Five to ten years later they begin to realize it wasn’t their 
execution that was at fault; the whole paradigm is false. 

Young men wonder why abortion is not a safe, simple proce
dure, since everyone told them it was. “What’s her hang up? Jus’ 
git ’er done!” Or they stare at the baby waving a tiny hand on the 
ultrasound screen and wonder, “What does it mean for me to be 
a man now?” Before, it meant being good at seducing girls. Now, 
an impulse to run wages war against an impulse to do whatever it 
takes to protect this little innocent, pulsating with life and waving 
at him from within the mother. 

Paralysis in Matters of the Heart 

In contrast to the many young adults who are experiencing pain 
from doing things wrong are those young adults in paralysis, 
unsure of the right thing to do when it comes to matters of the 
heart. 

I led a retreat for college students a few years ago. For the 
most part these were highly intelligent young adults from some 
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of the forty-five colleges in the Boston area. They were either 
Christians or people actively considering the Christian faith. They 
were optimistic about their education and knew they had a bright 
future in terms of their career options. Something alarming hap
pened there. 

In group discussions with the men, they expressed confusion 
about role expectations and hesitation about doing anything in 
matters of the heart. I was thinking, “This cannot be good for the 
ladies!” After all, these are good guys! These are men who have 
a heart for God, a moral center, and so much more. These are the 
rainbow trout of our species. If women can’t fish here, they are in 
trouble. All the other ponds are full of carp! 

In my various conversations with the young women, they 
expressed that what they really wanted in a relationship was not 
what they were being taught by our popular culture that they were 
supposed to want. They wanted men to be, well, more manly! I 
was thinking, “Do the guys I just talked to know this?” 

The young men, not being ready to act the way they are sup
posed to act these days, lacked confidence to act the way they 
really or naturally wanted to act. All was confusion, paralysis, and 
misunderstanding. Proverbs 13:12 says, “Hope deferred makes the 
heart sick, but a desire fulfilled is a tree of life.” Is there not a life-
fulfilling answer to this heart-wrenching paralysis? 

Mason Work for the Soul 

I think there is an answer. There is much that can be said about 
doing things right in matters of the heart. Others have tried to 
answer it more academically and more exhaustively.7 This book is 
a user-friendly, basic version. In this section, I attempt to get to the 
heart of manhood and womanhood according to the Bible. What 
does it mean to be a man and not a woman? What is distinctively 
meaningful about being a woman and not a man? What marks 

7See John Piper and Wayne Grudem, Recovering Biblical Manhood and Womanhood 
(Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 2006, orig. 1991). See also The Counsel on Biblical Manhood 
and Womanhood at www.cbmw.org. 

http:www.cbmw.org
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the mature man? What does it mean to be, dare I say, a godly 
man? What marks the mature and godly woman and makes her 
attractive and fulfilled? How do we complement and fit together? 
In Section 2, I present direct and clear lines of approach. When a 
man loves a woman, and loves her well, what does that look like? 
Let us have an illustration! When a woman longs for Mr. Right, 
how should she conduct her search and lay the foundation for a 
healthy marriage? 

I present a compelling vision of complementarity between the 
sexes. I propose action, but it is a complementary action for each. 
I bring into sharp relief the points of decision that will determine 
whether a person is undermining his or her own happiness or 
cementing in place another firm stone in a foundation of a lasting 
love and an enduring friendship. For, in the words of Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox: 

@cjY �hc�YbXifY�`]ZYÈg�gcffck�UbX�YUfh\Èg�kcY 
BYYXg�Zf]YbXg\]dÈg�gc`]X�aUgcb�kcf_�VY`ck" 

It is not chicken soup. It is mason work for the soul’s happiness 
on earth. 
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What the Heart 
Wants 
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N ot everybody wants to do things right in matters of the 
heart. Some simply want to do what they want to do, 

right or wrong. 
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Zsa Zsa’s Zingers 

Zsa Zsa Gabor, (1917–) has been called “the first celebrity to be 
famous solely for her celebrity.”1 She was Hollywood’s glamour 
girl of the sixties, the Paris Hilton of her time.2 Originally from 
Budapest, Hungary, she is famous for addressing everyone with her 
lovely accented “dahling.” She made a career out of zinging love, 
romance, marriage, fidelity, and the mason work required of an 
enduring love. Though officially an actress, Zsa Zsa’s legacy will 
always be her witty pokes at men and marriage: 

• “A man in love is incomplete until he has married. Then he’s 
finished.” 

• “I am a marvelous housekeeper. Every time I leave a man I 
keep his house.” 

• “I never hated a man enough to give him diamonds back.” 
• “I want a man who is kind and understanding. Is that too much 

to ask of a millionaire?” 
• “Dahling, when you ask how many husbands I’ve had, do you 

mean apart from my own?”3 

She did well with this shtick career wise. As a lifestyle, though, 
the price was high. Gabor was married nine times. 

Baseball Kismet 

Zsa Zsa’s use of men was the perfect foil for Hugh Hefner and his 
emerging playboy philosophy of the same period. Hugh could not 
have succeeded, however, without the parallel emergence of the 
feminist movement. As women were taught to throw off modesty 
as a weakness, to be sexually aggressive, Hugh said, “Come to my 
house.” The associative link continues today, as evidenced in the 
mainstreaming of pornography and so called soft-porn that is the 
staple of music videos. That this is the fruit of feminism is evident 
in that women see their sexual aggressiveness as part of their lib
eration, rather than as something they learned from Playboy. You 

1See www.nndb.com/people/530/000025455/.

2Zsa Zsa Gabor was married to Conrad Hilton and is Paris Hilton’s great aunt. 

3Quoted from Murray Garrett, Hollywood Moments (New York: Abram Books), 26.
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were once considered a cad if you saw women as so many bottles 
of wine to be tasted. Now you are a prude if you have a problem 
with recreational sex. 

How truly radical this was, how odd the new invention, struck 
me again in reading Cinderella Man. In the 1930s, Max Baer was 
boxing’s heavyweight champion of the world. Jeremy Schaap 
writes, “In a sports landscape lacking international basketball 
stars, soccer stars, and Formula One race-car drivers, the heavy
weight champion wasn’t just the best-paid or the most significant 
athlete in the world; he was—with possible exception of a few 
world leaders, such as Stalin or King George V—the most famous 
person on the planet.”4 Baer relished his fame and the female atten
tion it brought him. I was stunned to read, however, that not just 
once, but twice, Baer was sued for “breach of promise” by women 
who shared his bed.5 Breach of promise? How quaint. Obviously 
this tort died a victim of the sexual liberation. 

Hip-hop music and magazines like Glamour, Vogue, and 
Cosmopolitan now assume that sex is the heart of the matter, 
rather than the heart being the heart of the matter. Trailing behind 
in their wake are “chick” movies. With rare exception they explain 
the dating game as first love, then sex, and perhaps marriage. If 
either a man or woman was dating someone else when kismet hit, 
they were, of course, sleeping with that other person. The plot line 
of chick movies follows the decoupling in order to follow kismet. 
The presupposition of these films—and by extension, the world-
view of the writers—is that this is how it is done; this is the way 
everyone finds love. The key is to keep repeating the bonding and 
tearing process till you get a hit. Sort of like baseball really, only 
with kismet. 

In the real world, however, most people want something very 
different in life. Get outside the morality-free and godless life of 
pop music and film, and you will find that when it comes to mat
ters of the heart, the less-is-more theory is still very much alive. We 
4Jeremy Schaap, Cinderella Man (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 2005), xi. 
5Ibid., 182. 
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are not all for picking up men or women like napkins, using them 
and tossing them aside. We want something deeper and richer—a 
healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, mutually fulfilling life with 
one good man or woman. 

Am I Asking Too Much? 

Greg Speck, a youth specialist, received this letter from a young 
teenaged girl. Listen to the real desire of her heart: 

=�aYh�h\]g�[im�Uh�U�fc``Yf�g_Uh]b[�f]b_"�KY�kYfY�hcc�mcib[� 
hc�XUhY �Vih�=�kci`X�gYY�\]a�cbWY�U�kYY_�Uh�h\Y�f]b_"�5ZhYf� 
U�acbh\�\Y�]bj]hYX�aY�hc�\]g�\cigY"�"�"�"�<]g�dUfYbhg�kYfY� 
[cbY �UbX�\Y�kUbhYX�hc�\UjY�gYl�k]h\�aY"�=�fYU``m�kUbhYX� 
hc�gUm�bc �Vih�=�kUg�UZfU]X�cZ�`cg]b[�\]a �gc�=�gU]X�mYg"�5� 
kYY_�`UhYf�kY�ghUfhYX�hc�Z][\h �UbX�\Y�Vfc_Y�id" 

=�ZYY`�gc�Wfig\YX��H\Y�`cjY�hifbYX�hc�`igh �UbX�h\Y�`igh�hc� 
bch\]b["�=�ZYY`�gc�Yadhm�]bg]XY"�=�kUbh�U�[im�h\Uh�k]``�`cjY� 
aY�h\Y�dYfgcb �bch�h\Y�VcXm"�=�kUbh�gcaYcbY�=�WUb�`cjY� 
UbX�gcaYcbY�hc�fYgdYWh�aY"�5a�=�Ug_]b[�hcc�aiW\3Æ* 

She was young and innocent. She was naïve and very foolish. She 
was wrong about the right way to develop a relationship. But her 
heart’s desire wasn’t wrong. 

Test All Things, Hold On to 

What Is True 

A friend of ours had essentially the same story, though she was well 
educated, highly professional, and in her forties. The roller rink 
in this case was a restaurant. The protective role of parents was 
replaced by her internalized value system. The problem was that 
she didn’t really trust herself any more than the young teen trusted 
that her parents knew what was best for her. 

After an evening out together, our friend ended up at his apart

6Greg Speck, Sex: It’s Worth Waiting For (Chicago: Moody Press, 1989), 75. 
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ment. He led her towards the bedroom. She said no that night and 
for a month or so. He continued implying and promising devotion 
and kept moving her towards the bed. 

My wife and I cautioned her that the man to whom she should 
want to say yes with fearless sexual abandon is a man who would 
not ask for it at this point in their relationship. “Test all things; hold 
on to what is true,” we advised. The problem was that she did not 
want to test him and find him wanting. She simply wanted him. 

She rationalized, “We are going to get married soon anyway. 
He said so himself!” Having yielded once, what was the point of 
stopping? Soon, however, the overall health of the relationship 
took a turn for the worse. He started expressing doubts about mar
riage. She started panicking and pushing. He pulled back further, 
and she was left, once again, drinking the bitter cocktail of nag 
and victim. He ended the relationship, politely, of course, and with 
all due concern about how much he cared for her and then said 
goodbye. He was on to the next challenge. Batter up! 

Our friend had the same desire as the young teen along with 
the same fuzzy thinking about how to fulfill it. It contained no 
straining elements. It presented few qualifying hurdles. It was 
important to our friend that her man be a Christian. He soon 
claimed to be one; check that off. It was probably appealing that he 
was also a well-trained professional; he would be a good provider. 
Beyond that, however, her plan provided no protection. (Where is 
that condom for the heart?) The finish line was more of a general 
direction than a solid painted mark. (Where is that “breach of 
promise” provision?) Still, what she was striving for was clear 
and honorable; she wanted a life partner and a relationship that 
was healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, and mutually satisfying. 
Great goal, bad methodology. 

Searching Eyes and Hungry Hearts 

Even when we don’t see this goal as what we want, it is still the 
driving force within. I stumbled upon this one day when four 
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twenty-something women, good friends, arrived at the preg
nancy center. Two of them needed a pregnancy test. They chatted 
together, trying not to be nervous, while the other two tried to be 
supportive. 

“Where are those rascally men in your life?” I asked 
whimsically. 

The eyes went up and around. Smirks and nods were duly 
given and received. The hurt, the sense of abandonment, the 
disgust, came pouring out. It was all so confusing to them. They 
weren’t victims; they were coconspirators in their own destruc
tion. They had learned from the culture how to dress and talk and 
put out. But it was supposed to lead somewhere other than to my 
pregnancy center, wasn’t it? 

When all fell silent, I rolled my chair over to them and asked, 
“How would you like me to tell you how to form a healthy, ten
der, passionate, enduring, mutually satisfying relationship with a 
man?” 

They looked up with searching eyes and hungry hearts. They 
could not express what exactly they were looking for in all the 
flurry of their actions. They had read Glamour and the rest of that 
glop. They had been dressing up, going out, luring male atten
tion, and controlling the situation according to all the tips and 
techniques suggested from those sage literary sources. It seemed 
to work at first, and then it proved hard and soon impossible to 
control. At some point they lost sight of what it was they wanted 
and began thinking only about what they should settle for. 

When I painted the target as a healthy, tender, passionate, 
enduring, mutually satisfying friendship with a man, I laid their 
heart’s desire bare. It is what most women want. “The secret long
ing of every woman’s heart is to be wooed and won,” writes Paula 
Rhinehart.7 For the sake of clarity, I would add only “by a good 
and honorable man.” 

The idea of a prince charming is deep in the female heart. The 

7Paula Rhinehart, Sex and the Soul of a Woman (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2004), 73. 
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knight in shining armor and all things chivalrous remains a burn
ing, pleasurable metaphor for what the heart wants. Like a coal, 
it may smolder under a heap of cold ash, the spent remnants of 
many reckless decisions regarding matters of the heart. But it burns 
nonetheless. 

A Self-test for Women 

Wendy Shalit, in her book, A Return to Modesty, provides an 
authenticating self-test for women regarding this matter of what 
the heart truly wants. She writes: 

=h� ]g� U`kUmg� \UfX� hc� gYdUfUhY� k\Uh� mci� fYU``m� kUbh� Zfca� 
k\Uh� mciÈfY� giddcgYX� hc� kUbh � Vih� hfm� ]g� Ug� U� h\ci[\h� 
YldYf]aYbh"�KcaYb �k\Yb�bc�cbY�Y`gY�]g�UfcibX �Xc�mci� 
gYWfYh`m�̀ cb[�Zcf�U�k\c`Y�gYf]Yg�cZ�aYb/�hc�UfV]hfUf]`m�aUffm� 
cbY�cZ�h\Ya�UbX�h\Yb�aUmVY�\UjY�UZZU]fg �aUmVY�bchÄhc� 
VY�Wcc`�UbX�kU]h�UbX�gYY�]Z�UbmcbY�VYhhYf�WcaYg�U`cb[ � 
UbX�h\Yb�X]jcfWYÄ�cf�Xc�mci�`cb[�Zcf�cbY�YbXif]b[�`cjY3� 
H\UhÈg�U�`cUXYX�eiYgh]cb �Vih�gh]`` � ]Z�mci�Wci`X�VY�[iUf! 
UbhYYX�h\Uh�bc�cbY�kci`X�`Ui[\�Uh�mci �kci`X�]h�VY�h\Y� 
`UhhYf3�=Z�mYg �k\m�Xc�mci�U``ck�mcif�Wi`hifY�hc�g\UhhYf�mcif� 
\cdYg3�K\m�]g�]h�h\Uh�mci�ZYY`�gc�X]WhUhYX�hc �k\Yb�mci� 
kYfY�giddcgYX�hc�VY �UVcjY�U`` �]bXYdYbXYbh3, 

There is no doubt that young women are being taught today 
to be sexually aggressive and to expect many partners. Modesty 
and restraint are considered signs of obsequious surrender to a 
foregone age of sexual repression. The strong woman is one who 
takes responsibility for her own body and who is smart enough to 
know how to use it. If she is good at it, it is assumed that she will 
have many partners. Women can and do get to this point. But this 
is not what they are by nature. This was not their starting point, 
only their settling point. Blow away the ash, and the ember yet 
burns for a healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, mutually satisfy
ing relationship with just one man. 
8Wendy Shalit, A Return to Modesty (New York: Touchstone Books, 1999), 93. 
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Am I Having Fun Yet? 

Do men also have such a relationship as their heart’s desire? 
They do. They absolutely do. In fact, I will go further. Men need 
this kind of relationship; and still further, they need it more than 
women do.9 Yet to see this requires coming at it from a different 
angle. Let’s begin at a point of common ground. Like women, men 
must distinguish between what they truly want and what they are 
expected to want or tempted to want. Let me illustrate. 

When I was in high school, I remember going to a party with 
some friends. Everyone was shouting over the music, joking, and 
passing around cheap beer and jugs of even-cheaper wine. It was 
foul stuff, so I guzzled it fast and asked for more. I drank up, passed 
out, woke up, and threw up. I remember asking myself, “Am I hav
ing fun yet?” That was the first and last time I ever got drunk. 

I was supposed to like partying. I certainly told my friends, 
“What a great party!” In truth, I hated it. So why say it was a 
great time? Because I was talking to my friends and having friends 
in high school is important when you are insecure and clueless as 
to who you are or what your life is about. As these were the only 
friends I had at the time, keeping them meant liking things that I 
did not like. 

I have no doubt that I could have grown to like drunkenness 
with time and practice. But this is only to admit that I am a sinful 
man. Given the fact that my father was an alcoholic, I can prob
ably assume that I might be genetically predisposed to alcoholism. 
Drinking, though, even to excess, would not tell me much about 
my heart’s desire as a man. It would mask it. Had I followed this 
course, and if I had survived and found myself some thirty years 
later in recovery, some counselor would be helping me rediscover 
that what I really wanted in life were buddies, not Budweiser. 
Somehow they got cross-wired. In my long and painful road 
9A fascinating read that evaluates the socializing power of marriage on manhood is George 
Gilder’s book, Men and Marriage (Gretna, LA: Pelican, 1989). As a sociologist, he argues that 
marriage is actually a life-giving power to men. It reforms and directs their energies, gives 
meaning and purpose to their lives (which is why they become depressed or even violent during 
a breakup), and extends their mental health and longevity. 
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toward sobriety, I would have had to rediscover my taste for better 
things, the things I was designed to enjoy. 

Making a Man Out of You 

In the same way, our sinful nature and our sinful culture conspire 
to affirm the “boys will be boys” attitude. In some cases a young 
man’s introduction to manhood is seen in teaching him to bed 
women. His “first time” is the initiation rite. One brother in my 
church told me how on his sixteenth birthday his father took him 
to a prostitute “to make a man out of me.” He told this to me with 
great disgust for his father. I do not remember if he told me he was 
for it or afraid of it at the time. He was probably both afraid and 
curious. What we can be certain about is that he was for winning 
his father’s approval. That was the need and desire of his heart 
that drove him to act as he did. What his father taught him made 
it difficult to establish a healthy relationship with any woman. As 
a Christian, he had much to unlearn. 

Our church was his schoolroom for learning the heart’s 
true desire and what it means to do things right in matters of 
the heart. Upholding a biblical vision of mature manhood and 
womanhood is part of the great work of a local fellowship and 
one of the life-changing benefits of belonging. This brother was 
maturing. 

One Enduring Relationship 

Pornography is a multibillion-dollar industry. Ninety-nine percent 
of it is a male viewing experience. Given the money pornography 
generates, you can be sure that if women wanted to view it, more 
would be produced. Men have a lust for pornography. Men in 
general also have more sexual partners throughout their life than 
women do. They engage in sex at an earlier age than women do. 
Men commit adultery more than women do.10 How then can 

10These are the conclusions of the major sex study, “The National Sex Survey,” published by 
the University of Chicago (1992) as analyzed by Linda Waite and Maggie Gallagher, The Case 
for Marriage (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 78–96. 
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I argue that men desire a healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, 
mutually satisfying relationship with one woman? 

The sociologist George Gilder points the way in his book Men 
and Marriage. He writes, “Under most conditions, young men are 
subject to nearly unremitting sexual drives, involving their very 
identities as males. Unless they have an enduring relationship with 
a woman—a relationship that affords them sexual confidence— 
men will accept almost any convenient sexual offer.”11 The key 
here is “unless they have an enduring relationship.” Gilder argues 
that boys will be boys until they find the one enduring love they 
really need. 

Men are more susceptible to the sins of promiscuity than 
women at precisely that time when they are not focused on estab
lishing a healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, mutually satisfying 
relationship with one woman. Once a man sets his heart on such 
a relationship, the same male energy that once was casting about 
looking for mere copulation becomes a drive to woo and win, to 
care for and endure, and to provide and protect a woman and the 
children they have together. Of course, Shakespeare always knew 
this: 

6UgY�aYb�VY]b[�]b�`cjY�\UjY�h\Yb 
U�bcV]`]hm�]b�h\Y]f�bUhifY�acfY�h\Ub�]g�bUh]jY�hc�h\Ya"%& 

Mason Work for Men 

So I think it crucial for us to make some distinctions. We must 
make a distinction between what the culture assumes we all want 
and teaches us to want, and what we really want. We must make a 
distinction between what we thought we wanted, merely to please 
others, and what we are truly designed to want. We must make a 
distinction between what we want as sinners in a sinful world, and 
what we want as men made in the image of God for great purpose. 
This is mason work for the soul. 

11George Gilder, Men and Marriage, (Gretna, LA: Pelican, 1989), 11. 
12Shakespeare, Othello, 2.1.218. 
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If there is a difference between men and woman in this mat
ter, I think it is more that women know sooner, and long before 
it appears, what is the true and deeper desire of their heart. Men 
are hardly aware of it until struck or awakened by one particular 
woman. Then what the heart truly wants comes into focus. We 
want a healthy tender, passionate, enduring, mutually satisfying 
relationship with one woman. I offer four points of evidence. 

1) Me 

It is what I want. When I take Wendy Shalit’s self-test, the results 
are not any different from when women take it. “Do [I] secretly 
long for a whole series of [women], to arbitrarily marry one of 
them and then maybe have affairs, maybe not—to be cool and 
wait and see if anyone better comes along, and then divorce—or 
do I long for one enduring love?” (author’s emphasis). I want one 
enduring love. I want to live my life as a one-woman man. 

Am I a minority? Probably, but who really knows. A friend 
mentioned to me recently that India is only 2 percent Christian. 
Then he reminded me, “That is no small number. It represents 
twenty million people.” The same is true here. 

=g�h\]g�bcfaU`3 

“What about when you were a teen?” someone might wonder. 
“Were you not a boiling pot of raging hormones? Did you not 
have, how shall we say it, more normal desires?” 

I would say I had mixed desires, and they were a bit at war 
with each other. I had a strong curiosity, but I had an equally strong 
sense of modesty. This modesty was not shyness on my part (well, 
perhaps a bit) but a sense of protecting the young girl I was smit
ten with. It was because I liked her that I was particularly careful 
not to say, let alone do, something that might give her reason to 
draw back. 

This, I propose, is normal adolescence. It is natural, meaning 
“as God made us to be.” Young men are nervous, shy, and modest 
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around women. Everyone’s well-being is served by it, and women, 
especially, are safer. It is the abnormal experience of early expo
sure to porn or some form of sexual abuse that strips this away. 
Sexual desire lies dormant, sleeping in a way, until the proper sea
son, unless awakened prematurely. Then it often becomes a lust, 
and women are less safe. The “boys will be boys” term, then, is 
too kind. It really means they have become predators. Many will 
object to the term, because they reserve this only for rapists or 
child predators. Still they are predators. They are not looking for 
a life partner. They are seeking out willing and foolish women for 
sexual recreation. 

During my mid-teen years, like most, I became aware of the 
stunning images of pornography and my own lusts. If God had not 
touched my life at seventeen as a high schooler and made me sen
sible of his will, I’m sure the college scene would have torn away 
any remaining modesty and unleashed the lusts within. But again, 
this only confirms that I am a sinful man subject to temptations, 
and an insecure man subject to the need for peer approval. This 
need for approval from others (in the Bible it is called the fear of 
man) is the point of entry for most sin. It is the breach in our nature 
by which sin recruits and makes new disciples. Of these recruiters, 
Romans 1:32 says, “Though they know God’s decree that those 
who practice such things deserve to die, they not only do them but 
give approval to those who practice them.” It is the hunger for this 
approval that seduces us. 

Before I had a chance to capitulate, God touched my heart. I 
knew almost immediately that God had a better way for me to go. 
When it came to women, that plan was for me to love one woman 
for one lifetime, till death do us part. It was a compelling vision. 

2) You 

You would not be reading a book called Doing Things Right in 
Matters of the Heart if you were not disposed toward the very same 
desire. You want to do things right and are curious about what that 
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is. You may have come to this desire out of a past of unbridled lust 
and a series of relationships in which you discovered that that well 
does not hold water. Or you may, like me, simply want to learn 
“how to live in order to please God” (1 Thessalonians 4:1 niv). 
When I tell you that in matters of the heart this means loving one 
woman faithfully, passionately, and tenderly and caring for her 
well-being even more than your own—doing so throughout all the 
“frowning providences” that come through a life endured together 
till death bids you to say goodbye—you are not surprised or put 
off. God has fit you for this purpose. It echoes within as a compel
ling and desirous vision for your life. Like me, you just need to 
learn what God has said about bringing it to pass. 

3) God 

When I say that men are made to love one woman for a lifetime, I 
am saying that this is how God designed us, the corroding effects 
of sin notwithstanding. Genesis 2:24 says, “Therefore a man shall 
leave his father and his mother and hold fast to his wife, and they 
shall become one flesh.” This is the language of paradigm. Finding 
and taking a wife is for men of every culture in every age. This 
pattern will continue until the Lord’s return. And it will end only 
because all marriages point to and are consummated in the one 
eternal marriage of Christ and his bride, the redeemed of every age 
who put their trust in him (Matthew 22:30). 

One reason we can know that all men are “fit” to love 
one woman for one lifetime is found in the word “therefore.” 
“Therefore a man shall . . . hold fast to his wife.” It points back 
to Adam, the first man, and implies, “Adam did such and such. 
Therefore, all men will do such and such.” Adam holding fast to his 
wife is God’s created paradigm for all men in matters of the heart. 

The details leading up to this therefore are worth noting. In 
Genesis 1:28, God declares that man will “be fruitful and multiply 
and fill the earth and subdue it and have dominion.” In the next 
chapter, we discover how these purposes were set in motion. We 
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learn that man and woman were not created simultaneously but 
sequentially. Adam was created first. Eve was not made until Adam 
understood how she was to fit into his life as a wife and coregent 
in the world. Genesis 2:18 sets up the lesson: “Then the Lord God 
said, “It is not good that the man should be alone; I will make him 
a helper fit for him.” But what follows is not the creation of Eve 
but the naming of animals and birds. “Now out of the ground the 
Lord God had formed every beast of the field and every bird of 
the heavens and brought them to the man to see what he would 
call them. And whatever the man called every living creature, that 
was its name” (2:19). 

In naming things, Adam is learning the nature of things and 
how they fit together. This is the beginning of science. In naming 
the animals and the birds, Adam becomes the father of zoology 
and ornithology. I assume he is also the father of ichthyology and 
geology and mineralogy, of oceanography, astronomy, and more. 
He understands the nature of the animals, so some are beasts and 
others, livestock (2:20). Here is the beginning of taxonomy and all 
varieties of species, with their phylums and orders, classifications, 
and families. In naming things, Adam is also exercising his author
ity over the rest of creation. And after a while, he gets the point! 
There is nothing in all creation that shares his nature, place, and 
purpose in the world. “But for Adam there was not found a helper 
fit for him” (2:20). 

Kck� 
The woman was created to fit him. Adam, after surveying all and 
finding only interesting things and weird things and dangerous and 
useful things, is finally presented with the wow thing! 

ÅH\]g�Uh�`Ugh�]g�VcbY�cZ�am�VcbYg 
UbX�Z`Yg\�cZ�am�Z`Yg\/ 
g\Y�g\U``�VY�WU``YX�KcaUb 
VYWUigY�g\Y�kUg�hU_Yb�cih�cZ�AUb"Æ��&.&'� 
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More simply, “This seems a great fit!” Or to speak plainly, “Wow! 
This is what I have been looking for!” 

Therefore, men ever since have been following this pattern. 
By God’s good design, rather than by sin’s effects, we leave home 
and labor to find our place and purpose in the world till we hit the 
wow. Then we marry that girl and take on the world together. 

God is in all this. He set it up this way and is still sovereign 
over whom we meet. I love how this is expressed in the song Hello, 
Young Lovers. 

=�_bck�\ck�]h�ZYY`g�hc�\UjY�k]b[g�cb�mcif�\YY`g 
5bX�hc�Z`m�Xckb�h\Y�ghfYYh�]b�U�hfUbWY" 
Mci�Z`m�Xckb�U�ghfYYh�cb�h\Y�W\UbWY�h\Uh�mci�aYYh 
5bX�mci�aYYh�bch�fYU``m�Vm�W\UbWY" 

K\ccdg� 
Doesn’t the Bible portray polygamy as normal? Yes, it does. It also 
portrays divorce as normal. Greed, lying, pride, oppression, and 
death are also normal in the sense they are faithfully recorded in 
the Bible as the effects of human sinfulness and rebellion against 
the norm set down by God. These are all mankind’s whoops where 
we have swerved off the path and created for ourselves new norms 
of painful consequences. Redemption is God saving us from our 
whoops and restoring back to us our original wow. This is the 
great work of the gospel.13 So it is true that polygamy was normal 
in the sense that it was common. It was never normal in the sense 
that God designed us for this as a norm. It is never prescribed by 
God, only described by God (first in Genesis 4:19) as one of the 
painful patterns emerging from our rebellion to his rule. 

When it comes to biblical prescriptions we find God protect
ing this one great purpose for men and their sexuality by a variety 
of warnings and reminders. “Flee from sexual immorality” (1 
Corinthians 6:18); “For this is the will of God, your sanctification: 

13For a full explanation of the gospel and our human experience of God’s outworking grace, 
see John Ensor, The Great Work of the Gospel, (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 2006). 
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that you abstain from sexual immorality” (1 Thessalonians 4:3); 
“Let marriage be held in honor among all, and let the marriage bed 
be undefiled, for God will judge the sexually immoral and adul
terous” (Hebrews 13:4); “Sexual immorality and all impurity or 
covetousness must not even be named among you, as is proper [fit
ting] among saints” (Ephesians 5:3); “Can a man carry fire next to 
his chest and his clothes not be burned? . . . So is he who goes into 
his neighbor’s wife; none who touches her will go unpunished” 
(Proverbs 6:27, 29); “You shall not commit adultery” (Exodus 
20:14). 

Therefore, we read of Joseph fleeing Potiphar’s wife after she 
cast her eye on him and said, “Lie with me” (Genesis 39:7). We 
read of Job’s passion to be faithful to his wife, “I have made a cov
enant with my eyes; how then could I gaze at a virgin?” (Job 31:1). 
In Proverbs 31:10 we are reminded what it is we are truly looking 
for: “An excellent wife who can find? She is more precious than 
jewels.” And we are commanded to keep steering our affections 
toward this great find. “Husbands, love your wives” (Ephesians 
5:25). A steadfast love for our wives alone reflects the steadfast 
love of God. Or to put it in the words of Shakespeare: 

@cjY�]g�bch�`cjY 
K\]W\�U`hYfg�k\Yb�]h�U`hYfUh]cb�Z]bXg 
Cf�VYbXg�k]h\�h\Y�fYacjYf�hc�fYacjY/ 
C �bc��]h�]g�Ub�YjYf!Z]lYX�aUf_ 
H\Uh�`cc_g�cb�hYadYghg�UbX�]g�bYjYf�g\U_Yb/ 
=h�]g�U�ghUf�hc�YjYfm�kUbXYf]b[�VUf_�"�"�"�%( 

4) Shakespeare 

My final piece of evidence that men, like women, are designed 
for one great love in the context of marriage is Shakespeare. I 
leave Shakespeare for last, not because he is more authoritative 
than God and his Word, but because he seems to be the ultimate 
testimonial to the wisdom and glory of God in Scripture regarding 

14Shakespeare, Sonnets, 116.2. 
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matters of the heart. Shakespeare comes after God in the sense that 
“Praise be to God!” follows “Great is the Lord, and greatly to be 
praised” (Psalm 145:3). 

Shakespeare catalogues all matters of the heart—pride, jeal
ousy, revenge, betrayal, and, of course, love, that arise between us. 
And he affirms what Adam learned: 

<Y�]g�\U`Z�dUfh�cZ�U�V`YggYX�aUb 
@YZh�hc�VY�Z]b]g\YX�Vm�giW\�Ug�g\Y/ 
5bX�g\Y�U�ZU]f�X]j]XYX�YlWY``YbWY 
K\cgY�Zi`bYgg�cZ�dYfZYWh]cb�`]Yg�]b�\]a"%) 

Pressed too far, this is not true. Single people are fully human 
and live full lives. Lovers, however, routinely feel that they complete 
each other in deep and profound ways. However fit two lovers 
feel, though, Shakespeare knows that love is severely tested by life’s 
providences. “The course of true love never did run smooth.”16 

How that course twists and turns is the substance of his art. 
Shakespeare knows love’s humor, its combativeness, its eros, its 
jealousies, its tragedies and triumphs. Shakespeare is Adam in nam
ing all the matters of the heart. And by appealing to Shakespeare, I 
mean to use him as something of the “Adam” of all artists. Poets, 
song writers, novelists, painters, sculptors, filmmakers, and other 
artists all attempt through their art to search out the mystery called 
in Proverbs, “the way of a man with a maiden” (30:19 niv). 

What do they say? They testify that men can and do love 
deeply and singularly, as women do. If it were not so, the arts 
would not exist. Because it is so, and because we know it to be true, 
we believe Romeo when he wishes himself a glove: 

GYY��<ck�g\Y�`YUbg�\Yf�W\YY_�idcb�\Yf�\UbX. 
C��h\Uh�=�kYfY�U�[`cjY�idcb�h\Uh�\UbX 
H\Uh�=�a][\h�hciW\�h\Uh�W\YY_"%+ 

15Shakespeare, The Life and Death of King John, 2.1.437. 
16Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 1.1.132. 
17Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, 2.2.23. 
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Because men love deeply and singularly, we believe it plausible 
that Romeo could break with his family and, no matter the danger, 
plot to be with his Juliet. 

In Victor Hugo’s Les Miserables, we know why Marius is ready 
to leave the French Revolution. He laid his eyes on Cosette. In 
Hugo’s Hunchback of Notre Dame, we understand why Quasimodo 
rings the bells and fights off all of Paris. It’s for his Esmeralda. 
Because we understand that a man can love one woman for a 
whole lifetime, we empathize with Quasimodo when he scoops up 
his dead Esmeralda, embraces her, and weeps, “Oh! All that I have 
ever loved!”18 We are left satisfied, even feeling a bit triumphant 
in this tragedy’s conclusion, when we read how many years later, 
Quasimodo’s skeleton is found, bones bent and deformed. But wait! 
They are wrapped around the bones of another—the scooped up 
bones of his Esmeralda, whose side he never left. If men could not 
love singularly, this ending would be dismissed as farce rather than 
delighted in as a testimony of devotion. 

The fact that men can and do love like this explains why 
Johnny Cash (1932–2003) got clean and sober and fought every 
day to stay that way. Johnny found his June (1929–2003). Through 
his art he testified: 

=�_YYd�U�W`cgY�kUhW\�cb�h\]g�\YUfh�cZ�a]bY 
=�_YYd�am�YmYg�k]XY�cdYb�U``�h\Y�h]aY 
=�_YYd�h\Y�YbXg�cih�Zcf�h\Y�h]Y�h\Uh�V]bXg 
6YWUigY�mciÈfY�a]bY �=�kU`_�h\Y�`]bY"%-

Because it is true that men can and do love singularly, Joe 
Cocker (1944–) sang: 

Mci�UfY�gc�VYUih]Zi`�hc�aY �WUbÈh�mci�gYY" 
MciÈfY�YjYfmh\]b[�=ÈjY�\cdYX�Zcf/�mciÈfY�YjYfmh\]b[�=�bYYX" 
Mci�UfY�gc�VYUih]Zi`�hc�aY"&$ 

18Victor Hugo, The Hunchback of Notre Dame (New York: Barnes & Noble Classics, 2004, 

orig. 1831), 647.

19Johnny Cash, “I Walk the Line” (1956), Sun Records.

20Joe Cocker, “You Are So Beautiful” (1975).
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If this were not true, we would scoff rather than buy it by the 
millions. 

Casablanca, considered one of filmmaking’s greatest achieve
ments, would not have, as one of its most famous lines, Humphrey 
Bogart’s (1899–1957) character, Rick, lamenting his one true love, 
“Of all the gin joints in all the towns in all the world, she walks 
into mine.” This providence rings true because we know it is true 
that we men can carry one woman in our hearts wherever we go, 
down through many years. And what is the single most beloved 
and celebrated cinematic musical score in history? It is Gene Kelly 
(1912–1996) splashing and “singin’ in the rain.” Art that is false at 
heart does not last, let alone become the apex of an art form. 

What is more, each of us could quote poems, stories, songs, 
and movie lines that affirm the same thing and rarely duplicate 
the source, so abundant do the arts point to the true desire of the 
human heart. Women want a healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, 
mutually satisfying relationship with a good man. And men want 
the same with a good woman. 





What the Heart Lacks 

7\UdhYf�H\fYY 

=b�WcifhYgm�=ÈX�\UjY�\Yf�W\]YÒm�`YUfbYX/ 
<YUfhg�UfY�bch�\UX�Ug�U�[]Zh�Vih�\YUfhg�UfY�YUfbYX�"�"�" 

K " � 6 " � M 9 5 H G  

=�\UjY�gYYb�Uacb[�h\Y�g]ad`Y 
=�\UjY�dYfWY]jYX�Uacb[�h\Y�mcih\g 
U�mcib[�aUb�`UW_]b[�gYbgY" 

D F C J 9 F 6 G � + . +  

W hen Percy Sledge sang his plaintive, now-classic ballad 
of 1966, When a Man Loves a Woman, he was merely 

declaring again what has been forever known. Men, like women, 
can love deeply, intensely, almost crazily. 

K\Yb�U�aUb�`cjYg�U�kcaUb

7UbÈh�_YYd�\]g�a]bX�cb�bch\]b[�Y`gY

<YÈ``�hfUXY�h\Y�kcf`X

:cf�h\Y�[ccX�h\]b[�\YÈg�ZcibX�"�"�"
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To love a woman deeply, however, is not the same thing as lov
ing her well and steadfastly. That experience is high achievement 
in this troubled world. To my disappointment, that is not what 
Sledge’s ballad is about either. 

Instead of describing how a man in love is guided towards 
maturity as a man, a husband, a lover, a father, and a friend, 
Sledge’s lyrics turn inward to describe how burdensome, even ruin
ous, loving a woman can be. 

K\Yb�U�aUb�`cjYg�U�kcaUb 
8ckb�XYYd�]b�\]g�gci` 
G\Y�WUb�Vf]b[�\]a�giW\�a]gYfm 
=Z�g\Y�d`Umg�\]a�Zcf�U�Zcc` 
<YÈg�h\Y�`Ugh�cbY�hc�_bck 
@cj]bÈ�YmYg�WUbÈh�YjYf�gYY% 

Instead of an ode to one enduring love, this is a complaint: “She 
done me wrong! She played me like a fool!” Something is lacking 
here. 

What the Heart Lacks 

In the same way that hunger alone tells us nothing about eating 
nutritionally, our passions and urges do not teach us about lov
ing well. We can be driven by the chemistry of creation to meet 
and greet but that is not the same as having a grasp on who we 
are meeting and what their needs are. Hormones and oxytocin 
bond us to those with whom we share a bed, but what it means 
to love beyond merely making love does not come from chemis
try; it comes from theology. It comes from parenting. It comes by 
learning. Proverbs 19:2 says, “Desire without knowledge is not 
good.” So let us take stock of what the heart lacks and see what 
needs to be added to desire if we are to do things right in matters 
of the heart. 

1Percy Sledge, “When a Man Loves a Woman,” Atlantic Records, 1966. 
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The Heart Lacks God 

The philosopher Schopenhauer (1788–1860) believed that the 
quest for love, our heart’s desire, was nature’s little trick to per
petuate the species. Whatever personal and individual experience 
is at work in love is merely a ruse, by nature, by way of the sexual 
impulse, to fulfill nature’s desire to reproduce and extend itself— 
the species search for eternal life you might say. “Nature can only 
attain its ends by implanting a certain illusion in the individual, on 
account of which that which is only a good for the species appears 
to him as a good for himself, so that when he serves the species he 
imagines he is serving himself.”2 

This is a bummer of a philosophy, if you ask me. Besides not 
answering why nature should prefer extension over extinction, or 
how it came to prefer it, the idea of being a pawn of some meta
physical force’s quest for eternity is about as appealing as a bowl 
of canned peas for breakfast. 

Augustine (354–430) took another tack. In his Confessions, 
Augustine concluded that his sexually reckless and wanton life 
was, in truth, a misguided search for everlasting happiness, and 
that this search for happiness was, in truth, a search for him who is 
Everlasting Love and Infinite Joy. “Thou hast made us for thyself, 
O Lord, and our heart is restless until it finds its rest in thee.”3 

I’ll go with Augustine on this one. Our endless search for 
happiness explains just about everything we do, good and evil. 
We look for sex and drink beer because it makes us happy almost 
instantly. We repeat this because it is a fleeting happiness and so 
must be sought again and again. We go to college because it makes 
us happy to think of ourselves someday in business, medicine, 
education, or some other work we feel passionate about. We may 
hate chemistry or English literature, but we endure the classes in 
exchange for a latter and larger happiness. We may not be happy 
to pay our electric bill and rent, but we figure we are happier with 

2Schopenhauer, “The Metaphysics of the Love of the Sexes,” The Philosophy of Schopenhauer

(New York: The Modern Library, Vol. 52, 1928), 346–47.

3Augustine, Confessions, 1:1.
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lights and an apartment than without them. We strive to excel in 
whatever we do because of the ultimate happiness of life achieve
ment. We seek a mate and desire children for the same reason. Even 
suicide is motivated by a sense that we will be happier dead than 
alive. In all these things we are in the search for happiness. 

Augustine discovered that God is the happiness we seek; all 
else are mere pointers. “Every good gift and every perfect gift is 
from above, coming down from the Father of lights with whom 
there is no variation or shadow due to change” (James 1:17). If 
the gifts are good, how much more is the Giver? “For he satisfies 
the longing soul, and the hungry soul he fills with good things” 
(Psalm 107:9). He is the End of every desire. Apart from him all 
desires leave us thirsting for something more, something different, 
something new, something else. 

Putting First Things First 

When it comes to doing things right in matters of the heart, 
the first right thing we can ever do, the one right thing we 
must do, in order to get all the other things right, is to give our 
hearts to God. “Love the Lord your God with all your heart 
and with all your soul and with all your might” (Deuteronomy 
6:5). If you ask me how to love God, I say, “Seek the Lord 
and his strength; seek his presence continually!” (1 Chronicles 
16:11). “Ascribe to the Lord the glory due his name; worship 
the Lord in the splendor of holiness!” (Psalm 29:2). “Glory in 
his holy name; let the hearts of those who seek the Lord rejoice!” 
(1 Chronicles 16:10). “Commit your way to the Lord; trust in 
him, and he will act” (Psalm 37:5). “Trust in him at all times, 
O people; pour out your heart before him” (Psalm 62:8). “Sing 
praises to God, sing praises!” (Psalm 47:6.) “Incline your ear, and 
come to me; hear, that your soul may live” (Isaiah 55:3). This and 
more is what it means to love God. 

Loving God first as a matter of the heart puts all our other 
loves in their rightful place and in their right proportion. We pur
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sue them not as we will but according to his Word—seeking to do 
things right as a matter of trusting God to provide us with good 
things. And he will; that is his promise. 

8c�bch�VY�Ubl]cig �gUm]b[ �ÇK\Uh�g\U``�kY�YUh3È�cf�ÇK\Uh� 
g\U``�kY�Xf]b_3È�cf�ÇK\Uh�g\U``�kY�kYUf3È�:cf�h\Y�;Ybh]`Yg� 
gYY_� UZhYf� U``� h\YgY� h\]b[g � UbX� mcif� \YUjYb`m� :Uh\Yf� 
_bckg�h\Uh�mci�bYYX�h\Ya�U``"�GYY_�Z]fgh�h\Y�_]b[Xca�cZ� 
;cX�UbX�\]g�f][\hYcigbYgg �UbX�U``� h\YgY�h\]b[g�k]``�VY� 
UXXYX�hc�mci"��AUhh\Yk�*.'%Ã''� 

First Love 

Our first love must be God, through faith in the living Christ. If 
you wonder what this looks like, think of marriage. In Jeremiah 
31:33 we read, “I will be their God, and they shall be my people.” 
This is very close to saying, “I will be your husband and you will 
be my bride.” It is the language of covenantal marriage. We find it 
again in Isaiah 62:4–5: 

Mci�g\U``�bc�acfY�VY�hYfaYX�:cfgU_Yb 

UbX�mcif�`UbX�g\U``�bc�acfY�VY�hYfaYX�8Ygc`UhY

Vih�mci�g\U``�VY�WU``YX�Am�8Y`][\h�=g�]b�<Yf

UbX�mcif�`UbX�AUff]YX/

Zcf�h\Y�@CF8�XY`][\hg�]b�mci 

UbX�mcif�`UbX�g\U``�VY�aUff]YX"�"�"�"

5bX�Ug�h\Y�Vf]XY[fcca�fY^c]WYg�cjYf�h\Y�Vf]XY

gc�g\U``�mcif�;cX�fY^c]WY�cjYf�mci"


These are marriage vows of sorts. God’s delight in his Bride 
causes him to plan and pursue us just as a man pursues the one 
great love of his life. This in turn becomes the model or example 
for what we are after in our own intimate relationship. For exam
ple, we read in Ephesians 5:25–27, “Husbands, love your wives, 
as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her, that he 
might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water 
with the word, so that he might present the church to himself in 
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splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing, that she might 
be holy and without blemish.” We shall return to this again. For 
now it’s important to see that our first longing, our first love, must 
be Christ. We were made for him, and to him we pledge our troth. 
“Grace be with all who love our Lord Jesus Christ with love incor
ruptible” (Ephesians 6:24). 

The Idolatry of Idyllic Love 

If we do not seek our happiness in God and make him our per
fect and everlasting happiness, then every good thing becomes a 
substitute for God; it becomes an idol. I am thinking particularly 
of the common practice of pursuing human love and romantic 
relationships as the one great passion of our lives. Do this, and you 
place a burden on it that it can never bear. This is what happens in 
romanticism and idyllic love. The idealism and romanticism found 
in so many paperback romances and films reflect our search to find 
our eternal happiness in a human relationship. But idyllic love is a 
false pursuit. It is a mirage; it is a phantasm. 

Idyllic love is pornographic in the sense that it presents a rela
tionship as we idealize it rather than as it comes. In pornography 
love is idealized as sexual satisfaction without intimacy, friendship, 
or obligations. It is not real. In romance novels it is idealized as 
intimacy, friendship, and manly sacrifice and suffering, with no 
body noises or smells. This, too, is unreal. 

Idyllic love is idolatry because it places on a man what only 
God can provide. No man can fulfill the deepest longings of the 
human heart because these longings belong to God alone and can
not be filled by another. Our desire for a healthy, tender, passion
ate, enduring, mutually fulfilling life with a good man or woman 
will always be a work in progress. There is no perfect marriage, 
only two people pledged to live together for better and worse. The 
best lover is still a sinner. As Shakespeare said: 

FcgYg�\UjY�h\cfbg �UbX�g]`jYf�ZcibhU]bg�aiX/

7`ciXg�UbX�YW`]dgYg�ghU]b�Vch\�accb�UbX�gib 
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5bX�`cUh\gcaY�WUb_Yf�`]jYg�]b�gkYYhYgh�ViX" 
5``�aYb�aU_Y�ZUi`hg�"�"�"( 

Sisters, to look to any man to be your all-consuming delight is to 
set him up for failure, and then you will hate him for disappointing 
you. You will find what you are seeking only in Christ. 

Forever Young 

Likewise, brothers, there is no eternal bliss in breasts. God green-
lights our attraction in no uncertain terms: 

@Yh�mcif�ZcibhU]b�VY�V`YggYX 
UbX�fY^c]WY�]b�h\Y�k]ZY�cZ�mcif�mcih\ 
U�`cjY`m�XYYf �U�[fUWYZi`�XcY" 
@Yh�\Yf�VfYUghg�Z]``�mci�Uh�U``�h]aYg�k]h\�XY`][\h/ 
VY�]bhcl]WUhYX�U`kUmg�]b�\Yf�`cjY��DfcjYfVg�).%,Ã%-�" 

But as Shakespeare says, “Everything that grows, holds in perfec
tion but a little moment.”5 Finding another pair of breasts and then 
another as we grow older is a false pursuit of eternity, the quest to 
be forever young. This too is idolatry. God is the wellspring of our 
life. “In him we live and move and have our being” (Acts 17:28). 
“They who wait for the Lord shall renew their strength” (Isaiah 
40:31). In him alone, are we forever young. 

The Heart Lacks Discretion 

The heart is big on desire, but it lacks discretion. Discretion is 
moral knowledge and moral judgment. Discretion is God at work 
in our heart, giving us the means to fulfill our heart’s desire by 
first protecting us against fraud. Discretion is a defense system, a 
sorting system, weeding out the false and standing watch for you. 
“Discretion will watch over you . . . delivering you from the way 
of evil, from men of perverted speech, who forsake the paths of 

4Shakespeare, Sonnets, 35.2. 
5Shakespeare, Sonnets, 15.1. 
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uprightness to walk in the ways of darkness, . . . whose paths are 
crooked, and who are devious in their ways” (Proverbs 2:11–15). 

The woman who lacks discretion is defenseless when it comes 
to fraudulent love. Sadly, the worst kind of man is often the best 
at seduction. They know what to say and are bold to say it. Godly 
men are often hesitant and halting. The predator flows with talk of 
love and oozes with sensuality. Predators are devious in that they 
appear to be conforming to your agenda, when they are merely 
wearing you down to the point where you conform to their agenda. 
They are there to conquer and consume. Sister, you’d better get 
discretion or buy Kleenex in bulk. 

I Don’t Know 

A beautiful, single woman came to see me at our pregnancy center. 
She was finishing her doctorate at a prestigious Boston area univer
sity. She was smart and professional—and frightened. To her relief, 
she received a negative pregnancy test. I used the occasion to get to 
the heart of the matter. 

“Do you mind if I ask you why you are sexually active right 
now?” 

Her answer stunned me. I have since found it to be the most 
common answer to the question. She replied, “I don’t know.” 

It was a moment of self-awareness for her. “I can’t believe I am 
doing this, and I don’t even know why!” 

She knew why she was in graduate school. She knew why she 
was pursuing a career in medicine. She perceived herself to be a 
rational and thinking person. But here was a whole part of her life 
that she had not thought through. She was simply floating along 
on the currents of the age, and doing as everyone else did. She was 
paying a painful price for lacking discretion. 

Poking Fun at Frauds 

Without discretion you fall prey to the dimwitted notion that you 
are ready for sex when you are in love. Nothing is more typical and 
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nothing is more wrong. Get discretion and you will know that love 
is consummated in marriage, not in intercourse. 

@cjY�UbX�AUff]U[Y 
@cjY�UbX�AUff]U[Y 
;c�hc[Yh\Yf 
`]_Y�U�\cfgY�UbX�WUff]U[Y�"�"�"�* 

This truth did not go out with the horse and carriage. Love 
tacks toward marriage. Covenanted love, not the mere feeling of 
love, is ultimately celebrated in the free and wild embrace of sexual 
passion. 

Sisters, without discretion, you conform to the practices 
around you. With discretion comes a little rebellion against the 
status quo, a little nonconformity. Without discretion sex is merely 
Elmer’s glue for making things stick. With discretion comes insight 
into the value of unmet sexual desire in guiding a man towards the 
kind of healthy, tender, long-term relationship that is your heart’s 
desire. 

Without discretion you are in danger. With discretion the 
best of predatory men are easily spotted and defeated. They are 
rendered a joke. 

“Haven’t I seen you someplace before?” 
“Oh yes, that’s why I don’t go there anymore.” 
“Hey girl, what’s your sign?” 
“Do not enter.” 
“I would go to the end of the world for you.” 
“Ah, yes, but would you stay there?” 
There are a thousand of these floating on the Internet. They 

reflect the disarming power of a discerning woman. 

If I’ve Told You Once . . . 

The man who lacks discretion is equally brainless and defenseless 
when it comes to seduction. Discretion will watch over you . . . 

6Sammy Cahn, “Love and Marriage,” 1955. 
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Gc�mci�k]``�VY�XY`]jYfYX�Zfca�h\Y�ZcfV]XXYb�kcaUb 
Zfca�h\Y�UXi`hYfYgg�k]h\�\Yf�gacch\�kcfXg 
k\c�ZcfgU_Yg�h\Y�WcadUb]cb�cZ�\Yf�mcih\ 
UbX�Zcf[Yhg�h\Y�WcjYbUbh�cZ�\Yf�;cX"��DfcjYfVg�&.%*Ã%+� 

I remember stumbling onto the book of Proverbs when I was 
twenty years old. I was amazed at two things right away. First 
were the urgent, repeated, pleading appeals to get wisdom and 
discretion. “My son, be attentive to my wisdom; incline your ear 
to my understanding, that you may keep discretion” (5:1–2). For 
ten chapters these appeals are made! Here is a case where a loving 
heavenly Father is saying, “If I have told you once, I have told you 
a thousand times!” 

;Yh�k]gXca/�[Yh�]bg][\h/

Xc�bch�Zcf[Yh �UbX�Xc�bch�hifb�UkUm�Zfca�h\Y�kcfXg��

� � cZ�am�acih\"


8c�bch�ZcfgU_Y�\Yf �UbX�g\Y�k]``�_YYd�mci/

`cjY�\Yf �UbX�g\Y�k]``�[iUfX�mci"

H\Y�VY[]bb]b[�cZ�k]gXca�]g�h\]g.�;Yh�k]gXca 

UbX�k\UhYjYf�mci�[Yh �[Yh�]bg][\h"

Df]nY�\Yf�\][\`m �UbX�g\Y�k]``�YlU`h�mci/

g\Y�k]``�\cbcf�mci�]Z�mci�YaVfUWY�\Yf"

G\Y�k]``�d`UWY�cb�mcif�\YUX�U�[fUWYZi`�[Uf`UbX/

g\Y�k]``�VYghck�cb�mci�U�VYUih]Zi`�Wfckb"��(.)Ã-�


We are charged to go after wisdom like Captain Jack goes for 
treasure. 

Am�gcb �]Z�mci�fYWY]jY�am�kcfXg

UbX�hfYUgifY�id�am�WcaaUbXaYbhg�k]h\�mci 

aU_]b[�mcif�YUf�UhhYbh]jY�hc�k]gXca

UbX�]bW`]b]b[�mcif�\YUfh�hc�ibXYfghUbX]b[/

mYg �]Z�mci�WU``�cih�Zcf�]bg][\h

UbX�fU]gY�mcif�jc]WY�Zcf�ibXYfghUbX]b[ 

]Z�mci�gYY_�]h�`]_Y�g]`jYf
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UbX�gYUfW\�Zcf�]h�Ug�Zcf�\]XXYb�hfYUgifYg 

h\Yb�mci�k]``�ibXYfghUbX�h\Y�ZYUf�cZ�h\Y�@CF8


UbX�Z]bX�h\Y�_bck`YX[Y�cZ�;cX"��&.%Ã)�


We are promised that in finding wisdom there is a very great 
reward: 

6`YggYX�]g�h\Y�cbY�k\c�Z]bXg�k]gXca 

UbX�h\Y�cbY�k\c�[Yhg�ibXYfghUbX]b[ 

Zcf�h\Y�[U]b�Zfca�\Yf�]g�VYhhYf�h\Ub�[U]b�Zfca�g]`jYf

UbX�\Yf�dfcZ]h�VYhhYf�h\Ub�[c`X"

G\Y�]g�acfY�dfYW]cig�h\Ub�^YkY`g 

UbX�bch\]b[�mci�XYg]fY�WUb�WcadUfY�k]h\�\Yf"

@cb[�`]ZY�]g�]b�\Yf�f][\h�\UbX/

]b�\Yf�`YZh�\UbX�UfY�f]W\Yg�UbX�\cbcf"

<Yf�kUmg�UfY�kUmg�cZ�d`YUgUbhbYgg 

UbX�U``�\Yf�dUh\g�UfY�dYUWY"

G\Y�]g�U�hfYY�cZ�`]ZY�hc�h\cgY�k\c�`Um�\c`X�cZ�\Yf/

h\cgY�k\c�\c`X�\Yf�ZUgh�UfY�WU``YX�V`YggYX"��'.%'Ã%,�


The second thing that amazed me about Proverbs was that its 
first major point of practical application was aimed directly at my 
sex life: 

Am�gcb �VY�UhhYbh]jY�hc�am�k]gXca"�"�"�"

h\Uh�mci�aUm�_YYd�X]gWfYh]cb"�"�"�"

:cf�h\Y�`]dg�cZ�U�ZcfV]XXYb�kcaUb�Xf]d�\cbYm

UbX�\Yf�gdYYW\�]g�gacch\Yf�h\Ub�c]` 

Vih�]b�h\Y�YbX�g\Y�]g�V]hhYf�Ug�kcfakccX 

g\Ufd�Ug�U�hkc!YX[YX�gkcfX"��).%Ã(�


Get wisdom and discretion, or by default, you will be a moth 
to the flame! Then come the rather graphic consequences: 

C�gcbg �`]ghYb�hc�aY

UbX�Xc�bch�XYdUfh�Zfca�h\Y�kcfXg�cZ�am�acih\"

?YYd�mcif�kUm�ZUf�Zfca�\Yf

UbX�Xc�bch�[c�bYUf�h\Y�Xccf�cZ�\Yf�\cigY
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`Ygh�mci�[]jY�mcif�\cbcf�hc�ch\Yfg 
UbX�mcif�mYUfg�hc�h\Y�aYfW]`Ygg 
`Ygh�ghfUb[Yfg�hU_Y�h\Y]f�Z]``�cZ�mcif�ghfYb[h\ 
UbX�mcif�`UVcfg�[c�hc�h\Y�\cigY�cZ�U�ZcfY][bYf 
UbX�Uh�h\Y�YbX�cZ�mcif�`]ZY�mci�[fcUb 
k\Yb�mcif�Z`Yg\�UbX�VcXm�UfY�WcbgiaYX"��).+Ã%%� 

Here is the father-son talk of all talks. “Miss this, and you are 
dead meat, boy. That powerful urge within you will either be chan
neled into one enduring and precious love or it will drag you off, 
strip away all you cherish, and when you are left with nothing but 
yourself, it will eat away your flesh! Can a man play with fire and 
not be burned? Discretion, get discretion!” Yes, Father. 

The Heart Lacks Customs 

Brothers, there was a time when, if your father, your uncle, the 
preacher, or your coach saw you moving in the wrong direction, 
they would speak up and warn you about things, thereby giving 
you discretion. Sisters, you would have heard from your mother, 
your best friend’s mother, an aunt, a Girl Scout leader, or a camp 
counselor. In some societies, they made harsh and cruel examples 
of “fallen women.” Today we are not as cruel, though silence when 
someone is being led to the slaughter emotionally is cruelty of 
another kind. We are silent now because that is all that is left after 
postmodernity enshrined choice and making your own truth. 

Up until now, matters of the heart were guided by traditions 
and customs deeply rooted in the culture. There were well-defined 
codes and expectations about how one went about pursuing a 
love interest—courtship rules that guided the process along. A 
proper introduction had to be made. Parents approved a suitor. 
The young woman knew that suitableness for marriage was the 
point of it all. Chaperones offered a level of protection against 
youthful passions. 

For centuries chivalry was a code, defining how men were to 
treat women. In later periods there was the gentleman. Being a gen
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tleman meant dutifully protecting a woman’s honor and chastity 
and serving her as the “weaker vessel” (1 Peter 3:7). A gentleman, 
by the virtue of the title, knew something about doing things right 
in matters of the heart. 

These codes and customs are lacking now. They were destroyed 
because they were judged oppressive to women. Now women are 
free from what have come to be viewed as the quaint, belittling 
protections of chivalrous men. Women are now equal, so they are 
no longer weaker. Or are they? Wendy Shalit writes, 

=�kUg�Vcfb�]b�%-+) �UbX�Zfca�UbcfYl]U�hc�XUhY!fUdY �Zfca� 
cif� ihhYf� ]bUV]`]hm� hc� ZYY`� gUZY� cb� h\Y� ghfYYhg� hc� ghcf]Yg� 
UVcih� ghU`_]b[� UbX� ghU`_Yfg � Zfca� hYYbU[Y� []f`g� Z]bX]b[� 
h\YagY`jYg�a]gYfUV`m�dfY[bUbh�hc�kcaYb�]b�h\Y]f�̀ UhY�'$g� 
UbX�YUf`m�($g�Z]bX]b[�dfcWfYUh]cb�a]gYfUV`m�X]ZZ]Wi`h �h\]g� 
Wi`hifY�\Ug�bch�VYYb�_]bX�hc�kcaYb"�5bX�]h�\Ug�bch�VYYb� 
_]bX�hc�kcaYb�Uh�h\Y�jYfm�acaYbh�h\Uh�]h�\Ug�X]fYWhYX�Ub� 
]aaYbgY�Uacibh�cZ�gcW]U`�UbX�dc`]h]WU`�YbYf[m�hc�ÅWif]b[Æ� 
h\Y]f�dfcV`Yag"+ 

Tradition Is Not Enough 

Tradition, however, is not without error and often has been full of 
error. Like every marriage, every culture in every age has certain 
blind spots. In Victorian England, for example, women had few 
options in life except whom they were to marry. As this one deci
sion, more than any other in their lives, determined the economic 
conditions for the rest of their lives and that of their children, it 
was no small matter. 

Since all people are sinners, all the traditions arising from people 
are partly good and partly corrupt. In their worst use, traditions pro
tect the systemic public sins of the age—India’s traditional caste sys
tem, Europe’s upper and lower classes, America’s slavery and child 
labor practices, etc. Traditions played a role in limiting the rights of 
women to vote, own property, get an education, and more. 

7Wendy Shalit, A Return to Modesty, 8. 
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We ought not to delude ourselves that we are no longer bound 
by traditions. Indeed, traditions become binding very quickly these 
days. You can identify them simply by the pressure you feel from 
others and by asking yourself what will bring you approval from 
your peers. The most often used reference to describe our tradi
tions today is probably political correctness. 

In making the case that we lack customs, my point is not that 
the old ways were good and the new ways are bad. It is that many 
of the old customs and codes, particularly in matters of the heart, 
were benign and beneficial, and today they are gone. In their time, 
they greatly assisted men and women in knowing how to approach 
one another and what to expect in the realm of relationships. We 
are now lacking such cultural cues. 

Feminism’s answer to the lack of customs is for women to take 
the initiative. Be aggressive and just go up to him and say, “Will 
you go out with me?” Such things almost never work in real life. 
So women ready to pursue matters of the heart are largely left 
with happenstance and kismet. It makes for a lot of waiting and 
frustration. 

Courtship customs in earlier days provided intentionality for 
both men and women. A father, or a couple with young adult 
children, approached other families to make introductions and 
arrangements. At the extreme, some cultures have arranged mar
riages. They have a surprisingly good record for producing healthy, 
tender, enduring relationships. I scoffed at this tradition one day 
when a Christian couple from a different culture scoffed at the 
American dating game. Theirs was an arranged marriage, and they 
were proud of it. They ticked off all the chaos of our custom-free 
culture. They praised their parents for wisely taking matters into 
their own hands, rather than leaving them at the mercy of kismet. 
They spoke passionately about how their parents had brought 
them together and how their marriage was truly a marriage of two 
families. I was impressed. 

The apostle Paul advised, “I would have younger widows 
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marry, bear children, manage their households, and give the 
adversary no occasion for slander” (1 Timothy 5:14). I take this 
to mean that something active is appropriate in regard to young 
women finding a good man to marry, have children, and establish 
a home. 

In spite of feminism’s hostility toward women who have mar
riage as their heart’s desire, it is a common desire and one to be 
greatly cherished and respected. It says nothing about limiting a 
woman’s role to only that of a wife, but it does imply more than 
happenstance and kismet in obtaining it. Arranged marriages and 
courtship customs are never coming back into our culture, but 
this does not mean that a woman cannot turn to her father, or 
that a young man can’t turn to a couple in his church, to see if 
some arrangement can’t be made for an introduction and a time 
for interaction amidst a larger group. A mature elder or deacon, a 
grandfather or uncle—any of these could be a great help. Churches 
do well to plan for interaction. 

The Heart Lacks Examples 

A young woman in my church told me that she had never dated a 
man she hadn’t slept with. “Why?” I asked. 

She said, “That’s the way my mother does it. That’s what all 
my friends do. They see it as just part of dating.” 

“Are any of them happily married?” I asked. None were. In 
fact, there wasn’t anyone in her family, even in her extended family, 
who was married. Her mother had never married. Her sisters and 
brothers had children but no spouses. She had no models for doing 
things right in matters of the heart. She had no father to show her 
the way and to protect her along the way. 

In contrast, I am the only condom my daughter will ever need. 
I am her protection. I have modeled for her what kind of man to 
look for in marriage by how I live and love her mother. I have 
shown her what to look for—someone who values integrity and 
lives in submission to God, someone who works hard for his family 
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and laughs loud with them and can’t keep his hands off his wife. 
My boys too are watching and learning from me. 

Sorta Like Me 

I used to put my daughter to bed with a prayer. I would pray for her 
and ask God’s blessing on her future life. Then I would pray for her 
future husband as well. I prayed for him as a little boy to find God’s 
will for his life and to grow up to be a godly and good man. 

When I was done I would ask her, “What kind of man do you 
want to marry some day?” Then I taught her the answer as well: 
Someone just like me! 

Sweeter words were never heard from a grinning daughter than 
“Someone just like you, Papa!” Of course I don’t think she will 
want someone exactly like me. “Sorta like me” will do fine. In other 
words, I am her model for what kind of man she is looking for. 

The Family Circus 

When models are lacking, what do we do? I grew up in a home 
where my father was alive but gone. He left the home at 7:30 am. 
He worked from 8:00 am till 5:00 pm. Then he drove to a tavern. 
He came home after I was long in bed, somewhere around eleven 
o’clock to midnight. At 7:30 in the morning he was gone again. I 
was seventeen years old and hanging out with a family in my church, 
the Olberg family, before I realized that some fathers ate dinner at 
home and hung out all evening with family. The kids were zany, the 
parents were caring. Together they were guiding, advising, rebuking, 
and loving. They simply lived as a family. I simply absorbed. 

It was my turn to learn, and my local church was providing 
the lessons. Models of good marriages are books in clothes. The 
church was my library. 

The Heart Lacks Confidence 

The androgynous, asexual, gender-bending, role-reversing view 
of modern egalitarianism is so unattractive to me that I cannot 
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help but think most of us publicly embrace it simply because it 
saves time and bother when we are in public. It is all so much 
“bar talk.” Bar talk is my reference for the way in which people 
will agree with someone’s forceful political opinion when sitting 
in a pub. No matter how asinine it might be, those at the bar will 
say, “Yep. You got that right, Bud.” They agree because they are 
there to drink, not think. Privately they think something else, but 
why bother? 

So it is with the inverted role expectations of so much of 
modernity. I wonder how many true converts there are. I must 
admit, though, that it has rendered men and women unsure of 
what it means to be a man or a woman, and it has made men and 
women insecure about how to relate to each other. 

Women lack confidence in their desire to be a wife and mother. 
It is acceptable as a side dish, but should it be the main dish, some
thing must be wrong with them. Men who want to do the right 
thing toward women are now unsure if it is okay even to open a 
car door for them. 

Since most American cars now do not have a keyhole on the 
passenger side door, men are being told in no uncertain terms that 
chivalrous door-opening is out of style. In our sterile environment, 
a man merely pushes the key fob and the woman opens her own 
door. These small assaults on the cultural cues that help define 
manhood and womanhood have produced paralysis. Men are 
afraid to do the wrong thing when they should be confident in 
knowing and doing the right things. 

Wimps for Jesus! 

The majority of the people who attend Park Street Church in 
Boston are college and graduate students from Harvard, MIT, 
Boston University, and other prestigious institutes of higher learn
ing. I once addressed about two hundred of these students at a 
weekend retreat. I was a little nervous about one point I wanted to 
make. In talking to them about matters of the heart, I wanted to 
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hit the issue of male confidence and manly initiative straight on. I 
worried that I might be in for some chauvinist-pig-type responses. 
Nonetheless, seeing so many men hesitant and fearful about mat
ters of the heart, I let fly, “Brothers, God did not call you to be 
wimps for Jesus!” 

All the women burst out with clapping. I have little doubt 
that many of them were feminist or egalitarian in their thinking. 
Nevertheless, they were beyond frustration by the lack of boldness 
and confidence in the men around them. 

As for the men, they laughed as well. It was as if they were let 
out of the stall. It was one of those “the emperor has no clothes 
moments” where everybody saw it but nobody dared say what he 
or she really thought. Instead they had been trained what to see 
and said only what was expected. In truth, the brothers had always 
wanted to charge ahead, but they need someone to say, “Men! See 
that? Go get it!” They had it within them to do this, but lacked 
confidence given the whole male-female “rigamarole” that now 
pervades sexual politics.8 

In the two years that followed, close to a dozen couples approached 
me and said they met at that retreat. It made me feel mighty pleased. 
Two years later they are filling up the nursery for Jesus. 

The Heart Lacks a Good Foundation 

We do not lack information about how all our parts work. That 
has been covered pretty well in every public school over the last 
thirty years. Insert part A into part B. Make sure part A has 
attachment C. If attachment C fails, part D will result. If so, pay X 
amount to the people who sold you part C and they will remove 
part D. All very basic and sterile if you ask me. Such information 
is not the foundation we lack. 

What we lack is a biblical foundation for matters of the heart. 
I think most of what God has to say about it can be fairly sum
marized as follows. 

8This phrase comes from Andree Seu, “Rigamarole” World magazine, (March 25, 2006), 47. 
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1) What we desire and describe as a healthy, tender, 
passionate, enduring, mutually satisfying relationship, 
God simply calls marriage. 

Genesis 2:24–25 says, “A man shall leave his father and 
his mother and hold fast to his wife, and they shall become 
one flesh. And the man and his wife were both naked and 
were not ashamed.” As I hope to show you in the following 
chapters, when the Bible speaks of two becoming one flesh, 
it is pointing towards the unity of body and spirit that mark 
a healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, mutually satisfying 
relationship. 

Adam and Eve were husband and wife, naked and unashamed. 
This hints at passion, of course, but also at the health that belongs 
to a marriage. There was no guilt, no shame, no woundedness, 
no intrusive memories of previous partners to cope with (okay, 
this one wasn’t possible, but it sure is now). When Christ read 
these words, he saw God at work and thus an enduring quality in 
marriage: “What therefore God has joined together, let not man 
separate” (Matthew 19:6). 

First Peter 3:7 points to the tenderness required of hus
bands and reminds them that the goal of their behavior is the 
wife’s honor and satisfaction in the partnership. “Husbands, 
live with your wives in an understanding way, showing honor 
to the woman as the weaker vessel, since they are heirs with you 
of the grace of life, so that your prayers may not be hindered.” 
Biblically based marriages bear the marks of tenderness and 
mutual satisfaction. The point is that what we are after is mar
riage as God wills it to be. The poet John Donne (1572–1631) 
hit the same point hard: 

K\c�YjYf�`cjYg �]Z�\Y�Xc�bch�dfcdcgY 
H\Y�f][\h�hfiY�YbX�cZ�`cjY �\YÈg�cbY�h\Uh�[cYg 
Hc�gYU�Zcf�bch\]b[�Vih�hc�aU_Y�\]a�g]W_"-

9Elegy 18, “Love’s Progress”. 
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2) The most modest single people make the most 
passionate married people. 

We are commanded to flee sexual immorality and to run from 
adultery because God desires for marriage an unfettered intimacy 
that is unstained by promiscuity. 

8f]b_�kUhYf�Zfca�mcif�ckb�W]ghYfb 

Z`ck]b[�kUhYf�Zfca�mcif�ckb�kY``"

G\ci`X�mcif�gdf]b[g�VY�gWUhhYfYX�UVfcUX 

ghfYUag�cZ�kUhYf�]b�h\Y�ghfYYhg3

@Yh�h\Ya�VY�Zcf�mcifgY`Z�U`cbY

UbX�bch�Zcf�ghfUb[Yfg�k]h\�mci"��DfcjYfVg�).%)Ã%+�


Sexual purity outside of marriage makes for sexual passion 
within marriage. Since it has all been reserved for one, it is now 
released in full. God devotes one entire book, the Song of Solomon, 
to paint this picture of marital love. Husband and wife are exclu
sive and singular in their passion. “As a lily among the brambles, 
so is my love among the young women” declares the lover (2:2). 
She echoes back her unfettered sexual delight reserved for him: “As 
an apple tree among the trees of the forest, so is my beloved among 
the young men. With great delight I sat in his shadow, and his fruit 
was sweet to my taste” (2:3). 

It is descriptive and poetic rather than graphic. It is full and 
free passion under the banner of their covenanted love. 

K\]`Y�h\Y�_]b[�kUg�cb�\]g�WciW\ 
am�bUfX�[UjY�Zcfh\�]hg�ZfU[fUbWY" 
Am�VY`cjYX�]g�hc�aY�U�gUW\Yh�cZ�amff\ 
h\Uh�`]Yg�VYhkYYb�am�VfYUghg" 
Am�VY`cjYX�]g�hc�aY�U�W`ighYf�cZ�\YbbU�V`cggcag 
]b�h\Y�j]bYmUfXg�cZ�9b[YX]"��Gcb[�cZ�Gc`cacb�%.%&Ã%(� 

All other sex is less than this, because it is sex without love, sex 
without truth, sex without concern, sex without commitment, sex 
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without fidelity. But from a biblical standpoint, marital intimacy 
promises the fullness of human sexuality. 

The corollary was summed up well by C. S. Lewis (1898– 
1963). The Christian rule is “either marriage, with complete faith
fulness to your partner, or else total abstinence.”10 To protect the 
enchantment of eros, intimacy is highly protected. 

According to the Bible, sexual intimacy is, first, the consum
mation of covenanted love. It declares the unity of body, soul, and 
spirit that God has created in the marriage. If a child is conceived, 
there begins a literal expression of two halves becoming one flesh. 
It is not a question of sex being designed for recreation or for 
procreation; it is about unity, about two becoming one flesh, in 
brief moments of ecstasy, and in the creation of a living legacy of 
marital love. 

3) Marriage is not for quitters. 

It is for keeps. It is forever (Matthew 19:1–12). Therefore, mar
riage is not to be “entered into lightly or unadvisedly.” It is for 
keeps because marriage is a covenant made between two people 
and God. Just as we do not want God to break his covenant with 
us, so he does not want us to break our covenant with him and 
with our spouse. As God is a promise keeper, so we are to be 
promise keepers. Admitting that marriages need work to succeed 
is only to acknowledge that marriage is a labor of love. It is not 
for cowards or quitters. 

Divorce, then, is as much an enemy to our heart’s happiness 
as pornography. It is a loathsome reality. Yes, it happens. So does 
rape. That is how we ought to look at it. Divorce hurts. Divorce 
violates. Divorce leaves people broken. Do I know people who 
have divorced? Many. Have they recovered? Some. I also know a 
few who have been sexually violated and then recovered. But they 
don’t ever minimize it or wish it on anyone. 

In our nearly thirty years of marriage the word divorce has 
10C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity (San Francisco: HarperCollins, 2001, orig. 1952), 95. 
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never been spoken between us. Discussing divorce would be as 
strange as if I were to say, “Babe, let’s call the bank and tell them 
to just keep our money.” Or if she were to say, “John E., I think I 
will fly off to Tuscany for a muffin.” What? That is the strangeness 
we have made of divorce. Could it happen? Of course. But it will 
not happen if we are both seeking for each other a healthy, ten
der, passionate, enduring, mutually satisfying relationship. Is our 
relationship always this way? Of course not. Therefore, we keep 
seeking after God and asking to be filled with his Spirit. We give 
ourselves to the labor that love requires, and we do this because 
divorce is not an option. 

What’s Past Is Prologue 

Sexual immorality, adultery, divorce—these are common sins and 
leave a lasting sting. Looking into God’s Word and seeing the clarity 
of his righteous laws can leave us groaning under the burden of our 
past. So let me remind you that the very first thing we ever really 
do right before God is to confess our waywardness, admit our guilt, 
and cast our cares onto Christ. He is our righteousness. That is why 
the gospel comes as “good news of great joy” (Luke 2:10). 

So I would ask you not to become defensive about your past 
in reading about God’s will for your life. Agree with God and 
rejoice in the grace of God. Nothing is lost in Christ. “What’s past 
is prologue,” Shakespeare reminds us.11 It all works for a greater 
good, to our joy, and to his glory. Pray, “It is good for me that I 
was afflicted, that I might learn your statutes” (Psalm 119:71). Say 
with the Bard: 

C�VYbYZ]h�cZ�]``��Bck�=�Z]bX�hfiY 
H\Uh�VYhhYf�]g�Vm�Yj]`�gh]``�aUXY�VYhhYf/ 
5bX�fi]bÈX�`cjY �k\Yb�]h�]g�Vi]`h�UbYk 
;fckg�ZU]fYf�h\Ub�Uh�Z]fgh �acfY�ghfcb[ �ZUf�[fYUhYf"%& 

11Shakespeare, The Tempest, 2.1.261. 
12Shakespeare, Sonnets, 119.9. 
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KY�_bck�cZ�bc�Wi`hifY�h\Uh�\Ug�gU]X �Ufh]Wi`UhY`m �� 
h\Uh�h\YfY�]g�bc�X]ZZYfYbWY�VYhkYYb�aYb�UbX�kcaYb�� 

7\UdhYf�:cif 

YlWYdh�]b�h\Y�kUm�h\Ym�Wcbhf]VihY�hc�h\Y�WfYUh]cb�cZ� 
h\Y�bYlh�[YbYfUh]cb" 

A 5 F ; 5 F 9 H � A 9 5 8  

8c�bch�VY�WcbZcfaYX�hc�h\]g�kcf`X �Vih�VY�hfUbgZcfaYX� 
Vm�h\Y�fYbYkU`�cZ�mcif�a]bX �h\Uh�Vm�hYgh]b[�mci�aUm� 
X]gWYfb�k\Uh�]g�h\Y�k]``�cZ�;cX �k\Uh�]g�[ccX�UbX�� 
UWWYdhUV`Y�UbX�dYfZYWh" 

F C A 5 B G � % & . &  

W inston Churchill said, “It is a riddle, wrapped in a mys
tery, inside an enigma.”1 He was trying to understand 

Russia. He should have been talking about the mystery that now 
faces us. 

1Radio broadcast, October 1939. 
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H\fYY�h\]b[g�UfY�hcc�kcbXYfZi`�Zcf�aY 
Zcif�=�Xc�bch�ibXYfghUbX. 
h\Y�kUm�cZ�Ub�YU[`Y�]b�h\Y�g_m 
h\Y�kUm�cZ�U�gYfdYbh�cb�U�fcW_ 
h\Y�kUm�cZ�U�g\]d�cb�h\Y�\][\�gYUg 
UbX�h\Y�kUm�cZ�U�aUb�k]h\�U�j]f[]b"��DfcjYfVg�'$.%,Ã%-� 

There is much mystery in matters of the heart. Geoffrey 
Chaucer (1343–1400) takes up the theme in The Canterbury Tales. 
One tale involves a knight whose life is forfeited to a woman. She 
tells the knight, “I will grant you life if you can tell me what thing 
it is that women most desire.” The man soon realizes that his doom 
is merely delayed: 

<Y�gci[\h�]b�YjYfm�\cigY�UbX�YjYfm�d`UWY 
K\YfY�\Y�\cdYX�hc�Z]bX�ZUjcf 
=b�cfXYf�hc�`YUfb�k\Uh�h\]b[�kcaYb�acgh�`cjY/ 
6ih�\Y�fYUW\YX�bc�`UbX�k\YfY�\Y�Wci`X�Z]bX 
hkc�dYcd`Y�k\c�kYfY�]b�U[fYYaYbh�k]h\�YUW\�ch\Yf�� 
� � cb�h\]g�aUhhYf"�& 

Nothing has changed since Chaucer wrote this around 1387. 
We continue to wrestle with the mystery of it all. “Why can’t a 
woman, be more like a man?”3 Will Mars and Venus clarify what 
it means to be one and not the other? Why is it that no one wants 
to even ask for clarification? Wendy Shalit expresses her frustra
tion, writing, 

ÅH\Y�VYgh�dfYX]Whcf�cZ�gcaYcbYÈg�ZihifY�VY\Uj]cf�]g�h\Y]f� 
dUgh�VY\Uj]cf Æ�kUfbg�MA�aU[Un]bY�]b�%--,"�H\]g�]g�k\Uh� 
igYX� hc� VY� _bckb� Ug� U� fYdihUh]cb"� 5``� h\Y� eiYgh]cbg� U� 
kcaUb� a][\h� kcbXYf� k\Yb� ]h� WcaYg� hc� h\Y� aUb� g\YÈg� 
UVcih�hc�VYWcaY�]bjc`jYX�k]h\Ä=g�\Y�acfU`3�=g�\Y�[ccX3� 
5bX� XcYg� \Y� _bck� k\Uh� ]h� aYUbg� hc� VY� U� aUb3Ä\UjY� 

2Geoffrey Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales, ed. A. Kent and Constance Hieatt (New York: 

Bantam, 1964, orig. 1387–1400), 223. 

3Frederick Loewe and Alan Jay Lerner, “Why Can’t a Woman Be More Like a Man?” in My 

Fair Lady, 1964.
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VYYb�fYXiWYX�hc�h\]g"�:cf�kY�UfY�bch�giddcgYX�hc�WUfY�]Z� 
\YÈg�acfU`��k\c�_bckg�k\UhÈg�acfU`3� �cf�]Z�\YÈg�[ccX��k\c� 
_bckg�k\UhÈg�[ccX3� �UbX�UVcjY�U``�kY�UfY�bch�U``ckYX�hc� 
Ug_�]Z�\Y�_bckg�k\Uh�]h�aYUbg�hc�VY�U�aUb"�H\Uh �cZ�WcifgY � 
kci`X�VY�YlhfYaY`m�ibWcc`�VYWUigY�h\Uh�kci`X�VY�gYl]gh"� 
CbY�WUbbch�Ug_�UVcih�aU`Y�\cbcf�VYWUigY�aU`Y�\cbcf�]g� 
giddcgYX�hc�VY�cddfYgg]jY�hc�kcaYb"�9jYfm�kcaUb�cZ�am� 
[YbYfUh]cb�_bckg�h\]gÄkY�`YUfbYX�]h�k]h\�cif�567Èg"( 

Here we are, facing the most important matter this side of 
heaven, shrouded in the greatest mysteries, and women are not 
permitted to freely ask certain basic questions. This is not good! 
It’s time for a little nonconformity! The key questions we should be 
asking openly and confidently are “What does it mean to be a man 
and not a woman?” and “What does it mean to be a woman and 
not a man?” This gets us very near the heart of the matter. 

The Illusive Perfect Match 

When I survey the many couples I know who have a healthy, tender, 
passionate, enduring, mutually fulfilling life with one another, they 
all look extremely different: loud and quiet, argumentative and 
differential, gregarious and reserved, homebodies and travelers, or 
messy visionaries and detailed with everything labeled and in its 
place. Healthy marriages appear quite possible in all the mixing 
and matching of personality types on the DISC personality test. 

The couples I know hold in common what appears to be a 
clear appreciation of who they are as men and women and what 
role they are called to in the marriage. They may chafe at it a bit; 
they may wear on one another, but knowing what it means to be 
manly or womanly pushes them to do the right thing and creates a 
unity of spirit, which is the heart of marriage itself. We may freely 
affirm much mystery “in the way of a man with a virgin” (Proverbs 
30:19). However, that means that what can be understood should 
be underscored all the more. 

4A Return to Modesty, 8. 
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Take the Archetype, Leave the Stereotype 

Genesis 1:27–28 (niv) is the beginning of what can be known 
about male and female: 

;cX�WfYUhYX�aUb�]b�\]g�ckb�]aU[Y 
]b�h\Y�]aU[Y�cZ�;cX�\Y�WfYUhYX�\]a/ 
aU`Y�UbX�ZYaU`Y�\Y�WfYUhYX�h\Ya" 

God blessed them and said to them, “Be fruitful and increase 
in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea 
and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves 
on the ground.” 

Here is the archetype, not the stereotype, of manhood and 
womanhood—not what we are because of sin, but what we are by 
creation. Here is what we have fallen from because of sin. Here 
is what we are being restored to through the outworking grace of 
God through our faith in Christ. What does it tell us? What is at 
the heart of manhood and womanhood as created by God? 

A Clear Appreciation of Our Equality 

From Genesis 1:27–28, we gain a clear appreciation of our 
equality as men and women. We are, first off, equally created by 
God—“male and female he created them.” What is more, God cre
ates them both in a distinct fashion from the rest of creation. All 
other parts of creation God calls forth in an indirect fashion: “Let 
there be . . .” (1:3, 6, 9, 14). In making man and woman, God acts 
directly, “God created. . . .” Herein lies the inherent dignity of all 
human life; we are, as male and female, his special creation. 

The substance of that special dignity comes next. Men and 
women are equally made as image bearers of God: “in the image 
of God he created him; male and female.” I would think that this 
is blessing enough, but there’s more. Men and women were equally 
blessed by God in their creation: “God blessed them and said. . . .” 
This is important to remember, because it is the basis of our moral 
obligation, equally given to men and women, to trust in God. This 
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blessing reveals the benevolent character of God towards us. He 
did not wind us up as toys, let us go, and then retreat to play else
where. He created the man and the woman, blessed them, provided 
abundantly for their needs (1:30), and implemented a definite plan 
and purpose for both. His blessing reveals the loving nature of his 
rule and points to the infinite obligation we have to love him for it, 
to acknowledge his sovereignty, and to praise him for his goodness 
(see Romans 1:21). All this we share equally. 

His blessing also points to what is at the heart of all his prohibi
tions and directives. When God prohibits something, he is not rob
bing us of a good time. He is preserving for us a better time. He is 
blessing us, and this blessing is for both men and women equally. 

Good and Plenty 

Men and women are equally commissioned to be prosperous, to 
be fruitful in their labors at home and in the world: “God said to 
them [both], ‘Fill the earth and subdue it’” (1:28). We are not pot
ted plants. We are not house cats with nothing much to do but lick 
ourselves till we are tired and then take a nap. We have purposeful 
work to do. In this we reflect God as a workman. He worked six 
days in creation and took satisfaction from it: “and God saw that 
it was good” (1:10, 12, 18, 21, 25). He created man and woman 
with a double delight: “it was very good” (1:31). In Hebrew, it is 
literally, “good, good,” or as we might say, twice as good. He com
missioned them both to fulfilling labor. 

This labor comes in two spheres. We have families to build 
(“fill the earth”) and a world to manage (“subdue it”). We labor 
in bearing and rearing children. We labor in the world around us, 
in large measure to provide for our family members and to prepare 
them to go out into the world to further fill it and subdue it. We 
pass along to them the blessing of God’s benevolent rule. We pass 
on the infinite obligation to live for the glory of God and forget 
not all his benefits. 

Subduing the earth is the other sphere of fulfilling labor. We 
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labor to harvest wheat and prune vines for our daily bread and 
jam. Beyond these needs, however, we also labor to create and 
build, as God did, for the satisfaction of it. We beat iron into nails, 
break rocks into gravel, mine gypsum into sheetrock, saw pine 
into house beams, till soil for corn seed and study its properties to 
discover further uses of it, build factories to make new products 
discovered from it; we ship, stock, sell, and account for it all, get 
paid for our labor, and then spend it on the fruits of other people’s 
creative labors, such as the Internet and iPods. Each generation 
builds on the labors of previous generations. 

Finally we may add that men and women are equally called 
to reign over all else God created: “Rule over the fish . . . and the 
birds . . . and over all the creatures that live along the ground” 
(1:26 niv). Men and women together serve as coregents of the 
earth, to fill it, subdue it, unlock its secrets, and be good stewards 
of its resources. This, too, is part of what it means to be in God’s 
image. For God is the ruler over all things. 

Partners in Crime and One in Christ 

Then there is the rest of the story. Men and women are equally 
rebellious against the rightful rule of God over their lives. We 
are equally born with a sinful nature that expresses itself as self
centeredness and self-will. We equally hurt and are hurt as self
centeredness works itself out in our relationships. We are equally 
wayward and wounded. 

Men and women are, as a result of sin and rebellion, equally cut 
off from the love of God by their sins and under his fearful wrath for 
the evil that they do. Men and women are equally hopeless to fix this 
problem by themselves. We are altogether like Jonah, sinking down 
and doomed apart from a very providential encounter with a big 
fish that can both swallow and belch. We are alike rescued from a 
sin-driven life to one that is pleasing to God by the great work of the 
gospel. We are equally forgiven and remade into God’s image and 
likeness through repentance and faith in Christ. We share jointly in the 
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outworking of God’s grace. We are co-heirs of the kingdom of God (1 
Peter 3:7). Indeed we can say that before him, “there is no male and 
female; for [we] are all one in Christ Jesus” (Galatians 3:28). 

Without this appreciation of our inherent equality, most people 
consider themselves either superior to those of the opposite gender 
or inferior and unworthy of decent and honorable treatment. We 
resent every slight and putdown. Women are apt to manipulate 
men as a means to an end—money, security, power, influence. 
Men are apt to reduce women to playthings, at worst demeaning 
them as “bitches” and forcing them into obsequious servitude. Any 
hope for doing things right in matters of the heart must begin with 
a clear appreciation for our equality of value and dignity as men 
and women created by God in his image. 

A Clear Appreciation of Our 

Complementarity 

From Genesis 1:27–28 we also learn that men and women are 
distinct and different from one another. God created us as male 
beings and female beings. We were created not identically but sym
metrically. At the heart of mature manhood and womanhood is a 
clear appreciation of our complementarity. 

Our differences are real and profound and good. Herein is the 
mystery of attraction unfurled. He cries: 

6ih �gcZh��K\Uh�`][\h�h\fci[\�mcbXYf�k]bXck�VfYU_g3 
=h�]g�h\Y�YUgh �UbX�>i`]Yh�]g�h\Y�gib�) 

She proclaims: 

K\Yb�\Y�g\U``�X]Y 
HU_Y�\]a�UbX�Wih�\]a�cih�]b�`]hh`Y�ghUfg 
5bX�\Y�k]``�aU_Y�h\Y�ZUWY�cZ�\YUjYb�gc�Z]bY 
H\Uh�U``�h\Y�kcf`X�k]``�VY�]b�`cjY�k]h\�b][\h 
5bX�dUm�bc�kcfg\]d�hc�h\Y�[Uf]g\�gib"* 

5Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, 2.2.1. 
6Ibid., 3.2.21. 
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Here we are point and counterpoint. Viva la difference! But what 
does this mean? We do not understand our complementarity. We 
do not realize that we are wired for different types of reactions. 
With no effort at all, we misunderstand and frustrate each other to 
no end. But with understanding, we can also learn to complement 
each other. 

The New Taboo 

“The obsolescence of masculinity and femininity—of sex roles 
and of heterosexual monogamy as the moral norm—have dif
fused through the system and become part of America’s con
ventional wisdom,” writes George Gilder.7 Yet with universal 
agreement, biology, psychology, and anthropology record 
clear and distinct differences.8 Where gender differences are 
acknowledged, they are far from appreciated. Instead they are 
considered remnants of patriarchy that by nature are unjust 
and oppressive. All differences are considered imbalances, 
and imbalances must be corrected and made equal. Equal 
makes things fair. To be fair, masculinity and femininity must 
be deconstructed. A new androgyny must be created and then 
imposed. I can hardly wait. 

The alternative is to find wisdom and appreciation in the 
differences and to make the most of them. That is my purpose 
here. I want to sketch out and illustrate a few of our differ
ences just to confirm your suspicions that you are seeing things 
correctly and to underscore how good they are. Having a clear 
appreciation of both our equality and our complementarity 
defines our distinctive contributions toward building a healthy, 
tender, passionate, enduring, mutually fulfilling life as men and 
women. 

7George Gilder, Men and Marriage (Gretna, LA: Pelican, 1989), viii.

8For excellent surveys of these differences with exhaustive documentation see Michael Levin, 

Feminism and Freedom (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction, 1987), 70–97; George Gilder, 

Men and Marriage, 19–28; John Piper and Wayne Grudem, Recovering Biblical Manhood 

and Womanhood (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2006), 280–331; Stephen E. Rhoads, Taking Sex 

Differences Seriously (San Francisco: Encounter, 2004).
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We Complement Each Other in Our 

Primary Interests 

Men show themselves to be oriented toward and to have a primary 
interest in the mastery of the external world. Women tend to be 
oriented toward and to show a primary interest in the mastery of 
relationships. This is a blessing from God. 

“God blessed them and said to them, “Be fruitful and increase 
in number; fill the earth and subdue it” (Genesis 1:28 niv). Our 
primary interests correspond in complementary ways to the two 
spheres that God ordained for purposeful and satisfying labor— 
filling the earth and subduing it. We are equally commissioned to 
be fruitful in our labor at home and in the world around us. But we 
complement one another in the proportion of interest and satisfac
tion we gain from laboring in the two spheres. Women are stronger 
than men in establishing hearth and home. They have a primary 
interest and draw a double portion of satisfaction in the well-being 
of their marriage, in their children, and, by extension, in promoting 
peace and stability within the community.9 

God has chosen not to dispense the labor of childbearing 
equally to men and women. He has made it the specialty of 
women. He has correspondingly not further burdened women with 
having to “subdue the earth” in equal measure to men. Rather, he 
has made it the primary interest of men. In this men and women 
complement one another. Does this mean that women do not work 
outside the home? No more than it means that fathers do not 
instruct their children. No, it means they fill the earth and subdue 
it in different and corresponding measures. And it means that this 
is a relief and a blessing to both. 

XY Is Not XX 

As each of us has a primary and secondary role in the well-being of 
the family, our chemistry corresponds to each of the spheres in larger 

9An example of this is found in Abigail’s efforts to promote peace when violence was about 
to break out in her town of Carmel (see 1 Samuel 25). 
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and lesser amounts. Men have fifteen times more testosterone than 
women. For this reason, men are generally stronger and sweat more. 
This is good for men when they are out subduing the earth. Women 
have ten times the amount of estrogen, which gives them greater 
endurance. They can endure more pain, and they live longer. This is 
good for women when they are bearing a child and raising it. 

Men score higher in levels of aggression, dominance, and self-
confidence. Women score higher in levels of nurturance, empathy, 
and intimacy. Men take more chances and die sooner. Women are 
more cautious and stabilize their environment, creating longer life 
for all. Men are more direct and linear in their speech and reason
ing, less concerned about the impact on others, whereas women 
are more indirect and connective. Men seek competition to greater 
degrees than women. Women seek cooperation in higher degrees 
then men. Men consistently score higher in math, science, and 
economics. Women score higher in philosophy, human relations, 
and verbal skills. 

Why these differences should be so threatening is hard to 
grasp. The issue is not about equality—equality is a given. Nor is 
it about superiority and inferiority. It is about men being stronger 
than women and women being stronger than men in different and 
complementary ways. Our complementarity is rooted in nature. 

Making Trees Grow Sideways 

What differences in male and female are nurtured and what come 
by nature is an old question and the subject of massive amounts 
of ongoing research. There is much mystery in the intersection of 
nurture and nature regarding manhood and womanhood. You can 
raise boys to be masculine and girls to be feminine (and I think we 
should). You can also raise effeminate boys and aggressive girls. The 
current cultural effort toward androgyny has made more progress 
than I would have guessed. With constant pressure you can also 
make a tree grow sideways. But is it natural? And is it attractive? 
Do you want a whole forest of them? I doubt it. It’s interesting for 
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about five minutes. Then the oddness of it all gets in the way and 
the sadness of it kicks in. In the same way, women won’t look long 
for effeminate men; the old virile type will still do quite nicely. And 
men are still attracted to beautiful and feminine women. We hunger 
for something that complements us. As James Thurber (1894–1961) 
said adroitly, “I love the idea of there being two sexes, don’t you?” 

A Compelling Vision of Manhood and 

Womanhood 

Appreciating our essential equality and complementarity as male 
and female image-bearers, John Piper has drawn up a working 
vision statement for manhood and womanhood. Piper attempts to 
answer the core question, what does it mean to be a man and not 
a woman and vice versa? He writes of manhood: 

5h�h\Y�\YUfh�cZ�aUhifY�aUb\ccX�]g�U�gYbgY�cZ�VYbYjc`Ybh� 
fYgdcbg]V]`]hm�hc�`YUX �dfcj]XY�Zcf �UbX�dfchYWh�kcaYb�]b� 
kUmg�Uddfcdf]UhY�hc�U�aUbÈg�X]ZZYf]b[�fY`Uh]cbg\]dg"%$ 

He writes of womanhood: 

5h�h\Y�\YUfh�cZ�aUhifY�kcaUb\ccX�]g�U�ZfYY]b[�X]gdcg]! 
h]cb�hc�UZZ]fa �fYWY]jY�UbX�bifhifY�ghfYb[h\�UbX�̀ YUXYfg\]d� 
Zfca�kcfh\m�aYb�]b�kUmg�Uddfcdf]UhY�hc�U�kcaUbÈg�X]ZZYf! 
]b[�fY`Uh]cbg\]dg"%% 

Piper chooses his words carefully in forming this definition. He 
takes pains to explain their meaning and implications carefully.12 

He makes no claim that his definition is perfect in the sense of 
being complete. Perhaps it is not completely accurate in all that it 
attempts to say. There remains a mystery in manhood and woman
hood. But Piper’s vision statement is helpful at pointing us toward 
much of what can be known. 

10John Piper, What’s the Difference? (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 1990), 19.

11What’s the Difference? 35.

12To read Piper’s full explanation, go to http://www.cbmw.org/rbmw/rbmw.pdf.


http://www.cbmw.org/rbmw/rbmw.pdf
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Adam’s Role in the Matter 

This vision for mature manhood and womanhood appears to me 
an accurate distillation of the picture provided for us in the Bible. 
In Genesis 1:27 we read: 

;cX�WfYUhYX�aUb�]b�\]g�ckb�]aU[Y 

]b�h\Y�]aU[Y�cZ�;cX�\Y�WfYUhYX�\]a/ 
aU`Y�UbX�ZYaU`Y�\Y�WfYUhYX�h\Ya" 

Here is the first clue that man is called to lead and to act on behalf 
of the relationship in a way that women are not. God creates man 
in his image, that is, both man and woman, while at the same time 
signaling that the male is divinely called upon to serve in a way that 
the female is not. In other words, it is meaningful that this verse 
does not say, “God created woman: in the image of God he created 
her; male and female he created them.” 

God’s use of the word man in Genesis 1:27 is referred to as the 
generic use. The word man is often used in Scripture this way, as 
in “man does not live by bread alone but man lives by every word 
that comes from the mouth of the Lord” (Deuteronomy 8:3). The 
English poet John Donne said, 

Bc�aUb�]g�Ub�]g`UbX �Ybh]fY�cZ�]hgY`Z�"�"�" 
Ubm�aUbÈg�XYUh\�X]a]b]g\Yg�aY �VYWUigY�=�Ua�� 
� � ]bjc`jYX�]b�aUb_]bX/ 
UbX�h\YfYZcfY�bYjYf�gYbX�hc�_bck�Zcf�k\ca�h\Y�VY``�hc``g/ 
]h�hc``g�Zcf�h\YY�O]hU`]Wg�UXXYXQ"%' 

We study this in English literature courses. It is perfectly under
standable English. Yet in colleges today, if you wrote an essay on 
Donne’s poem, you would be forbidden to use man in the generic 
case. Why? If the generic use of man is inherently inclusive, why 
exclude it? It is because the generic use of man refers to something 

13John Donne, Devotions upon Emergent Occasions, 17. 
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more than shorthand for both sexes. It affirms the lead role of man 
in acting for both sexes.14 

From a biblical standpoint this concept is called headship (see 
Ephesians 5:23). A man’s inherent sense of headship, or leader
ship, is more fully developed in Genesis 2–3. The first pointer 
comes in the discovery that while man and woman were created 
equally, they were not created simultaneously. Man was created 
first (2:18) and the woman later. Some have suggested that by this 
reasoning the animals have authority over man because they were 
made prior to Adam. But that is not how Scripture reasons out 
the matter. 1 Timothy 2:13 calls for men to accept their leader
ship responsibilities, saying, “For Adam was formed first, then 
Eve.” There is meaning in the order of creation, and it hints at 
male headship. 

Adam’s leadership is further revealed in his naming of things. 
In the process of naming, Adam comes to understand that he has 
no equal and no complement. There is nothing that is like him and 
that fits him as a life companion (2:18–20). Woman is then created 
from the man and for the man (2:23). His first act of leadership is 
to name her. This is an exercise of his headship, showing that he 
now understands the precious, wonderful gift he has received and 
is taking the lead in naming this gift in a befitting and honorable 
way. 

H\]g�Uh�`Ugh�]g�VcbY�cZ�am�VcbYg 

UbX�Z`Yg\�cZ�am�Z`Yg\/ 
g\Y�g\U``�VY�WU``YX�KcaUb 

VYWUigY�g\Y�kUg�hU_Yb�cih�cZ�AUb"��;YbYg]g�&.&'� 

14If the generic use of man is no longer acceptable, how will mankind survive? Mankind should 
probably be avoided since inherent in this word is still the idea that man has a preeminent role 
in standing for all people—male and female. There is not a linguistic equivalent in the word 
womankind. People take this to mean the sisterhood of all females. That is not fair because 
mankind does not mean just men. Personkind will have to do. But on second thought, perhaps 
not. Because that has the word “son” in it and that is gender-specific. So we must use the 
word humankind. Oops, that won’t do at all, for humankind simply repeats the problem of 
mankind. And huwomankind is simply not going to catch on. I am sure, however, that those 
who reject the generic use of man are working on a solution. 
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That this leadership is benevolent in nature is seen in that he names 
her woman—an extension of man that is equal to him and comple
ments him. 

Let Me Show You the Place 

The man is given the moral and spiritual mandate about the tree 
of the knowledge of good and evil (2:16). He is expected to convey 
this to the woman later on. She is not told of it by God; she learns 
it from the man. He was responsible to lead her to an equal under
standing of God’s bountiful and free provision for them and his 
prohibition regarding eating fruit from the one tree in the garden. 

Adam’s leadership is further revealed in the fact that it falls to 
him to convey to the woman who God is (ruler over all), what he 
is like (benevolent), what he has said (“eat freely”), what he has 
commanded regarding the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, 
and what their disobedience will mean (“you will surely die”). 

“Honey, you see all this beauty around us?” 
“Yes, dear.” 
“It is all ours to enjoy. God has made it for us.” 
“It is breathtaking.” 
“Yes, God is a mighty God—and he is very good. Do you see 

all these fruit trees?” 
“Yes.” 
“God has said that we may eat all that we want.” 
“Praise be to God!” 
“Yes, let us thank him and give him glory. But you see that 

one tree there?” 
“Yes, it is beautiful as well.” 
“Yes, but God has commanded us not to eat from that one tree.” 
“Why?” 
“I’m not sure. He hasn’t told me yet. We’ll just have to trust 

him that he knows best. One more thing, it was not given me as a 
request or a suggestion; it was a clear prohibition. The day we eat 
of that tree, we will die.” 
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“Are you sure?” 
“He said it twice—you shall surely die.” 
“I don’t want to die. Thank you for protecting me.” 
“Hey, look at that! What name do you think would be fitting 

for it?” 
Adam leads her to know God and his will. She joins him as a 

coregent in the world. For this reason Piper says that mature man
hood carries within it a sense of benevolent leadership and that at 
the heart of mature womanhood there is a freeing disposition to 
affirm and receive it. Men are providers and protectors of women, 
and women are well served by it and glad to receive it. 

A Recognition of Our Depravity 

I have already underscored how we, as men and women, are 
equally sinners as well as image bearers. C. S. Lewis called us bro
ken-down castles, but still castles. Here I would add that not only 
do we sin equally, but in complementary ways as well. 

Sin first of all affects our growth. Mature manhood and wom
anhood are stunted by sin, which keeps us immature long into 
adulthood. Male leadership, twisted by sin, becomes distorted in 
every man. Depending on his personality and upbringing, sin will 
bend him toward running from his responsibility to lead, leaving 
him passive and timid, or bend him toward heavy-handedness, 
making him authoritarian and cruel. 

The freeing disposition in womanhood, which supports and 
welcomes male headship, is equally distorted when twisted by sin. 
It either yields in a passive and disengaged way or it takes the lead 
and wrestles for control. 

I Will Make Thee Think Thy Swan a Crow 

In the story of the fall, the tempter says, to quote Shakespeare, 
“I will make thee think thy swan a crow.”15 Though Adam was 
the one to receive the moral mandate directly from God and was 

15Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, 1.2.92. 
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responsible to teach it to the woman, the tempter, by way of the 
serpent, immediately usurps this order and approaches the woman. 
He said to the woman, “Did God actually say, ‘You shall not eat 
of any tree in the garden’?” (3:1). 

“Honey! There is a snake in my face!” 
That might have worked as a good response if she had been 

at her best; it would have indicated her alarm. From what she had 
learned thus far about the world around her, about the nature of 
things gained through her work with Adam, she ought to have 
known that snakes don’t approach; they generally slither away. 
And they don’t talk! Something was amiss. 

She might have yielded to the man, saying, “I was not there. 
If you want to know exactly what God said, ask him.” From the 
text, we know that the man was not off climbing a coconut tree 
somewhere. He “was with her” (3:6). 

Adam too ought to have noticed that among all he had studied 
and named thus far in the garden, he had not encountered talking 
serpents either. As the leader in this relationship, he might have 
stepped in. 

“Excuse me. Did you say something?” 
The serpent might have repeated, “Did God actually say, ‘You 

shall not eat of any tree in the garden’?”(Genesis 3:1). 
Adam might then have responded, “You could not be more 

wrong! God said we could freely eat from all the trees except one. 
What do you think: that God wants to starve us or something? 
That he is mean and holding out on us? Get out of here before I 
beat you with this stick!” 

Instead, the woman takes the lead and the man follows her. 
She answers the serpent and gets confused about what God actu
ally said. She increases the prohibition from “do not eat” by add
ing “neither shall you touch it” (3:3). She decreases the penalty for 
breaking faith with God from “you will surely die” to simply “lest 
you die” (3:3). In the process, she believes the serpent’s suggestion 
that God is withholding his goodness from them and that God’s 
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laws are aimed at keeping them down and dumb (3:5). The serpent 
indeed turns their swan into a crow. 

As an act of self-actualization (how modern!), she then takes the 
forbidden fruit and eats. Still leading, she gives the fruit to Adam. 
Adam, having already abandoned his role as leader and protector, 
follows her lead. “She took of its fruit and ate, and she also gave 
some to her husband who was with her, and he ate” (3:6). 

The fall of man (generic use, of course) is not found in the 
eating of the forbidden fruit. The sin was breaking trust with 
God, confirmed in the eating of the forbidden fruit. It was believ
ing that God was no longer good and was holding out on them. 
It was believing that their glad submission to God’s rule was a 
form of oppression, preventing them from being all that they 
could be. By rebelling, they thought that they could be wise like 
God (3:5). Their sinfulness, as it related to each other, was in the 
man’s failure to lead, provide, and protect and in the woman’s 
taking the lead. 

Adam, Front and Center! 

So who is at fault? The man and woman are equally under God’s 
judgment, and so they both hide from God. “The man and his 
wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord God among 
the trees of the garden” (3:8). But because the man is the leader, 
he is more at fault. When God comes to judge them, he does not 
approach the woman, who took the lead. Nor does he call them 
both forward, though they share in the guilt. He approaches the 
man, because God still holds him accountable as the head of the 
household. “The Lord God called to the man and said to him, 
“Where are you?” (3:9). 

We can confirm that we are right in our understanding because 
1 Corinthians 15:22 says that in Adam’s sin, we all have sinned. It 
is not in Adam and Eve’s sin that we sin. Adam was not only the 
head of the family but also the head of the human race. 
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The War between the Sexes 

From this we may be sure that in forming a healthy, tender, pas
sionate, enduring, mutually fulfilling life with a good man or 
woman, we will, as sinful men and women, have particular sinful 
tendencies. 

Brothers, our sinful nature will tempt us to follow Adam and 
yield our responsibility to provide godly leadership in our mar
riages and families. We are tempted to absorb ourselves in work 
and hobbies and become passive, disengaged fathers. We are apt 
to let her take matters into her own hands when it comes to teach
ing and disciplining the children and in conveying the moral will 
of God through Scripture reading, prayer, and worship. We even 
mask our laziness with feigned honor: “She is better at these things 
than I.” If we take a passive role, we will have no vision for the 
family beyond buying things and having dinner and intercourse. 
God will hold us accountable for what comes from this. 

On the other hand, our sinful nature may attempt to press 
us toward a demanding authoritarianism, a short temper, and an 
expectation that we are to be waited on. Controlling, argumenta
tive, always angry—such men use fear rather than persuasion to 
settle all disputes. In the process, their wives shrink within and 
seethe with bitterness. Their marriage is doomed, and God will 
hold the men to account for the murder of it. 

Sisters, your sinful nature turns a freeing disposition to affirm, 
receive, and nurture male leadership in one of two ways as well. It 
either tempts you, like Eve, to want the lead and to take control, 
or it will attempt to distort your inherent dignity and rob you of 
self-confidence. You will be fearful and obsequious in your rela
tionships with men. The result is that you do many things you do 
not think are right or healthy. You will tolerate the intolerable 
because you are afraid to be without a man in your life. You will 
attach yourself to an immature man when you should be finding 
your hope and strength in Christ as his daughter first. 

Our essential equality and our complementary callings are 
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distorted by sin. The result is four thousand years of recorded 
human history of the battle between the sexes: women usurping 
and manipulating, and men frustrating them at every turn. It is the 
stuff of both tragedy and comedy. 

Shakespeare took up the battle in his Taming of the Shrew. 
Two strong-willed lovers, Petruchio and Katharina, fight a battle 
of wits and control. He will demand her servitude to his lordship: 

=�k]``�VY�aUghYf�cZ�k\Uh�]g�a]bY�ckb"

G\Y�]g�am�[ccXg �am�W\UhhY`g/�g\Y�]g�am�\cigY

G\Y�]g�am�\cigY\c`X�ghiZZ �am�Z]Y`X �am�VUfb 

Am�\cfgY �am�cl �am�Ugg �am�Ubmh\]b["%*


Kate swings from an unyielding will to a mocking subservi
ence. Petrucio looks at the sun and says, “Good Lord, how bright 
and goodly shines the moon!” And she replies, 

Gib�]g�bch�h\Y�gib�k\Yb�mci�gUm�]h�]g�bch

5bX�h\Y�accb�W\Ub[Yg�YjYb�Ug�mcif�a]bX"

K\Uh�mci�k]``�\UjY�]h�bUaÈX �YjYb�h\Uh�]h�]g/

5bX�gc�]h�g\U``�VY�gc�Zcf�?Uh\Yf]bY"%+


As the play ends they are starting to get it right. His love is 
bending him toward serving her rather than commanding her. Her 
love is softening her need to control or to pretend to be mindless. 
But you can see that the struggle will always be there. 

In real life we too must learn to get this right. It is the labor 
of love. 

16Shakespeare, The Taming of the Shrew, 3.2.231. 
17Ibid., 4.5.20. 
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T here are many things we could use some help with in matters 
of the heart: how to fight fair, how to communicate better, 

how to change and grow without drifting apart, how to achieve 
mutual fulfillment in intimacy, how to divide the chores. None 
of these things do we get in Scripture. Instead, what we get is the 
heart of the matter: how to achieve unity, how two become one. 
The rest will work itself out according to personal preferences, 
gifts, and time. 

For example, for many years I took responsibility to pay all the 
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bills. Somewhere along the way, we realized that we were both a 
little happier when my wife took care of it. Since our communica
tion was not always the best, this seemed one way to make sure we 
both understood just how much was in the tank. In other words, 
it was our sensitivity to what would lead to unity that helped us 
sort out who does what. 

The heart of the matter is unity, two people becoming one. 
The wisdom and guidance we get from Scripture is that which pro
motes unity of spirit and shows how two very different people can 
move as one. This I intend to trace out in the following chapters. 
But first let me offer an illustration of what I think all the chapters 
add up to. 

The Grit and the Gold 

In the Winter Olympics, figure skating events are the hottest ticket 
in town. Pairs figure skating has occasionally been the highest-
rated event among viewers. At its best, it displays the strength 
and beauty, the power and grace, of true unity. The gold medal is 
awarded to the couple who has most mastered the skills of male 
leadership and female support. 

He leads her onto the ice and initiates each part of their rou
tine. She receives that leadership and trusts in his strength. His 
raw physical strength is more on display than hers; he does all 
the lifting, twirling, and catching. She complements his strength 
with her own—a more diminutive and more attractive strength 
of beauty, grace, speed, and balance. His focus as the head, or 
leader, is to magnifying her skills. Her focus is on following his 
lead and signaling her readiness to receive his next move. He takes 
responsibility for the two of them, and she trusts his leadership 
and delights in it. 

If he makes a mistake, she pays the larger physical price while 
he pays the larger emotional price. She falls, but he fails! So he has 
to learn to initiate and risk. She has to help him understand her 
moves and to endure his learning curve. 
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They do not fight for equality on the ice; they possess it as a 
given. Each has a role to play and they are not jostling or fighting 
about fairness. They are after something far more rewarding. No 
one yells, “Oppressor!” as he leads her around the arena, lifting 
her up and catapulting her into a triple spin. No one thinks she is 
belittled as she takes her lead from him, skating backward to his 
forward. No one calls for them to be egalitarian: “She should get 
to throw him into a triple Lutz half the time!” They complement 
each other in their complementarian approach to becoming one 
majestic and powerful whole. No one, least of all he, minds that 
the roses and teddy bears, thrown onto the ice when they have col
lapsed into each others arms at the end, are for her. It is his joy. 

This appears to me to be a visible model of what male leader
ship and female support are all about. This is what it looks like as 
it is worked out. It is an art form, not a mandate. It is a disposi
tion, not a set of rules. When it is done well, it is a welcome sight 
in which both partners are fulfilled in themselves and delighted in 
the other. 

Olympic skaters would be the first to agree that this takes grit, 
practice, and patience. They trade in the currency of bruises, cuts, 
twisted ankles, and sore shoulders. But what they are purchasing 
is a unity of movement that they both fittingly rejoice in. 

My wife and I used to remind our children, “Doing things 
God’s way is hard. But remember, the Devil beats his own.” We 
were reminding them that doing things right is not easy. Doing 
them wrong, however, is harder still to bear in the long run. So it 
is in matters of the heart. What follows is what I honestly think 
is the right thing to do in matters of the heart. It is what we must 
each do with practice and patience if we would build a healthy, 
tender, passionate, enduring, mutually fulfilling life with a good 
man or woman. 





He Initiates . . . 
She Responds 
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<Y.�6Y\c`X �mci�UfY�VYUih]Zi` �am�`cjY/

VY\c`X �mci�UfY�VYUih]Zi`/

mcif�YmYg�UfY�XcjYg"

G\Y.�6Y\c`X �mci�UfY�VYUih]Zi` �am�VY`cjYX ��

hfi`m�XY`][\hZi`"
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I was speaking with a small circle of college students, Christian 
brothers in their mid-twenties mostly. One of them expressed 

the problem squarely. “I don’t like to ask until I see all the right 
signals that she is going to say yes.” 

My response? “Coward! You are the man.” 
By this I meant to say that being a man means something 

distinctive. 

mailto:GCB;�C:�GC@CACB�%.%)�%*
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Brothers, it falls to us to be the initial risk takers in matters of 
the heart. Headship means being the one to go ahead and ask. 

It is ours as men to suffer the embarrassment of rejection if 
need be. It is our role to initiate. It is hers to respond with a signal 
of reception or rejection. Get to it right merrily. 

We are the hunters. They are the quarry. It is for men to strike 
out into the forest and look. It is for women to crack the twigs and 
stir the leaves so we know where to find them. 

The Timidity of J. Alfred Prufrock 

T. S. Elliot (1888–1965) said, “There will be a time to prepare a 
face to meet the faces that you meet.” In sports they call this “put
ting on your game face.” In matters of the heart, it means going 
forth confidently to meet the faces that you meet. Then speak up. 

=Z�=�Wci`X�kf]hY�h\Y�VYUihm�cZ�mcif�YmY 
5bX�]b�ZfYg\�biaVYfg�biaVYf�U``�mcif�[fUWYg 
H\Y�U[Y�hc�WcaY�kci`X�gUm �ÅH\]g�dcYh�`]Yg/ 
GiW\�\YUjYb`m�hciW\Yg�bYÈYf�hciW\YX�giW\�YUfh\`m�ZUWYg"Æ% 

Okay, maybe it won’t spill forth with the eloquence of Shakespeare, 
and this might be too much at first. Still, it is yours to make the 
move, no matter how much the fear of rejection grips your throat 
and causes you to stutter. Play the man. 

Brothers, if you are not persuaded, let me show you the future. 
T. S. Eliot’s call to preparedness is part of his famous poem “The 
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock.” It is an ode to timid manhood, 
marked by hesitancy and fear. Opportunity surrounds him; love is 
his to have and hold, but he fails to initiate. He sees her light brown 
hair and soft arms; her perfume captivates him. But he is filled with 
self-doubts and hesitancy: 

5bX�=�\UjY�_bckb�h\Y�Ufag�U`fYUXm �_bckb�h\Ya�U``Ä 
5fag�h\Uh�UfY�VfUWY`YhYX�UbX�k\]hY�UbX�VUfY 

1Shakespeare, Sonnets, 17.5. 
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�6ih�]b�h\Y�`Uad`][\h �XckbYX�k]h\�`][\h�Vfckb�\U]f��

=g�]h�dYfZiaY�Zfca�U�XfYgg

H\Uh�aU_Yg�aY�gc�X][fYgg3

5fag�h\Uh�`]Y�U`cb[�U�hUV`Y �cf�kfUd�UVcih�U�g\Uk`"

5bX�g\ci`X�=�h\Yb�dfYgiaY3

5bX�\ck�g\ci`X�=�VY[]b3


Yes, he should presume, and no, he should not worry about 
how to begin. Just begin. He considers the issue again: 

G\ci`X�= �UZhYf�hYU�UbX�WU_Yg�UbX�]WYg 

<UjY�h\Y�ghfYb[h\�hc�ZcfWY�h\Y�acaYbh�hc�]hg�Wf]g]g3


Yes, he should have the strength to push the situation to the moment 
of decision. But he is timid where he should be bold. Failing to make the 
most of his opportunity, all he has now is a sense of his failure: 

=�\UjY�gYYb�h\Y�acaYbh�cZ�am�[fYUhbYgg�Z`]W_Yf" 
5bX�=�\UjY�gYYb�h\Y�9hYfbU`�:cchaUb�\c`X�am�WcUh �UbX�gb]W_Yf 
5bX�]b�g\cfh �=�kUg�UZfU]X" 

The result is a sense of defeat not just in finding love but defeat in 
being a man: 

=�g\ci`X�\UjY�VYYb�U�dU]f�cZ�fU[[YX�W`Ukg

GWihh`]b[�UWfcgg�h\Y�Z`ccfg�cZ�g]`Ybh�gYUg"&


Don’t let this be your love song. It is ours as men to risk by asking. 
It is theirs to respond with yes or no. It is ours to first expose our hearts. 
It is theirs to echo with their own interest and affection, or not. 

The Power of the Echo 

Sisters, all the advice from Vogue, Glamour, and Cosmopolitan 
that talks about going after and getting your man, all the blather 
about how in this day and age it is just as acceptable for you to 

2T. S. Eliot, “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,” from The Waste Land and Other Poems 
(New York: Harvest, 1962 edition), 3. 
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initiate as for him, is just that—blather. The proof is that it feels 
wrong. Be confident and trust your feelings on this matter. Be con
fident that if he is the man you hope and wish him to be, he will 
play the man. You crackle the leaves a bit when he is in the area 
and let him know you are there. Then wait for him to initiate, or 
not. In the long run, you will be well served either way. 

Sisters, as the relationship unfolds, let him also be first to say, 
“I love you.” His power is in the exclamation. Yours is in the echo. 
He proclaims: 

6Y\c`X �mci�UfY�VYUih]Zi` �am�`cjY/ 
VY\c`X �mci�UfY�VYUih]Zi`/ 
mcif�YmYg�UfY�XcjYg"��Gcb[�cZ�Gc`cacb�%.%)� 

She echos: 

6Y\c`X �mci�UfY�VYUih]Zi` �am�VY`cjYX �hfi`m�XY`][\hZi`"��%.%*� 

In Shakespeare’s Much Ado about Nothing, Benedick does not 
want to be the first to say “I love you.” He tries to elicit Beatrice to 
go first. She is wise enough to know her place and the power that it 
has. She will insist he play the man before she plays the woman. 

6YbYX]W_.�8c�bch�mci�`cjY�aY3

6YUhf]WY.�K\m �bc/�bc�acfY�h\Ub�fYUgcb"

6YbYX]W_.�K\m�h\Yb �mcif�ibW`Y�UbX�h\Y�df]bWY�UbX�7`UiX]c�

\UjY�VYYb�XYWY]jÈX/�h\Ym�gkcfY�mci�X]X"

6YUhf]WY.�8c�bch�mci�`cjY�aY3

6YbYX]W_.�Hfch\ �bc/�bc�acfY�h\Ub�fYUgcb"

6YUhf]WY.�K\m�h\Yb �am�Wcig]b �AUf[UfYh �UbX�IfgU`U �UfY�

aiW\�XYWY]jÈX/�Zcf�h\Ym�X]X�gkYUf�mci�X]X"

6YbYX]W_.�H\Ym�gkcfY�hc�aY�h\Uh�mci�kYfY�U`acgh�g]W_�Zcf�aY"

6YUhf]WY.�H\Ym�gkcfY�h\Uh�mci�kYfY�kY``!b][\�XYUX�Zcf�aY"'


And so the battle goes, till finally Benedick ends the matter by 

3Shakespeare, Much Ado About Nothing, 5.3.72. 
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confessing his love and taking her into his arms. This is the right 
thing to do. And I think this is the way most women picture it. 
Trust the picture. 

Challenging the Matter 

I once had lively discussion with a brother who insisted that in his 
relationship everything was equal, and that this was the hallmark 
of their marriage. To him equal meant same and therefore inter
changeable. He proudly rejected the idea of male initiation and 
female response. And what is more, he thought he was serving the 
cause of women in this. 

I responded by saying that in my marriage, my wife and I never 
think about equality, though if forced to think about it we would 
affirm our mutual worth before God. Instead, I see my wife as bet
ter and more precious than I—of greater worth. And I told him my 
wife took no offense in this matter. Indeed she gets upset with me 
precisely at the point when I start treating her as my equal. To her 
it feels like a step down. 

Then I gave him my pudding test. Here is where we compare 
what we think we believe to what we actually know and practice. 
I asked him, “Did you ask her out first or did she ask you out?” 

He asked her out. 
“Perhaps it means nothing,” I said, “then again, it is curious. 

I suppose then on the second date you waited for her to ask you 
out?” 

Well actually he had asked her out two times in a row—a dis
turbing imbalance to be sure! 

I asked, “Do you think that she was taken by your handsome
ness in equal measure that you were first taken by her beauty?” 

“Probably not,” he conceded, revealing a worrisome imbal
ance in what attracts men and women to one another. 

Next I asked, “The decision to be sexually abstinent until 
marriage—did you first raise the matter or did she have to raise 
it first?” 
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He had taken the lead on the matter but insisted that they 
both equally agreed that this was the will of God for their lives. 
Very well. 

Then I went for broke. “When it came to proposing, did you 
ask her or did she ask you?” 

“I asked her,” he conceded. 
“Would it have been just the same if she had asked you? Or is 

it simply the right thing to do, simply more fitting for both of you, 
that you initiated the proposal and she responded to it?” 

He said he was not sure and would have to think about it. He 
was sensing finally that something true and right was afoot here. 
He was seeing how in his actual life, rather than in the intellectual 
ideology that he espouses, he lives as I do. He actually was the ini
tiator, and she was well served by it! He could sense that something 
would be amiss if she had proposed to him. 

It does make a difference who takes the initiative and who 
responds. When it comes to doing things right in matters of the 
heart, men initiate and women respond. 



He Leads . . . 
She Guides 
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I n matters of the heart, it is right that men should lead and 
women welcome and guide that leadership. She is his help

mate (Genesis 2:18). Her goal is to give her man all the help he 
needs to lead well. His goal is to humbly accept the responsibility 
to lead and not run from it or wield it like a club. 

The guidance that she provides him comes mainly in two 
forms: in helping him think clearly and in encouraging him to 
act confidently. What comes from this is a shared victory. If it 
proves a mistake, it is borne together. Either way, what is fostered 
is true unity of spirit which is the heart of the matter, where the 
two become one. We have to work at it, but if we do, true unity 
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is fostered and preserved in the complementary exchange of male 
leadership and female guidance. 

Love Set to Normal Operating Mode 

Brothers, in a sort of back-handed way, God deals with our sinful 
tendencies to avoid leadership and directs us around them when he 
says, “Husbands, live with your wives in an understanding way” 
(1 Peter 3:7). The New International Version of the Bible says, 
“Husbands . . . be considerate of your wives.” I take this to mean 
we ought to lead with questions rather than conclusions. It means 
we ask about what she thinks is best, and we consider how she will 
be affected by the matter. Following this directive casts our whole 
leadership into the mold of tenderness and thoughtfulness. 

Sweethearts thrive and blossom in such an environment. They 
do not feel as great of an urge to wrest control. They are more read
ily pleased to yield because they feel deeply and profoundly loved 
by thoughtfulness. It’s a paradox worth remembering: when we are 
full of thoughts about their well-being, they are filled to overflow
ing with love. Surely this is one of the mysteries between us. 

Think of love as a setting on some gizmo. If love set on “high” 
is passion and love set on “low” is grinding out the work of recon
ciliation, think of consideration and understanding as love set on 
the “normal” operating mode. This is love as it operates routinely, 
day-to-day, through the ebb and flow of life. 

Turn Up the Volume, Tune Out the Man 

Sisters, you too have specific guidance on this matter. For example, 
Proverbs 21:19 says, “It is better to live in a desert land than with 
a quarrelsome and fretful woman.” Proverbs 27:15 adds, “A con
tinual dripping on a rainy day and a quarrelsome wife are alike.” 

This quarrelsomeness is the habitual critiquing of male lead
ership expressed in the tone and spirit of sarcasm rather than in 
respect for male leadership. It is how the good gift of female guid
ance expresses itself when twisted and controlled by sinful self
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centeredness rather than by the Spirit and love. It harps and barks 
and nags and belittles the man and his position as leader. 

Sisters, if you repeatedly attempt to control the man in your 
life, and if you disrespect him and the decisions he makes, you will 
get nothing for it but neglect and emotional abandonment. It is 
another of those mysterious paradoxes. There are plenty of wit
nesses to this truth all around—women who dismiss the biblical 
admonition, “let the wife see [to it] that she respects her husband” 
(Ephesians 5:33). Instead, they try to their ever-lovin’ frustration 
to get their man to do what they think he should do—about every 
matter under the sun. But here is the thing: men naturally chafe and 
eventually flee from direct instruction from their wives. They do 
not change when you tell them to. And they never, ever will. When 
you turn up the volume, you tune out the man. 

Love in the Indirect Mode 

Instead, try indirect instruction. 1 Peter 3:1–2 says, “Likewise, 
wives, be subject to your own husbands, so that even if some 
do not obey the word, they may be won without a word by the 
conduct of their wives—when they see your respectful and pure 
conduct.” 

This is the way of a woman with a man. She teaches him pri
marily by example. When needed, she may appeal to his thought
fulness and ask for his consideration, but she will not go further. 
He will be far more apt to give consideration to her words when 
they are heard as an appeal or a suggestion rather than as a direc
tive. Think of it as the difference between casting a flashlight down 
the path versus pointing it in his face. Direct light causes us to close 
our eyes. Indirect light, pointed away from our eyes, causes us to 
strain to see. 

When God instructs a man, he uses a direct approach. 
“Husbands, live with your wives in an understanding way” 
(1 Peter 3:7). Not all men obey this word, as Peter acknowledges 
in 3:1 (“if some do not obey the word”). Even when men desire 
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to obey God’s Word, their immaturity as men and as Christians 
renders them inconsistent, given to fits and spurts—mere seasons 
of obedience amidst times of hardness of heart. This is no doubt 
painful for women to bear. 

Nevertheless, when God instructs women what to do about it, 
he tells them to continue to be submissive in spirit. It has its own 
power to soften a hardened heart over time. Pounding on him will 
only make him harder. 

Respecting his leadership and guiding it this way also reflects 
a trust in God. It says, “I believe that God is at work in his life and 
mine.” So let God, in his providence, bend the stiff neck of your 
husband, beat down his rebellion, soften his sharp edges, and fan 
into flame a vision for what it means to be a husband, father, and 
entrepreneur in the things of God. Until then, shut up about it in 
his presence. Turn it over to God, “casting all your anxieties on 
him, for he cares for you” (1 Peter 5:7). “Be still before the Lord 
and wait patiently for him” (Psalm 37:7). 

Practicing toward Perfection 

Most men are afraid to lead, as T. S. Eliot illustrated so well in his 
“J. Alfred Prufrock.” Women have told me, “I have to lead because 
he won’t.” That may be sadly true and in some ways inescapable. 
However, it is more often true that there is a conspiracy of sorts 
going on. He is quietly afraid to lead and she is quietly eager to 
lead. 

The wise woman will resist this impulse. She will simply leave 
some things undone and, instead of becoming bitter, she will 
respect her husband as he is while looking for ways to help him 
find his footing and be the leader that God wants him to be. The 
wise man will bear the responsibility to lead, even if he is utterly 
convinced and it is self-evidently true that she does a better job. 

The first place all this is practiced is in planning dates. Generally, 
even though we have been married for nearly thirty years, my wife 
wants me to have a plan already in mind. She likes it when I lead. 
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Far too often I don’t have one. Her response then is to let us wing 
it. She will not do the planning for me. 

Another good time in which to practice leadership and guid
ance is after a disagreement. When my wife and I argue, when the 
relationship is torn, it is my role as a man to initiate the repair. 
She knows it, submits to it, and is glad to have it so. I must make 
the first move when we are both wounded and hesitant to do so. 
Why? Because headship means “go ahead.” It means getting things 
started. That is my responsibility in the matter. If I fail at this 
moment, it would be akin to the lead skater dropping his partner 
on the ice. My wife would be hurt all the more, and I would be left 
with a wounded wife. What is the victory in that? 

Likewise, my wife does not run off somewhere. She stays 
within reach, and she stays quiet. She knows what is going on. I 
am thinking and preparing and resisting and finally initiating the 
work of reconciliation. 

United in Holding Our Noses 

Another arena for this practice of headship and submission, of 
leadership and guidance of leadership, is in the context of having 
to decide things that have lasting consequences that are not easily 
reversed. It is for me to make the final decision when we are both 
uncertain or in disagreement about what is right. My wife will pro
vide her best judgment and guidance: “Here is what I think . . .” 
or “We have to think about this factor or that.” Then when she’s 
done, she will add, “But you decide. God holds you accountable 
for it.” Sounds a bit harsh, but it’s true. 

We are currently wrestling with a decision about where to 
reside. We have elderly parents to consider, changing ministry 
considerations, grown children now resettling all over the country, 
and the high cost of living in New England to cope with. One of the 
major options we are considering is most unappealing to my wife, 
but there are compelling reasons for us to consider it. I presented 
this option to her along with why I think it’s a good one. She said, 
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in summary, “I don’t like it.” A little later she added, “I will do it, 
if that is what you ultimately think is best.” In the days that fol
lowed, she thought of several additional points for us to consider. 
She also did some research online. She was helping me make the 
final decision. 

As for my part, I want to lead in a way that is considerate of 
her as 1 Peter 3:7 instructs me. So I proposed the “stinker” idea 
with a long lead time. I want her to have the time to adjust to it. If 
I am missing something, I want her to help fill in the picture. Most 
of all, I want us to be united in the decision, even if we are both 
holding our noses as we do it. 

It takes practice, but it works. He leads, and she respects and 
guides his leadership. 



He Works . . . 
She Waits 
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D oing things right in matters of the heart means that he 
works and she waits. Wendy Shalit calls this “male obliga

tion and female modesty.”1 The insight here is to understand that 
there are certain things that come to women by waiting that only 
come to a man by working. 

Even at the most intimate level this is true. The mutually 

1A Return to Modesty, 102 
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satisfying experience of orgasm comes by a husband working 
and a wife relaxing. What is true at this consummation level of a 
relationship is also true at the foundational level. In matters of the 
heart, men are to work to win and women are to wait and be won. 
As Shakespeare said, 

G\Y�]g�VYUih]Zi`�UbX�h\YfYZcfY�hc�VY�kccÈX" 
G\Y�]g�U�kcaUb �h\YfYZcfY�hc�VY�kcb"& 

The Transforming Power of Waiting 

Sisters, this means reclaiming the power of modesty and chastity. 
Nothing will make a man work harder at wooing and preparing him
self to wed than modesty and chastity. Men work when women wait. 

Sociologist George Gilder asserts that the key force in soci
ety that transforms immature manhood into mature manhood 
is women’s sexual self-control, her power to wait. Most men are 
driven toward sexual intercourse in ways that most women merely 
decide. Regarding this reality George Gilder says, “The fact is that 
women lack the kind of importunate, undifferentiated lust that 
infects almost all men.”3 

This is just one aspect of the complementary nature of male 
and female regarding our experiences as men and women. Though 
in general women can live more easily without sexual intimacy 
than men, their experience of it is longer and more satisfying than 
a man’s. Men are sexual dots. Women are sexual lines. Men are 
sexual moments. Women are sexual minutes. Men erupt. Women 
are fanned into flame. What a complement! And it is vital to under
stand the implications of it. 

Gilder continues, “The man may push and posture, but the 
woman must decide. He is driven; she must set the terms and con
ditions, goal and destinations of the journey.”4 Men may wield 

2Shakespeare, King Henry the Sixth, 5.3.78.

3Men and Marriage, 11.

4Ibid., 12.
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more power in the economy of the marketplace, but women con
trol “the economy of the eros.” He explains: 

AYb�`igh �Vih�h\Ym�_bck�bch�k\Uh�Zcf/� h\Ym�kUbXYf �UbX� 
`cgY�hfUW_�cZ�h\Y�[cU`/�h\Ym�Z][\h�UbX�WcadYhY �Vih�h\Ym� 
Zcf[Yh�h\Y�df]nY/�h\Ym�gdfYUX�gYYX �Vih�gdifb�h\Y�gYUgcbg� 
cZ� [fckh\/� h\Ym� W\UgY� dckYf� UbX� [`cfm � Vih� a]gg� h\Y� 
aYUb]b[�cZ�`]ZY"�) 

Shakespeare said it with a little more flare, 

C��K\Uh�aYb�XUfY�Xc��K\Uh�aYb�aUm�Xc���

� � K\Uh�aYb�XU]`m�Xc�

Bch�_bck]b[�k\Uh�h\Ym�Xc�*


As for women, Gilder continues: 

=b� WfYUh]b[� W]j]`]nUh]cb � kcaYb� hfUbgZcfa� aU`Y� ̀ igh� ]bhc� 
`cjY/� W\UbbY`� aU`Y� kUbXYf`igh� ]bhc� ^cVg � \caYg � UbX� 
ZUa]`]Yg/�`]b_�aYb�hc�gdYW]Z]W�W\]`XfYb/�fYUf�W\]`XfYb�]bhc� 
W]h]nYbg/�W\Ub[Y�\ibhYfg� ]bhc�ZUh\Yfg/�X]jYfh�aU`Y�k]``� hc� 
dckYf�]bhc�U�Xf]jY�hc�WfYUhY"+ 

How do women transform immature men into mature ones? 
Through the power of their modesty and chastity. Such women 
understand not only the moral clarity of God’s Word, but they also 
see the wisdom in his commands to abstain. When women wait, 
the impatient male predator will go elsewhere, which protects 
them from the wrong man. The immature man, however, is forced 
to consider what changes in his life need to be made. He asks, 
“What are the terms and conditions under which I may turn your 
‘Not now’ and ‘Not yet’ into ‘Let my beloved come to his garden 
and eat its choicest fruits!’” (Song of Solomon 4:16). Then he gets 
to work and grows up in the process. 

5Ibid., 18.

6Shakespeare, Much Ado about Nothing, 4.1.20.

7Men and Marriage, 18.
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The Power of Purity 

Sisters, there is power in waiting. If you give away this God-endowed 
power and simply act, as the apostle Paul said, “like the Gentiles 
who do not know God” (1 Thessalonians 4:5) and satisfy his lusts, 
you undermine God’s work of maturing manhood. So part company 
with the crowd. Become a nonconformist. Swim upstream. Those 
who go with the flow in this matter are more likely to get the flotsam 
floating down the current. There are potentially good men in the 
mix, but how will you know the seemingly mature predatory male 
from the immature provider-protector type of man who is ready to 
grow up? Purity is the litmus test. Waiting will reveal the heart of 
the matter. 

The simple think of their bodies as so many wood chips for 
building a fire. More often than not, they get burned. Simple 
women end up sacrificing the best years of their fertile lives on 
men who will never make themselves ready for marriage. Why? 
Because such women only wish rather than require that the man in 
their lives will marry. They hope for marriage with their “partner” 
when instead, if they followed God’s will in this matter, they could 
be planning for it. 

If they get pregnant during this process, outside the child-
friendly confines of marriage, these women feel pressured to 
sacrifice their children at the Temple of Feminism—Planned 
Parenthood’s “abortuaries.” This is the world of vacuumed 
wombs, silent nurseries, musical beds, ringless fingers, and deep-
seated rebellion against God’s good and pleasing will. 

The Roar of Godliness 

In light of this, I have always been struck by the irony of the 
feminist anthem, Helen Reddy’s “I Am Woman.” She sings, “I am 
woman, hear me roar!” and continues, 

=�Ua�kcaUb�kUhW\�aY�[fck

GYY�aY�ghUbX]b[�hcY�hc�hcY
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5g�=�gdfYUX�am�`cj]bÈ�Ufag�UWfcgg�h\Y�`UbX 
6ih�=Èa�gh]``�Ub�YaVfmc 
K]h\�U�`cb[�`cb[�kUm�hc�[c 
Ibh]`�=�aU_Y�am�Vfch\Yf�ibXYfghUbX", 

There is no doubt she means to assert the inherent dignity of 
women—“to make her brother understand.” Yet, in throwing off 
modesty and chastity, what men hear being said is “use me as you 
will.” Where’s the dignity in that? The truth is that the loudest roar 
a woman can make, as far as making the brothers understand, is 
the quiet, confident restraint of choosing to be chaste till marriage. 
This resolve proclaims a woman’s inner strength, dignity, and 
worth with unmistakable force and clarity. 

As for brothers and how they work as they wait, and how they, 
too, practice sexual purity, I will address that in another context. 
Here I say, sisters, doing things right in matters of the heart means 
understanding this incredible power you wield in deciding to wait 
for sexual intimacy till marriage. As the subsequent chapters will 
show, it is this decision more than any other that will detect for 
you the good and godly man. As planting paperwhite narcissus and 
hyacinth bulbs in rocks and water in winter, this forces the best in 
manhood to come forth and bloom. 

8Helen Reddy and Ray Burton, “I am Woman,” Capitol Records, 1972. 
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I magine that I heard a door jam crack. An intruder has 
entered my home. My three children are asleep in their beds. 

My wife lies next to me. I turn to her and shake her awake. “Hey 
babe, there is someone in the house! I got up last time, so now it 
is your turn.” 

If equality (rather than unity) were the hallmark of our relation
ship, that is what I would have to say. If there is nothing distinctive 
in my role as a man, if we are the same and interchangeable so that 
equality is the issue, then we would have to make sure we share in 
equal measure things like confronting intruders. If I did approach it 
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this way, my wife would not be happy. She doesn’t want our equal
ity as human beings to eradicate my distinctive role as a man. She 
wants me to bear a sense of responsibility to protect her. 

Does this mean that she lacks the courage or strength to protect 
me or her children? I am quite confident that she would jump up to 
help me, perhaps rushing to get the kids or calling the police and 
praying for me as I headed down the stairs. But she would expect 
me to lead. In this I think she is typical, not extraordinary. Most 
women want and expect this. It is right for them to do so. Mature 
manhood carries a sense of protecting women and children. 

Do You Smell Smoke? 

Suppose there is a fire—do women really think it makes no dif
ference who is the last one to scurry out the window? Do wives 
really practice egalitarianism in such moments? “We are equal, so 
it’s simply a first-come, first-out situation. If he gets to the window 
first, I want him to go first. We’ll have no gender-biased fire-
escaping around here!” Women don’t think like this. Women are 
honored by men who look at them as the weaker sex and therefore 
help them and serve them first. 

When the house is on fire, it’s “women and children first.” 
The man who lives that creed will get smothering hugs and tear-
drenched kisses when he finally climbs out. What do you think 
the husband who practices egalitarianism can expect? He stands 
outside the house. He watches his wife crawl out the window. 
What does he say? “Glad you made it out too!” Their relationship 
will never be the same because something profoundly disturbing 
has been revealed. 

The Weaker Vessel 

Doing things right in matters of the heart means that men want 
to take the lead in protecting the health and well-being of women 
and children. And it means that women expect this and respect 
men for it. 
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This sense of male protection is fostered in the much maligned 
and misunderstood passage, 1 Peter 3:7: 

<igVUbXg �`]jY�k]h\�mcif�k]jYg�]b�Ub�ibXYfghUbX]b[�kUm � 
g\ck]b[�\cbcf�hc�h\Y�kcaUb�Ug�h\Y�kYU_Yf�jYggY` �g]bWY� 
h\Ym�UfY�\Y]fg�k]h\�mci�cZ�h\Y�[fUWY�cZ�`]ZY �gc�h\Uh�mcif� 
dfUmYfg�aUm�bch�VY�\]bXYfYX" 

Taken out of context, the idea of women as the weaker vessel 
is offensive. It can be used and has been used to limit opportuni
ties for women. But taken in context, men are being taught here to 
think of their wives as better by showing them honor, and weaker 
by providing them strength. The aim of this passage is the enhance
ment of womanhood by means of godly manhood. In this my wife 
can find no offense. 

Objectively, as we have shown already, men and women are 
different in their strengths and weaknesses. In the economy of cre
ation, most men are larger and stronger than women. Therefore, 
they have advantages that should be employed to protect and 
serve women in appropriate ways, beginning with their wives. 
When men view women as equals in strength, they are inclined to 
compete against them and strive to defeat them. What woman is 
better off as a result? 

Why Darlene Became Daryl 

The innateness of a man’s predisposition to protect women was 
evidenced in a somewhat surprising fashion in the toy industry. 
Newsweek magazine reported on what those in the business call 
the “crash ’n’ bash” theory: “Give a six year old boy a toy car and 
he’s guaranteed to smash it against a wall or careen it off his little 
sister’s bunk bed.”1 

The Tyco Toy Company suspected they had a winner when 
they took this theory directly to market with a toy car designed 
specifically to be crashed and bashed. They designed a plastic car 

1“Feel Like a Wreck?” Newsweek magazine (December 14, 1992), 56. 
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with a crash dummy. They modeled it after the Department of 
Transportation (DOT) test cars, shown in commercials that depict 
unsecured bodies flying around on impact. Tyco made the toy car 
so that “on impact, the car’s fenders crumple and its wheels pop 
off. But even more irresistible: when the plastic mini-mannequins 
are left unbelted, their heads and limbs go flying.” 

When Tyco tested the product with a group of six-year-olds, 
the kids went crazy with glee. A financial winner for the Tyco 
Company was born—just in time to become a Christmas holiday 
hit. However, there was one wrinkle in the concept. Newsweek 
reported, “In focus-group sessions, the company found that the 
DOT’s female character, Darlene, didn’t play well with the boys, 
who cringed at the notion of cracking up a girl.” 

Really? We can certainly train those boys to become egalitar
ians and stop cringing at cracking up a girl. But perhaps women are 
better served if we let the “boys be boys” by nurturing this natural 
cringe factor when girls’ heads and limbs go flying off. Maybe 
something whole and good is at work in the male predisposition 
to protect women. 

Tyco chose to honor the cringe factor. The crash dummy, 
Darlene, was quietly renamed Daryl. “He still has a strangely 
shaped chest,” the toy company reported. But the boys were evi
dently not so focused on that. 

The Titanic Today 

When the Titanic sank, the manly call went out: “Women and chil
dren first!” Were the women demanding that 50 percent of all the 
seats be taken up by men? No. They understood and supported the 
deeper responsibilities men bear to give up their lives, if need be, 
to protect women and children. They were honored by it—grieved 
beyond words, no doubt, but honored still. Would the same thing 
happen today or was all that just a reflection of the times? 

In 1988, Glamour magazine reported that 66 percent of 
respondents thought that if the Titanic incident were ever to be 
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repeated, 50 percent of the seats should be reserved for men and 50 
percent for women. My suspicion is that this is one of those situ
ations in which ideology is again trying to beat down a stubborn 
truth. And if someone on the new Titanic ordered things that way, 
my suspicion is that the women sitting on those rafts would think 
low of the men sitting there. Women do not like egalitarianism; 
they are better than that. And the men who survived would have 
“some ’splainin’ to do.”2 They would be considered weak men for 
not thinking of themselves as stronger and thus serving women as 
the weaker vessel. 

My sense is that if the Titanic truly were to repeat itself, the 
deepest callings of manhood would surface again and the shout 
would go out, “Women and children first!” And the women, weep
ing and grieving at the impending separation, would nonetheless 
understand it, receive it, and be eternally honored by the sacrifice 
of these sexist men. 

Practicing Protection 

We do not face intruders, fire, crashes, and drowning on a regular 
basis. So let me close this chapter with a few mundane examples 
where manly protection expresses itself on a day-to-day basis. 

Protection can be practiced in how a man walks down the 
street with a woman. A man who bears a strong sense to protect 
women will consciously walk on the curbside of the sidewalk, or, 
if walking on the road, on the inside walking line nearest to the 
oncoming traffic. Subtle, but a gesture not without meaning, and 
one that women are sensitive to. 

A man will normally allow a woman to go first through a door. 
But when women are entering into a dark house or a strange room, 
men with a strong sense of protection will reverse course and enter 
first, find the lights, and check things out. 

Some men wear a seatbelt more out of a desire to be safe for 
their wife and kids than for the obvious safety to themselves. Some 

2The phrase comes from Ricky Ricardo. It was his way of getting an explanation for the 
various jams in which Lucy would find herself. 
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men like to take the lead in driving for the same reason. They feel 
more able to protect from behind the wheel than when riding 
passenger-side. 

My in-laws are eighty-five years old. My mother-in-law has 
better stamina than my father-in-law, and so she does much more 
driving these days. Yet it is interesting how she always signals his 
leadership in this matter. She asks, “Do you want me to drive?” He 
makes the call. If the drive is short or he feels good, he drives. If he 
is unsure, he asks, “Why don’t you do the driving?” In this dialog, 
he retains his protection over her, and she signals her glad respect 
for it. It has served her well through the years. 



He Abstains to Protect . . . 
She, to Test 
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I n doing things right in matters of the heart, we now come to 
a development that grows from the two preceding matters: 

a man’s responsibility to protect women and a man’s equal calling 
to sexual purity. 

The Will of God 

Sexual purity is God’s will for all, though mastering it, from all the 
evidence, is much harder for men than women. We have reason 
enough to pursue purity as a matter of childlike obedience to God’s 
command. 
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What we are by gender, impulse, compulsion, or circumstance 
may well define the intensity of the battle we face. It does not make 
the battle optional; it only makes preparing for it crucial. That is 
what Paul is saying here in this passage. We must each know how 
to control ourselves “in holiness and honor, not in the passion of 
lust like the Gentiles who do not know God.” 

The moment a thief is converted and awakens to God, he 
knows he has to change his occupation. He can’t act like he did 
before, when he was dead toward God. He knows this right away, 
because stealing was always something he understood to be wrong, 
but he just didn’t care. His conversion is precisely a change in 
desire. He now cares about what pleases God, and, therefore, he 
immediately considers how best to earn his living. 

In the same way, our outlook on sexuality will change upon 
conversion. Sexual sins always stain the conscience. If we continue 
in them, we develop a hardened or “seared conscience” (1 Timothy 
4:2). But when we come to “know God,” we know his will and 
pleasure regarding sexual purity. We can no longer follow sexual 
lusts as we did when we did not know God. 

The apostle Paul adds more to his argument: “that no one 
transgress and wrong his brother in this matter” (1 Thessalonians 
4:6). Sexual sins are particularly damaging to others. They are not 
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private sins. The partner involved is profoundly affected by it, and 
his or her future husband or wife is injured by it. 

Is the temptation and impulse strong? No doubt. Perhaps that 
is why Paul’s word here is so direct, is repeated, and ends with such 
a strong warning: “Whoever disregards this, disregards not man 
but God, who gives his Holy Spirit to you” (v. 8). 

Brothers, sexual impurity has no place for those who are in 
Christ. The same grace that taught you initially about God’s for
giveness also trains you now to live under the influence of the Holy 
Spirit. “For the grace of God has appeared, bringing salvation for 
all people, training us to renounce ungodliness and worldly pas
sions, and to live self-controlled, upright, and godly lives in the 
present age” (Titus 2:11–12). 

Abstaining for Different Reasons 

Therefore, in the outworking of sexual purity toward one another 
there is a complementary motive. Men protect women by their 
chastity. Women, by their chastity, test the maturity and character 
of the man pursuing them. 

Another hint of this comes from 1 Timothy 5:2. “Treat . . . 
younger women like sisters, in all purity.” For men, this is a call to 
mature manhood. God is fanning into flame our innate calling to 
protect women—in this case, from ourselves. Treat them with all 
the care and caution with which you would naturally defend and 
protect your own sister. Paul is mustering in men their self-control 
by tying it to their natural predisposition to protect women from 
injury. 

Brothers, our power to abstain from sexual impurity and to 
practice sexual self-control with those with whom we fall in love 
comes from two sources. One is the love of God accompanied by a 
childlike desire to please him. The other is love for others, accom
panied by the desire to protect, that such love prompts within us. 
Brothers, practice sexual self-control out of a desire to protect her 
from sin, guilt, shame, embarrassment, pregnancy, and the fallout 
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that all women bear so disproportionately from sex outside of 
marriage. 

Manhood Test Kit 

Sisters, abstaining from sexual immorality is, for you, too, a mat
ter of submitting to God and his commands. But it is more. It is 
God’s “Mature Manhood Test Kit” for women. The immature, 
self-centered, ungodly man will test negative in a matter of weeks. 
The deceitful and cunning predator will test negative in a matter 
of days. Men willing to wait, and wanting to wait, will test posi
tive. It is not a lack of sexual interest; it is a healthy fear of God. It 
is love, which at this point rightfully expresses itself as protection 
from sin and shame. If he weakens, help him succeed. If all else 
goes well in the development of the relationship, you know you are 
marrying a godly man, one who has self-control and a clear sense 
of his calling as a man. 

Brothers, sexual purity is also a good self-test for mature man
hood. Make it a top priority in the relationship. Make it a matter 
of your leadership. You will see yourself growing in the grace 
of God. As Paul said about the disciplines of the Christian life, 
“Practice these things, devote yourself to them, so that all may see 
your progress” (1 Timothy 4:15). 

Then if all goes well in the relationship, you will be learning 
to lead well. If, in the unfolding of the relationship, it becomes 
clear that she is not the one, you have done the honorable thing. 
You have followed the first law of medicine contained in the 
Hippocratic Oath: “I will . . . never do harm to anyone.” Your 
self-control has protected a sister in Christ, who will probably go 
on to be someone else’s wife. She, and he, will deeply appreciate 
your manly leadership in this delicate matter of intimacy. 



His Unmet Desire Drives 
Him toward Marriage . . . 

Hers Is Rewarded 
with Marriage 
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I got married at age twenty-two, a little over two months short 
of my twenty-third birthday. I did not see it coming. Indeed on 

my twenty-first birthday, nothing—and I mean nothing—seemed 
more improbable. 
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Driving in an Unexpected Direction 

I was a lowly college student. I was so poor that at one point 
I designed a way to live on fifty cents a day. The school caf
eteria offered bread for five cents per slice. The peanut butter 
and jelly was free. I bought four slices and had two PB&J’s for 
lunch—total: 20¢. At the grocery store I found a sale, five cans 
of Noodle-Os for a dollar or 20¢ per can. For dinner I bought 
two more slices (10¢) and heated up a can of the little spaghetti 
rings. Total for the day? 50¢! Yet a little over a year later, there I 
stood, proud and pleased on June 10, 1978, telling myself, “God 
has blessed you boy! God has blessed you,” as my bride came 
walking down the aisle. 

How did this happen? I met Kristen and fell in love. Just as 
shocking, she reciprocated. Having fallen in love, I found myself 
needing to protect her from myself! That got old very fast. What 
to do? 

I arranged to be with her in more public places, often in group 
settings. I found myself steering her to places where we could be 
alone, and having gotten her there, I had to steer her out. This was 
an intolerable lifestyle. 

I could think of only one solution—get married. I got mar
ried because I was not interested in being a virgin and leading an 
abstinent lifestyle. Like Billy Crystal’s character Harry Burns says 
in the film, When Harry Met Sally, “When you realize you want 
to spend the rest of your life with somebody, you want the rest of 
your life to start as soon as possible.”1 

Did I worry about not having money and not being finished 
with school and wondering how it would all work out? Sure. But 
I also worried about my passions and the call to live “self-con
trolled, upright, and godly lives,” (Titus 2:12). 

Self-control is weakened by love. This word gets harder 
and harder to hear when your passions grow hotter and hotter. 
However, this is not the only word we have for this occasion. 

1Billy Crystal character, Harry Burns, in the film When Harry Met Sally (1989). 
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Drive This Way! 

First Corinthians 7: 9 says, “It is better to marry than to be aflame 
with passion (niv).” Now that is a stunning word to a young man 
in love. It was better, I reasoned at the time, for me to get married 
than to continue in the pitiful state that I was then living in, no 
matter what loose ends there were. So I got married. 

My point, and that of the apostle Paul, is that unmet sexual 
desire is the means by which God takes a young man who hasn’t 
given two minutes of his whole life to think about marriage and 
prompts him to consider it, prepare for it, and then take the 
plunge. 

Unmet sexual passion is like carrots: it helps a man see better 
what he really wants in life. Unmet sexual passion brings into focus 
a vision for being a husband and potentially a father. Unmet sexual 
passion drives him toward removing all the obstacles, whether they 
are inner fears and doubts or the need to work toward preparing 
him to know her family, to talk about their future, and to finish up 
what needs to be done in order to be able to make a living. It drives 
us to solve problems and get ready. It matures us. 

The Reward of Waiting 

For women, waiting is their reward. They find a good man by wait
ing. They are rewarded for waiting a short time when later they 
don’t wait endlessly for him to work out all his stuff. The internal 
pressure prompts him to move forward. I got married at twenty-
two instead of twenty-five or thirty or thirty-five, in part because 
of that internal pressure. My wife, who knew what she wanted 
and was not nearly so shocked by it all, waited patiently for me to 
catch up. The reward of doing things right in matters of the heart 
is marriage sooner rather than later. 

Sisters, by waiting, your reward is also marriage to a good 
man. He, too, has done things right. His strength of character, 
his love for God, and his strong sense of protection will all carry 
over. 
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Finally, waiting until marriage to engage in sexual activity is 
rewarded with greater intimacy. The bonds of marriage to a good 
man free all restraint. Covenanted intimacy unleashes passion with 
no admixture of shame and guilt. 

“The man and his wife were both naked and were not 
ashamed” (Genesis 2:25). This is free love. This is liberation. You 
are husband and wife together, naked. Sisters, here is your cue to 
speak up! 
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Your reward is that of the lovers in Song of Solomon. Having 
done things right, it was all feasting on love, the woman resting in 
her lover and not getting up until she pleased! 
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Running without the Restrictor Plate 

Brothers, if self-control grows harder in the presence of a woman 
whom you love, the answer is not to set aside God’s will; the 
answer is to set aside your qualms about marriage and get to it. 

Can you make it work? Yes. If you do things right in setting up 
the relationship, you won’t have much to change in the marriage. 
The cynic has said, “Servant in love, lord in marriage,”3 suggesting 
men sink into lazy, demanding brutes once they are married. No 
doubt this happens. But it doesn’t have to happen. In marriage, you 

2Shakespeare, Venus and Adonis, 1.229. 
3“The Franklin’s Tale,” The Canterbury Tales. 
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simply keep developing what you have started. Only now you run, 
to use a NASCAR term, without a restrictor plate. 

And keep the engagement period short (three to six months). 
I was engaged for nine months. Too long. It was like waiting at 
a light that did not really look red (we were engaged, after all) 
or truly green (yet we weren’t married). This muddied middle, 
interminably long in our culture, is hard on virtue and honor. The 
day’s end—when you have studied or worked hard and then dined 
together, when it’s nearly zero outside and you have to scrape the 
windshield and drive her home—is your cue. It is time to get mar
ried. Marriage is a dramatic improvement over driving her home 
in the cold. 

A Disturbing Gift 

Unmet sexual desire is a gift, a disturbing gift, but nevertheless a 
gift. Receive it well, and until the day comes when it is time to set 
it aside for the better gift, use the time to make sure that when it 
comes, you have already set in place the marks of a healthy, tender, 
passionate, enduring, mutually fulfilling relationship. 





He Displays Integrity . . . 
She,Inner Beauty 
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G odliness is God’s moral beauty or excellence reflected in us. 
God’s moral excellence is a wonder to behold. “One thing 

have I asked of the Lord, that will I seek after: that I may 
dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my life, to gaze upon 
the beauty of the Lord and to inquire in his temple” (Psalm 27:4). 
Godliness is also sweet to see in one another. It is moral handsome
ness and creates an inner beauty in women. 
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To hunger for righteousness, to enjoy showing mercy, to hold 
preciously things like keeping your word or dealing with people in 
an honest and straightforward way—these are things that adorn the 
inner man and woman. They reflect a moral beauty that is nothing 
less than God at work in us, the fruit of which is godliness. 

Doing things right in matters of the heart means bringing to 
the relationship that which lasts far longer than physical attractive
ness or a profession-based income. It means showing integrity and 
displaying an inner beauty. It also means witnessing it in the one 
you give your heart to so that you are united in the values around 
which you are going to build your life together. Does he or she 
prize the basics of right and wrong, honor and respect, love for 
God and neighbor? 

These are the right questions to ask during the formative 
stages of a relationship. It will not do to ask simply, “Are you a 
Christian?” Doing things right means looking for the character of 
Christ at work in that possible spouse and finding it before you 
give your heart away. 

Training for Godliness 

Brothers, we must prize godliness and develop our moral muscles 
through regular exercise. Paul writes, “Train yourself for godli
ness; for while bodily training is of some value, godliness is of value 
in every way, as it holds promise for the present life and also for the 
life to come” (1 Timothy 4:7–8). Pump iron if you wish, but pump 
integrity more. “Whoever walks in integrity walks securely, but he 
who makes his ways crooked will be found out” (Proverbs10:9). 

Brothers, in making a deal and honoring it, in turning your 
eye from suggestive pictures, in not cheating on an exam no mat
ter how important passing it is for your career plans, in telling the 
truth as it is (humble as it may be) on your resume, in meeting your 
obligations, in cherishing honesty and in practicing humility, in 
admitting your errors and owning up to your faults—in all these 
your moral muscles get a workout. 
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Besides building muscles, physical training is also about heart 
rate. We’ve got to put time into running those miles, or swimming 
those laps, or riding that bike. Whatever gets the heart rate going 
for twenty or thirty minutes several times a week will do. A similar 
routine will work for training in godliness. Get your heart before 
God, and get your heart racing to know him and to be excited 
about what he is doing in the world and your part in it. Trace out 
the sovereign history of God’s redemption by reading the Bible— 
Genesis to Revelation. Memorize key portions of Scripture. Read 
about those who “expect great things from God and attempt great 
things for God”1 Praise him in the sanctuary. Start tithing and give 
generously to things that save lives and change lives. These things 
will get you past minimalist Christianity, out of the baby pool and 
into the ocean. 

Imperishable Beauty 

Sisters, if the only charm you have is your physical appearance, 
beautiful as you may be, you are foolish and will come to rue the 
day you scoffed at the value of inner beauty. You will find a man 
for whom physical beauty is also the main thing. What then hap
pens as you age? You will grow more insecure with every birthday. 
In vain you will subject yourself to chasing cosmetics like a dog 
chasing a meat wagon. You will become one of the empty, fright
eningly sad women who submit to face lifts, breast surgery, and 
Botox injections (if you escape the deadly grip of anorexia). By 
midlife, you will be popping antidepressants. 

Remember the proverb, “Charm is deceitful, and beauty is 
vain, but a woman who fears the Lord is to be praised” (Proverbs 
31:30). When it comes to appearance, Tallulah Bankhead’s (1903– 
1968) axiom is worth remembering: “There is less here than meets 
the eye.” Instead, “Let your adorning be the hidden person of the 
heart with the imperishable beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit, 

1This phrase was coined by the great missionary William Carey. If you want a thrilling read 
about his experiences, I recommend Vishal and Ruth Mangalwadi, The Legacy of William 
Carey: A Model for the Transformation of a Culture (Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 1994). 
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which in God’s sight is very precious” (1 Peter 3:4). The brothers 
also find it of great worth. 

The Body Project 

The Body Project is a study by Joan Jacobs Brumberg of girls’ 
diaries. In one diary from around 1890, a young girl scribbled 
her New Year’s resolutions: “Resolved: to think before speak
ing. To work seriously. To be self-restrained in conversation and 
actions. Not to let my thoughts wander. To be dignified. Interest 
myself more in others.” Brumberg writes that this was typical of 
the times. In 1990 a typical entry went, “I will try to make myself 
better in any way I possibly can . . . I will lose weight, get new 
lenses, already got a new haircut, good makeup, new clothes and 
accessories.”2 

Could the differences be clearer? One focused entirely on 
improving her life, the other merely on her looks. 

Physical beauty is of some value, as we noted in 1 Timothy 4:8. 
All men know what Shakespeare meant when he said, 

K\YfY�]g�Ubm�Uih\cf�]b�h\Y�kcf`X 
hYUW\Yg�giW\�VYUihm�Ug�U�kcaUbÈg�YmY3' 

And that is just the eye! But sisters, the man who will make for 
you a healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, mutually fulfilling 
life partner is a man who prizes faith and integrity in himself and 
goes weak in the knees at your inner beauty too. This beauty ages 
well—it is an “imperishable beauty.” It is this beauty that men see 
and appreciate as you grow through the seasons of life. 

Hc�aY �ZU]f�Zf]YbX �mci�bYjYf�WUb�VY�c`X 
:cf�Ug�mci�kYfY�k\Yb�Z]fgh�mcif�YmY�=�YmÈX 
GiW\�gYYag�mcif�VYUihm�gh]``"( 

2A Return to Modesty, 142. 
3Shakespeare, Love’s Labour’s Lost, 4.3.312. 
4Shakespeare, Sonnets, 104.1. 
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Friendship, faithfulness, generosity of spirit, godliness—these 
traits grow more beautiful to behold over time. A good man will 
have a keen eye for them. A godly man will cherish them. He 
may not find the word to express it, but the English poet Robert 
Browning (1812–1889) said it well-enough for us all: 

;fck�c`X�U`cb[�k]h\�aY� 
H\Y�VYgh�]g�mYh�hc�VY 
H\Y�`Ugh�cZ�`]ZY �Zcf�k\]W\�h\Y�Z]fgh�kUg�aUXY" 
Cif�h]aYg�UfY�]b�\]g�\UbX") 

5Robert Browning, “Rabbi Ben Ezra,” St. 1. 





He Loves by Sacrificing . . . 
She,by Submitting 
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D oing things right in matters of the heart means, of course, 
loving well over the long haul. In the interplay of male 

sacrifice and female submission, we are very near the visible out
working of love itself. We are practically on holy ground, and given 
that this matter reflects the very essence of our union with Christ, 
it may be holy ground indeed. 
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War and Peace 

The “third rail” in discussing matters of the heart is submission: 
“Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord” (Ephesians 
5:22). These are “fightin’ words” in the long war between the 
sexes. Before I weigh in, I would first like to make the situation 
worse by pointing out that we are also at war with ourselves 
(Romans 7:21–25). Our Spirit, agreeing with the Word of God, 
desires to do the right thing, but our flesh, fiercely contesting our 
conversion, asserts selfishness and pride in a hundred skirmishes a 
day. In a sense, when two people strive to become one, four desires 
are striving to become one. To this we add the inevitable conflict 
that arises from joining two people with different personalities and 
vastly different life-shaping experiences—and the fact that one is 
male and the other is female—and no wonder the establishment of 
a healthy, tender, passionate, enduring, mutually fulfilling relation
ship is held up to so much ridicule. We never quite sync up, and we 
never will. It appears to me this all comes to a head precisely at this 
point, on the matter of submission. 

It is supercharged by our personality type and understood 
according to how it filters through our life experiences. It is railed 
against by our rebellious flesh and yet is declared by the Spirit with 
confident simplicity to be the right way to go. Let God be true and 
every man a liar. 

You First 

Let’s begin by returning to the heart of the matter. The goal of mar
riage is unity, two becoming one. Disunity is the way of all things 
because of our fallen nature. To buck the trend, to reverse the way 
of all flesh, to equip us for the battle for oneness of spirit in a life 
shared together, God teaches us some holy manners. God calls the 
man to love by sacrificing his immediate desires for those of her 
overall well-being and happiness. He calls the woman to submit 
her more immediate desires to his overall well-being and happi
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ness. They are like two people running to get out of the rain and 
arriving together at the door. “You first.” “No, you first.” 

Where to Dinner, Dear? 

It may appear as a trifle, but it is not. At this stage in our lives, with 
kids grown and gone and our energy levels a bit in decline, when 
we are tired and have stuff to talk over, we stop somewhere for 
dinner. I get behind the wheel and ask, “Where to dinner, dear?” 
I ask because it will make me happy to go somewhere that will 
please her. 

She replies, “Whereever you want is fine.” She says this 
because she is happy to go somewhere that I might have a hanker
ing for, and she is pleased when I am pleased. 

I return, “What I want is to go to the place that would make 
you the happiest to go, wherever that is, within a one-thousand
mile radius of this car!” I say this now to amplify my motive in 
asking her in the first place. 

She responds, “Well, John E., if you really want to make me 
happy, I would like you to choose, for that will make me happy.” 

We are at a stalemate of sorts, two people bowing to the other 
and clunking heads. So I say, “Well if I had to choose what I want, 
I guess I would try that Peking Palace Buffet.” 

She looks a bit chagrined. “Well . . . when I said, ‘You choose,’ 
I forgot to add, ‘anywhere but Chinese food.’ I can’t eat that food 
at this time of night. How about that barbeque place?” 

To that I reply, “That would be good, but when I said within one 
thousand miles, I really meant no more than five miles. That bar
beque place is thirty minutes away in this traffic and I would have 
to get more gas, which means we would have to turn around and go 
back the other way or pay premium prices. I don’t want to do that.” 
We are stalemated again. It has been revealed that we do indeed have 
our own private desires that don’t naturally match up. 

Being the leader, it is time for me to offer a way forward. 
“How about that family restaurant by the school?” 
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“Yes, that will be fine,” she demurs. I do not detect enough 
energy in her tone of voice to bolster my confidence. But off I go. 
I think of the chicken parmesan I had there once and start look
ing forward to it. I know she will enjoy something similar. On the 
way, I spot a Panera Bread restaurant. It’s not my favorite. But I 
remember how much Kristen likes things like strawberry and wal
nut salads and hot panini turkey sandwiches on rosemary focaccia 
bread. I swerve in. Goodbye, chicken parm, hello, chicken soup. I 
see her smile at me. Victory! 

Love Bows 

Now if you think this all a bit of silliness, talk to a family law attor
ney. These attorneys will tell you that in the final days of a dying 
marriage, they watch with painful embarrassment as two people 
fight over wastebaskets. Every decision has become a contest of 
wills, from big to small to petty. Each is another skirmish in the 
larger battle that rages between them. Both people now fight hard 
for what they want, at the expense of the other. 

Their love is on its deathbed. But the mortal blow was struck 
when they first moved from seeking their happiness in the well
being and joy of the other to seeking it independently from the 
other. Fights over Tupperware are just the final blows in the mur
der of covenantal love. 

The dilemma my wife and I face in where to dine is rooted in 
the very significant and life-giving principle of seeking our own 
happiness in the happiness of the other. This, you may note, is the 
title of the next chapter. The two are inseparably woven together. 
In practice, it gets a little awkward at times, and much more so 
when you truly do have a strong desire or opinion seeking to be 
satisfied, and the other does too. Since this is the stuff of common 
conflict that every couple must confront, it only underscores the 
importance of the two matters now before us, here and in the next 
chapter. 
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What Happens When You Say, 

“I Don’t Believe in Fairies”? 

Sacrificing and submitting must become the established patterns of 
our lives, especially in seeking agreement and resolution (remem
ber: unity—not winning—is the heart of the matter) when the inev
itable conflicts come. Without unity as the goal, battles are won 
and lost in daily interchanges of “what about what I want?” and 
“what about my needs?” Whenever these words are spoken, some
thing in the relationship dies. Uttering these words is the equivalent 
of saying “I don’t believe in fairies!” while in Neverland. These 
words kill. Unity has been sacrificed on the altar of self. One has 
returned to two. It is no longer “you and me against the world!” 
It has become “to each his own.” 

God has provided a way forward. As we sacrifice and submit, 
God is equipping us for the battle against our inherent selfishness 
as two individual sinful people. It is the right thing to do. It pro
motes the unity of spirit essential to a healthy, tender, passionate, 
enduring, mutually fulfilling life together. 

Love Sacrifices and Submits 

The complementary call to manly sacrifice and womanly submis
sion comes from Ephesians 5:15–33. There are specific directives 
here regarding matters of the heart that grow out of general direc
tives about living wisely in this sinful world. 

@cc_�WUfYZi``m�h\Yb�\ck�mci�kU`_ �bch�Ug�ibk]gY�Vih�Ug� 
k]gY �aU_]b[�h\Y�VYgh�igY�cZ�h\Y�h]aY �VYWUigY�h\Y�XUmg� 
UfY�Yj]`"�H\YfYZcfY�Xc�bch�VY�Zcc`]g\ �Vih�ibXYfghUbX�k\Uh� 
h\Y�k]``�cZ�h\Y�@cfX�]g"�5bX�Xc�bch�[Yh�Xfib_�k]h\�k]bY �Zcf� 
h\Uh�]g�XYVUiW\Yfm �Vih�VY�Z]``YX�k]h\�h\Y�Gd]f]h �UXXfYgg! 
]b[�cbY�Ubch\Yf�]b�dgU`ag�UbX�\mabg�UbX�gd]f]hiU`�gcb[g � 
g]b[]b[�UbX�aU_]b[�aY`cXm�hc�h\Y�@cfX�k]h\�mcif�\YUfh � 
[]j]b[�h\Ub_g�U`kUmg�UbX�Zcf�YjYfmh\]b[�hc�;cX�h\Y�:Uh\Yf� 
]b�h\Y�bUaY�cZ�cif�@cfX�>Ygig�7\f]gh �giVa]hh]b[�hc�cbY� 
Ubch\Yf�cih�cZ�fYjYfYbWY�Zcf�7\f]gh"��).%)Ã&%� 
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In a real sense, husbands and wives are equally called to sub
mit to each other. We are all “living as servants of God” (1 Peter 
2:16) in all our relationships. This I take to be the meaning of 
Paul’s words in Ephesians 5:21: “submitting to one another out 
of reverence for Christ.” In matters of the heart, we are express
ing this equality of submission when we say, “Your wish is my 
command.” It is not given as a command, but it is taken as such 
because love loves to express itself as service. 

There is also a complementary way we submit to one another. 
In a marriage of two equals, the way a husband shows his reverent 
submission to Christ is in submitting to the burden of leadership. 
The way a wife shows her reverent submission to Christ is in 
respecting her husband’s obligation to lead and submitting to it in 
spite of his weakness and inadequacies. So, we read: 

K]jYg �giVa]h�hc�mcif�ckb�\igVUbXg �Ug�hc�h\Y�@cfX"�:cf� 
h\Y�\igVUbX�]g�h\Y�\YUX�cZ�h\Y�k]ZY�YjYb�Ug�7\f]gh�]g�h\Y� 
\YUX�cZ�h\Y�W\ifW\ �\]g�VcXm �UbX�]g�\]agY`Z�]hg�GUj]cf"�Bck� 
Ug�h\Y�W\ifW\�giVa]hg�hc�7\f]gh �gc�U`gc�k]jYg�g\ci`X�giV! 
a]h�]b�YjYfmh\]b[�hc�h\Y]f�\igVUbXg"��9d\Yg]Ubg�).&&Ã&(� 

The reason we are not put off (or should not be put off) by 
the words, “submit in everything,” is because, as we have already 
shown, this is a general disposition of the heart. We know this 
because when Paul summarizes his meaning, he puts it specifically 
in the language of attitude: “Let the wife see that she respects her 
husband” (5:33). Submission is a disposition or attitude of honor 
and respect for her husband as the leader. 

Hypotheticals Don’t Bite 

If I asked Kristen to sell marijuana in the park to boost our flag
ging book sale income, she would not do it. It’s never right to do 
wrong (see 1 Samuel 25:14–19; Acts 5:29). Her general disposition 
to obey the laws of the land and her obedience to the law of neigh
borly love would restrain her. To the degree that there is no con
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flict between God’s holiness and her husband’s happiness, she will 
respect and support me as best she can. And if she had to say no to 
something, she would still do so out of a heart (a disposition) that 
longs to support me. She would say something like, “John E., you 
don’t mean that. You’re just worried.” And being a helpmate she 
might add, “Perhaps we can move to a smaller house or together 
write a better book.” 

This story is not completely fictitious. A woman in my church— 
a mother with three children—once came to me for help because 
her husband was planning to sell marijuana out of her home. Such 
situations are heart-wrenching and difficult to sort out. Yet for 
most people, this is more hypothetical than real-life experience. 
And hypotheticals don’t bite. The apostles knew the limits of 
obeying any man (Acts 5:29), yet since Paul doesn’t mention this 
in Ephesians 5:22–24, I take it to mean that here he is addressing 
the day-to-day, routine, normal experiences of life. 

In general, good men are not trying to do wrong, even when 
they make many mistakes. Johnny Cash, for example, struggled 
much of his life with alcohol and amphetamines, and over the years 
felt God had to wear him down before he could be lifted up. He 
wrote of his struggles in The Man in Black, describing these inner 
demons. He was never an easy man to be married to. Yet his wife, 
June, wrote, 

=�W\ccgY�hc�VY�Afg"�>c\bbm�7Ug\�]b�am�`]ZY"�=�XYW]XYX�=ÈX� 
U``ck�\]a�hc�VY�AcgYg �UbX�=ÈX�VY�AcgYgÈ�Vfch\Yf�5Ufcb � 
d]W_]b[� \]g� Ufag� id� UbX� dUXX]b[� U`cb[� VY\]bX� \]a"� =� 
ghUmYX�]b�giVa]gg]cb�hc�am�\igVUbX �UbX�\Y�U``ckYX�aY� 
hc�Xc�Ubmh\]b[�=�kUbhYX�hc"�=�ZY`h�`]_Y�=�kUg�`iW_m�hc�\UjY� 
h\Uh�_]bX�cZ�fcaUbWY"Æ% 

We may acknowledge the limitations of this call, but let’s be 
honest. Sisters, it is hard for you to submit, period, even to a good 
man, in anything. It is submission itself that riles you. Don’t hide 

1June Carter, Ring of Fire: A Tribute to Johnny Cash (Nashville, TN: Rutledge Hill, 2003), 50. 
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behind a hypothetical situation. Submission is the way of life and 
love in matters of the heart. 

I will add by way of encouragement that submission is simply 
not that hard on a day-to-day basis. My wife could tell a few sto
ries where it was a struggle, but those incidents occurred over the 
course of thirty years! She would tell you that it has been far more 
a delight and a relief than ever it was a burden. 

If you do things right in searching out and constructing a 
good and healthy relationship, filtering out the self-centered and 
immature and finding in your man the basic provider-protector, 
you will have a similar experience. If he knows what it means to 
be a man and demonstrates a servant leadership through the early 
and formative stages of the relationship, you will want him to go 
on leading that way. You will naturally be pulling for him. You will 
submit to his best judgment because, though by no means faultless, 
he is a man who loves God and loves you. Set aside your fear and 
exercise faith in this matter. 

Hey, Where Are You Going? 

Brothers, as husbands (or future ones), our love is to be expressed 
as sacrifice. 

<igVUbXg �̀ cjY�mcif�k]jYg �Ug�7\f]gh�̀ cjYX�h\Y�W\ifW\�UbX� 
[UjY�\]agY`Z�id�Zcf�\Yf �h\Uh�\Y�a][\h�gUbWh]Zm�\Yf �\Uj]b[� 
W`YUbgYX�\Yf�Vm�h\Y�kUg\]b[�cZ�kUhYf�k]h\�h\Y�kcfX �gc� 
h\Uh�\Y�a][\h�dfYgYbh�h\Y�W\ifW\�hc�\]agY`Z�]b�gd`YbXcf � 
k]h\cih�gdch�cf�kf]b_`Y�cf�Ubm�giW\�h\]b[ �h\Uh�g\Y�a][\h� 
VY�\c`m�UbX�k]h\cih�V`Ya]g\"��9d\Yg]Ubg�).&)Ã&+� 

Christ loved his bride, and it came through as sacrifice. Christ 
did not sacrifice his headship (thereby abandoning his calling); he 
was expressing it. Christ’s supreme act of headship was to go ahead 
and do what was required, even sacrificing his own life, to serve 
his bride the church. He did not say, to put it in the creedal form 
of every passive husband, “Yeah, whatever.” That is not sacrifice; 
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it is abandonment. Nor, even though he is God, did he lord it over 
people. He woos and wins through love and patience. Chaucer is 
right: 

H\YfY�]g�cbY�h\]b[ �g]fg �h\Uh�=�WUb�gUZY`m�gUm.

h\Uh�h\cgY�VcibX�Vm�`cjY�aigh�cVYm�YUW\�ch\Yf

]Z�h\Ym�UfY�hc�_YYd�WcadUbm�`cb["

@cjY�k]``�bch�VY�WcbghfU]bYX�Vm�aUghYfm/

K\Yb�aUghYfm�WcaYg �h\Y�[cX�cZ�`cjY�Uh�cbWY

6YUhg�\]g�k]b[g�UbX�ZUfYkY``Ä\Y�]g�[cbY"&


Our part, as men in this, is to serve and sacrifice, not swag
ger and sound off. The marvelous children’s poet Shel Silverstein 
illustrates what happens if we don’t: 

=Z�mci�kUbh�hc�aUffm�aY �\YfYÈg�k\Uh�mciÈ``�\UjY�hc�Xc. 
Mci�aigh�`YUfb�\ck�hc�aU_Y�U�dYfZYWh�� 
� � W\]W_Yb!Xiad`]b[�ghYk" 
5bX�mci�aigh�gYk�am�\c`Ym�gcW_g 
5bX�gcch\Y�am�hfciV`YX�a]bX 
5bX�XYjY`cd�h\Y�_bUW_�Zcf�gWfUhW\]b[�am�VUW_ 
5bX�_YYd�am�g\cYg�gdch`Ygg`m�g\]bYX" 
5bX�k\]`Y�=�fYgh�mci�aigh�fU_Y�id�h\Y�`YUjYg 
5bX�k\Yb�]h�]g�\U]`]b[�UbX�gbck]b[ 
Mci�aigh�g\cjY`�h\Y�kU`_�"�"�"�UbX�VY�gh]``�k\Yb�=�hU`_" 
5bXÄ\YmÄk\YfY�UfY�mci�[c]b[3' 

Manly love looks to sacrifice. We lay our own wants and 
desires down in order to serve her wants and desires. This is not an 
absolute but a disposition. Not all her desires are consistent with 
God’s desires, and so we must please him above all others. But to 
the degree that there is no conflict between God’s holiness and our 
wife’s happiness, we are willing to make the sacrifice. 

2“The Franklin’s Tale,” The Canterbury Tales, 297. 

3Shel Silverstein, “My Rules,” Where the Sidewalk Ends (New York: HarperCollins,

1974), 74.
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Not Every Night Is Candlelight 

and Chardonnay 

My story about asking, “Where to dinner, dear?” is significant. 
It reflects the general paradigm and tone of our pre-married and 
now long-married lives. I look to sacrifice; she looks to submit. 
Sometimes it is easy. Sometimes it takes time to work out. We come 
to every issue of our lives together with the disposition of manly 
sacrifice and womanly submission. 

Brothers and sisters, it is important to practice and observe 
this in any matter involving your heart. Sisters, if you are all about 
serving and he is all about being served, sing, “I’m gonna wash that 
man right outa my hair!”4 Brothers, if she is all demanding and 
manipulating to meet her black hole of emotional needs, run! 

Brothers, look to sacrifice and take note when she yields to 
your wishes. Sisters, yield to his holy happiness and mark it well 
when he says, “No, I prefer we go with your idea.” Marry that 
man! 

In practice, it is easy on occasion. Wedding plans are an 
example. Our bride-to-be may ask us all kinds of questions about 
our preferences for flowers and meals and a thousand other things. 
Most men I know have clearer ideas about what they want to plan 
for after the wedding: where they will go that night, where they 
will honeymoon, etc. But as far as the ceremony, more often than 
not they offer a simple, “Whatever pleases you, pleases me.” The 
same is true when it comes to the home and how it is laid out and 
arranged. We men are usually happy to defer. “Arrange it how you 
please. When you are happy, I am happy.” 

Other areas require real bowing towards each other. How 
money is spent, when it is spent, where it is spent—that takes 
some serious sacrificing and submitting until there is a unity of 
agreement. Deciding how much time we will give to work rather 
than to home requires, sometimes, the sacrifice of potential career 

4Rodgers and Hammerstein, “I’m Gonna Wash That Man Right Outa My Hair,” South 
Pacific, 1959. 
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advancement. At other times, it requires the wife to offer submis
sive support of her husband, who is driven by a deep inward need 
to build something or impact something in the world around him. 
Where to live, how big a house to buy or rent, one car or two, new 
or used, where you spend your holidays, what matters of ministry 
and mission will get your time and charity—when these are all 
sifted through the sieve of manly sacrifice and womanly submis
sion, the two become one and nothing can tear it asunder. Even 
intimacy itself requires a little sacrifice and submission. One night 
it may be, “Ok, dear, I will wait till you are less tired.” Another 
time it may be, “I was not much in the mood, but okay.” Not every 
night is candlelight and chardonnay. 





He Seeks His Happiness 
in Hers . . . 

She Seeks Hers in His 

5�[ccX�aUff]U[Y�]g�h\Uh�]b�k\]W\�YUW\�Uddc]bhg�� 
h\Y�ch\Yf�[iUfX]Ub�cZ�\]g�gc`]hiXY" 

7\UdhYf�:cifhYYb 

F 5 = B 9 F � A 5 F = 5 � F = @ ? 9  

<Y�k\c�`cjYg�\]g�k]ZY�`cjYg�\]agY`Z" 
9 D < 9 G = 5 B G � ) . & ,  

W e turn now to develop what has already been mentioned. 
In matters of the heart, the right thing to do is for him to 

seek his happiness in making her happy, and for her to seek her 
happiness in making him happy. 

When Is a Sacrifice Not a Sacrifice and 

Submission Not a Loss? 

When God sets forth the complementary expression of love— 
manly sacrifice and womanly submission—he connects it to some
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thing so profound and powerful that it must be highlighted as its 
own directive in doing things right in matters of the heart. To grasp 
it, first grasp this: Brothers, to love sacrificially is not a sacrifice! 
Sisters, in submitting you are not giving up something, you are 
gaining something! 

What do I mean? How can this be so? Let’s begin with 
Ephesians 5:25–27: 

<igVUbXg �̀ cjY�mcif�k]jYg �Ug�7\f]gh�̀ cjYX�h\Y�W\ifW\�UbX� 
[UjY�\]agY`Z�id�Zcf�\Yf �h\Uh�\Y�a][\h�gUbWh]Zm�\Yf �\Uj]b[� 
W`YUbgYX�\Yf�Vm�h\Y�kUg\]b[�cZ�kUhYf�k]h\�h\Y�kcfX �gc� 
h\Uh�\Y�a][\h�dfYgYbh�h\Y�W\ifW\�hc�\]agY`Z�]b�gd`YbXcf � 
k]h\cih�gdch�cf�kf]b_`Y�cf�Ubm�giW\�h\]b[ �h\Uh�g\Y�a][\h� 
VY�\c`m�UbX�k]h\cih�V`Ya]g\" 

Brothers, when is sacrifice not a sacrifice? When you gain by it. 
Christ laid down his life in order to present to himself a radiant 
bride! So let us be clear on this. Did Christ sacrifice? Yes, he laid 
down his life. He did not, however, sacrifice in the sense of loss but 
in the sense of gain. He lost his life to win for himself a spotless 
and resplendent bride. 

Confirmation that we are reading this correctly is found 
in Hebrews 12:2. It says of Christ and the cross, “who for the 
joy set before him endured the cross.” There is nothing joyful 
about the cross; it was something he endured. The strength to 
make the sacrifice and endure it came from the gain he saw that 
was to be won through it—joy. “The joy set before him” refers 
to the anticipated increase of joy (or holy happiness) that was 
to be his in the redemption of repentant sinners who would 
put their hope in him for the forgiveness of their sins and be 
forever united in him by his Spirit. Christ’s sacrifice, as is true 
with all godly sacrifice, is a sacrifice that brings gain. Sacrifice 
is a means of increasing and fulfilling our own lives. Sacrificial 
love always increases personal joy in the long run. It is a self-
fulfilling self-sacrifice. 
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Let’s Sell This House! 

My wife came to me some years ago and said she wanted to sell our 
house and buy another fixer-upper. I was stunned. We had worked 
for ten years fixing up our home. I was settled, happy, comfortable, 
and in no mood to pack. She was restless. She had taken this old 
house and made it special. I was now enjoying it. She was chomp
ing for a new project. I started to say, “No way,” but somehow it 
came out, “Why?” 

She told me about her interests and desires, and I moaned and 
fussed and acted like she had just struck me with an arrow. “I love 
this house. I could live here another ten years easily.” However, 
I knew then it was just a matter of when. It was not an ungodly 
proposal. It would not interfere with what we felt called to do in 
Boston, and I knew it would make her happy! And I know that I 
get joy in making her happy. 

Within six months we had bought an old fixer-upper and 
started all over again. It took us another six years of scraping 
and painting; we spent one whole year remodeling a bathroom, 
and we had two bathrooms! We did argue about the pace of things, 
but in the end she had made another warm and lovely home. I 
sacrificed and got myself a bundle of joy in return. 

Submitting Is the Way Up to Heaven 

Sisters, in the same way, your submission to Christ does not result 
in a personal loss. It is a gain, or you would not now be follow
ing Christ. You gave way to Christ to gain a better life. You have 
experienced the truth of Christ’s word, “Whoever finds his life will 
lose it, and whoever loses his life for my sake will find it”(Matthew 
10:39). What is true in matters of the soul is true in matters of the 
heart. 

Peter once tried to remind Jesus of how great a sacrifice he had 
made to follow him. Jesus reminded Peter that such things are not 
losses but gains: 
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ÅGYY � kY� \UjY� ̀ YZh� YjYfmh\]b[� UbX� Zc``ckYX� mci"Æ� >Ygig� 
gU]X �ÅHfi`m �=�gUm�hc�mci �h\YfY�]g�bc�cbY�k\c�\Ug�̀ YZh�\cigY� 
cf� Vfch\Yfg� cf� g]ghYfg� cf� ach\Yf� cf� ZUh\Yf� cf� W\]`XfYb� cf� 
`UbXg �Zcf�am�gU_Y�UbX�Zcf�h\Y�[cgdY` �k\c�k]``�bch�fYWY]jY� 
U�\ibXfYXZc`X�bck�]b�h\]g�h]aY �\cigYg�UbX�Vfch\Yfg�UbX� 
g]ghYfg�UbX�ach\Yfg�UbX�W\]`XfYb�UbX�̀ UbXg �k]h\�dYfgYWi! 
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Should We Sacrifice and Submit to Gain 

Our Own Joy? 

The joy and gain that comes by way of sacrifice and submission 
is not some side benefit that we are to pretend is a surprise to us, 
as if it were not part of our motive in doing so. Indeed, we are 
instructed to focus on it and remember it. “Bless the Lord, O my 
soul, and forget not all his benefits” (Psalm 103:2). In submitting, 
we gain Christ and his righteousness. He gains our praise. 

=�k]``�[fYUh`m�fY^c]WY�]b�h\Y�@CF8/ 
am�gci`�g\U``�YlU`h�]b�am�;cX 
Zcf�\Y�\Ug�W`ch\YX�aY�k]h\�h\Y�[UfaYbhg�cZ�gU`jUh]cb/ 
\Y�\Ug�WcjYfYX�aY�k]h\�h\Y�fcVY�cZ�f][\hYcigbYgg" 
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If My Wife Is Hungry, I Have Not Yet 

Finished Eating 

Scripture takes this same principle of sacrifice and submission as 
the way to joyful self-fulfillment and applies it to lovers. “In the 
same way,” Paul says, referring to how Christ sacrificed to gain a 
resplendent bride for himself, husbands ought to sacrifice for their 
advancement of the joy in marriage. 

=b�h\Y�gUaY�kUm�\igVUbXg�g\ci`X�̀ cjY�h\Y]f�k]jYg�Ug�h\Y]f� 
ckb�VcX]Yg"�<Y�k\c�`cjYg�\]g�k]ZY�`cjYg�\]agY`Z"�:cf�bc� 
cbY�YjYf�\UhYX�\]g�ckb�Z`Yg\ �Vih�bcif]g\Yg�UbX�W\Yf]g\Yg� 
]h �^igh�Ug�7\f]gh�XcYg�h\Y�W\ifW\ �VYWUigY�kY�UfY�aYa! 
VYfg�cZ�\]g�VcXm"�ÆH\YfYZcfY�U�aUb�g\U``�`YUjY�\]g�ZUh\Yf� 
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The power, or motivation, for sacrificing and submitting comes 
from seeking your own happiness in the other person’s well-being, 
as if your spouse is truly an extension of your own body. Sacrifice 
and submission are self-fulfilling. 

I naturally get up in the morning and respond to my need 
to feel clean. So I wash up and brush my teeth. I feel a groaning 
within and consider breakfast. I recall my love of a great cup of 
coffee and go after it. I ask intuitively which will make me happier: 
a bagel right from the toaster, a full plate of eggs and sausage, or 
just the coffee? I do what makes me happiest. If I burn my finger 
on the toaster, I naturally run cold water on it to relieve the pain. 
This is what Paul is pointing to when he says, “no one ever hated 
his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it” (5:29). Our union 
as man and woman comes when a natural pursuit of our own 
well-being is extended to our spouse. My joy is completed in my 
wife’s good. This is what it means to love our wives “as our own 
bodies” (5:28). 

In practice, this means that if my wife is still hungry, I have 
not yet finished breakfast. If she is burned, I, too, think of ice and 
cool water. When she gets the medical care she needs and is at rest, 
then I can breathe a sigh of relief. It means that if she has a strong 
desire to do something, I want to help her fulfill it. For when she is 
fulfilled in her life, I am full and rich indeed. This is the very essence 
of love, the true heart of the matter. This is how it is that “the two 
shall become one flesh.” 

What, Then, Is Selfishness? 

Love is basically seeking your own happiness in the well-being 
of another. It may be more than that, but it will never be less. 
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Selfishness, the deadly enemy of love, is not “seeking your own 
need.” Selfishness is seeking your own need separately from the 
needs of others, or at the expense of others, or apart from God. 
This is the kind of self-seeking that is condemned (Romans 2:8). 
The opposite of selfishness is not selflessness. That is often the lofty 
language of altruistic idealism run amok. The opposite of selfish
ness is self-fulfillment in the holy joy and well-being of others. This 
is doable. 

Seek your happiness in the holy happiness of the other. 
Sacrifice and submit to that end, and you can no more be divided 
than you can go out to dinner and leave your stomach at home. 



He Is the Primary Provider
 for the Family . . . 

She, the Primary Nurturer 
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T he key in this matter is the word primary. As we noted 
earlier, God has ordained two spheres of human labor in 

his call to us to “fill the earth and subdue it” (Genesis 1:28). The 
first sphere points to the fruitful labor of bearing children and 
managing a home. The second points to the labor we bring to the 
external world around us. When children are added, both partners 
contribute to both spheres but in complementary proportions. 
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The father is called to labor primarily as the breadwinner for the 
family. The mother is primarily responsible for nurturing the fam
ily. This pattern has long proven to be an extremely economical 
and prosperous arrangement and one that produces healthy and 
productive children. 

Making Bread and Buttering It 

For as long as I have known, courted, married, and raised a fam
ily with my wife, Kristen, she has done things to earn income. She 
worked full-time while I went to seminary. Then the babies came, 
and I started working full-time as the breadwinner. Her primary 
work became the home and the raising of our children. My pri
mary work was outside the home working as a pastor. Secondarily 
I gave as much time to my family as was possible. Kristen gave 
most of her time to the raising of our children and the management 
of our home. Even so, she was always looking to supplement our 
income. 

For many years, she hosted foreign exchange students who 
came to Boston to study English. She earned about nine hundred 
dollars a month for each student who lived with us. We had stu
dents about seven months out of the year, so she earned about six 
thousand dollars annually for the family while managing our home 
and raising our three children. 

For the last ten years she has had a bulk-mailing job in which 
she labels postcards for a local business. There have been times 
when the kids and I have helped as we watch a movie or a Red Sox 
game. But mostly she does it on her own. She earns another four 
thousand dollars a year for the family doing this. Along the way 
she also home-schooled our children for a number of years. Since 
we lived in the inner city of Boston, this saved our children from 
a poor educational experience and saved us tens of thousands of 
dollars in private school expenses. 

Then she decided it was time to move after fixing up our 
fixer-upper, as I mentioned earlier. We bought a house that was 
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in worse shape than the first house we had bought in Boston. We 
both saw that the new house was a solid one, and with a little TLC 
and sweat-equity it could be a lovely home. She took charge, and 
I followed her “honey-do” list. It took us another six years to get 
it in shape. By this time our children were preparing for college, so 
we sold the house. We made well over one hundred thousand dol
lars on the sale. This enabled us to help with our children’s college 
expenses. All this my wife earned while never leaving the home. 
When the children left home, she went on staff at the pregnancy 
center, earning more funds for college. Had she had a professional 
degree and a particular career passion, she no doubt would have 
turned her attention to it at this time. 

In this way she has followed the path of wise women through
out history who take pride in the management of their home, who 
know the infinite worth of rearing children and still finding ways 
to use their skills industriously and for profit. 

You Go Save the World! 

In all she did during that time, Kristen took to heart the admoni
tion of Titus 2:4–5: “Train the young women to love their hus
bands and children, to be self-controlled, pure, working at home, 
kind, and submissive to their own husbands, that the word of God 
may not be reviled.” 

Titus 2:4–5 does not limit a mother to working only at home. 
It only makes the home a worthy and needy sphere of labor and 
calls for wives to approach it as a matter of primary importance. 
The thing I most resent about modernity is how it demeans what 
my wife chose to do, and how, in general, it teaches wives not to 
make their husbands, children, and home a vocation worthy of 
their best efforts. 

We are at another juncture where nonconformity and rebel
lion to the times are in order. Sisters, when you get married and 
when you have children, turn your heart towards home and love 
the challenges it brings. Don’t let people tell you that your worth 
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is validated in what you do at a corporation or a courthouse or a 
hospital. 

My wife, Kristen, once said to me, “John E., you go save the 
world. My mission field is these three souls.” She would not be 
seduced into thinking that there was something better or more 
important or more fulfilling “out there”—not as long as her three 
children were “in here.” She had important work to do, and she 
would not farm it out to daycare workers and nannies. She was the 
expert; they were hirelings. She didn’t always feel confident about 
her expertise as a mother; in truth, she struggled with it much of 
the time. I was sure that she was better at it than she felt and that 
the fruit would appear in good season. And it did. 

She also took a great measure of pride in knowing that what
ever I was able to do in the marketplace was because of the stability 
she created in the home. 

<Yf�\igVUbX�]g�_bckb�]b�h\Y�[UhYg 
k\Yb�\Y�g]hg�Uacb[�h\Y�Y`XYfg�cZ�h\Y�`UbX��DfcjYfVg�'%.&'�" 

It is not false humility when men dedicate their books to their 
wives, or when men, feted at the pinnacle of their profession, point 
to their wives as the cause of their success. It is a simple matter of 
honesty. 

The Inherent Dignity of Motherhood 

Proverbs 31 is celebration of praise for the inherent dignity of 
women who make a conscious decision to love their husband 
and children well. It fetes the wife and mother for her own high 
achievement, for making her home the primary focus of her labor 
while secondarily seeking out profitable and productive outlets for 
her skills and talents. 

The wife’s primary focus is on her husband and her children. 
“She does [her husband] good” (31:12). “She looks well to the 
ways of her household” (31:27). In carrying out this labor, she is 
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described as strong, confident, and productive. “She dresses herself 
with strength and makes her arms strong” (31:17). 

It is noteworthy that the more our culture tells women to be 
“out there” and tells them not to focus too much on being “merely 
a wife and mother,” the more women have become psychologically 
fragile, emotionally insecure, anorexic, and ever-searching for self-
esteem in the approval of others. 

Not so the woman of Proverbs 31. She dresses herself with 
inner strength and inner beauty. She knows who she is and is con
fident about what her role is and about the value of her primary 
labor. She makes her home the primary focus of her life and works 
at it with ever-improving skill. She develops an eye for quality and 
knows what to do with it. “She seeks wool and flax, and works 
with willing hands” (Proverbs 31:13). She works at meeting the 
needs of her family. “She rises while it is yet night and provides 
food for her household and portions for her maidens” (31:15). 

She is also looking to supplement her family financially and 
applies her talents to that end. “She considers a field and buys it; 
with the fruit of her hands she plants a vineyard” (31:16). She sees 
that industriousness produces a profit. “She perceives that her mer
chandise is profitable. Her lamp does not go out at night” (31:18). 
After taking care of her family and profiting from her work, she is 
charitable. “She opens her hand to the poor and reaches out her 
hands to the needy” (31:20). She is not a “dumb housewife” as 
some disparage this calling. She is intelligent and seen as intelligent. 
“She opens her mouth with wisdom, and the teaching of kindness 
is on her tongue” (31:26). She works hard at it. “She looks well to 
the ways of her household and does not eat the bread of idleness” 
(31:27). 

Sisters, should God, in his sovereignty, bless you with a good 
man and bless you with children, then be confident to swim against 
the current. Doing the right thing in matters of the heart means 
making your top priority the care of your husband, children, and 
home and secondarily finding things to do “out there.” 
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Some wives do this by working one or two days a week as den
tal hygienists or as nurses. Others become freelance writers to give 
vent to their passion. Home businesses or part-time work can put 
your larger talents to work, especially as the children grow older. 
But beware: latch-key kids, children who come home after school 
to a parentless environment, are in serious danger. Sex, drugs, and 
alcohol are hunting for our youth, and the feeding hours are three 
to six o’clock in the afternoon. The mother who is not there to 
protect them is risking her children to these predators. When the 
kids are grown and gone, then take up your next challenge full-
time if you please. Until then, make your home your primary focus 
for your talents and labor. 

Storming the Castle 

Brothers, as our wives look for extra ways to bring in income to 
the family, we are looking for ways to get in extra time with our 
families because our primary responsibility in marriage, where 
children are present, is to be the breadwinner. Our primary sphere 
of labor is in the external world. When I leave home to go off to 
preach and teach and do my thing, my wife says to me, “Have fun 
storming the castle!”1 

Given the constant ridicule of this arrangement in the popular 
culture, we do well to remind ourselves that this actually is the 
way most women want things to be, so long as they don’t feel the 
pressure to act or say otherwise for approval. They want the man 
in their life to be a good provider. 

A Good-looking Stethoscope 

A seventeen-year study by Syracuse University revealed that when 
it comes to understanding what men and women are attracted 
to, even today, men seek beauty and women seek providers. 
Anthropology professor John Townsend, a product of the liberal 
1960s and author of the study, believed we would “slough off our 

1The line comes from the film The Princess Bride, 1987. 
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confining, outmoded sex roles and become freer, more actualized 
human beings.” He found women have a different view of what it 
is to be actualized and fulfilled human beings. 

He reported, “It happened in the Bible, it happened in ancient 
Athens, it happened in Margaret Mead’s Samoa, and it’s happening 
here. If a man meets a woman working a lunch-counter, ‘if she’s 
beautiful, he’ll date her.’” But for women, the perceived ability to 
provide, no matter his looks, made him attractive.2 

Townsend further tested his results with college students, 
asking them who they would consider dating and marrying. He 
showed them various models with a range of physical characteris
tics from homely to good-looking. He presented them in various 
forms of dress from blue blazers to fast-food shirts. Townsend says 
he was startled by the results. Put a handsome man in a fast-food 
shirt and he sits home on Friday nights. Put a homely man in a blue 
blazer with a stethoscope around his neck and it’s, “Yes, I will be 
glad to have dinner with you.” That must be some good-looking 
stethoscope. 

He Trains and Disciplines When Home . . . 

She Welcomes the Takeover 

Complementing a wife’s efforts to earn extra income or find outlets 
for some of her talents untapped in the home, a wise husband looks 
to be at home as much as possible. When he comes home, he takes 
over, he takes charge, he takes responsibility for matters of instruc
tion and discipline. And wives are glad for the relief. 

Dr. James Dobson of Focus on the Family made an interest
ing point, given what we have just said about the complementary 
priorities of a husband and wife with children. He said, “If the 
children are disrespectful and disobedient, the primary respon
sibility lies with the father . . . not his wife.” Now if the primary 
sphere of labor for mothers is the home, why are they not primarily 
responsible for the outcome? The answer goes back to what we 

2Laura T. Ryan, “Men Still Like Looks as Women Eye Providers,” Boston Herald (June 3, 
1999), 6. 
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said earlier. Men are called as husbands and fathers to be the head 
of their families. So Dobson says, “The Christian man is obligated 
to lead his family to the best of his abilities. . . . Likewise, he bears 
heavier responsibility for the outcome of those decisions.”3 

When I came home and took charge, my wife was glad of it. 
When I didn’t, she was resentful. I would trudge home in the cold 
and snow, climb the stairs, breathe in the welcoming smells of 
bread and soup, find my wife, give her a kiss, tell her how weary I 
was, and she would say, “Yes, dear. Your children are waiting for 
you. Have at it.” 

When the fights broke out, when discipline was needed, it was 
expected that it was mine to deal with. It was my watch. When 
we were both home, it was mine to lead. This is the way my wife 
wanted it. I think most wives want it this way. 

In addition, it falls to me as the man to provide a vision for our 
children about God and his ways and purposes for them. “Fathers 
. . . bring them up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord” 
(Ephesians 6:4). So when I am home, I lead in prayer. I lead the 
family to worship. I talk with them about right and wrong and 
wise and foolish choices. My wife does this all day long. When I 
come home, it’s my turn. 

The Dessert Portion of the Day 

All children crave fatherly attention, and the wise and loving father 
will give it. Children think of their father as a love sponge. They 
simply must squeeze him and have his affection and attention run 
willy-nilly all over them. Children see the lesser portion of time 
they receive from their father as the dessert portion. 

And in true complementary fashion, fathers tend to play differ
ently with their kids from how mothers do, and by this means they 
prepare them for life in different ways. Fathers instinctively heft 
their babies up and play a little more roughly with them. Babies 
howl with delight. Fathers are more apt to wrestle and roughhouse 

3James Dobson, Straight Talk to Men and Their Wives (Waco: TX, Word, 1980), 64. 
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with the children on the bed or on the carpet. And they ought to. 
They should play the role of horse till their knees can take it no 
more. They should play the monster and give chase. Life is full of 
rough-and-tumble experiences. 

When the children get a bit older, good fathers naturally start 
teaching their kids skills—usually athletic skills but sometimes 
more specialized ones. They teach them to hit a ball, kick a ball, 
and catch a ball. They tend to push their children, even in play, 
toward skill development. They live in a world of competition and 
achievement, and they pass this on with a “you can do better,” in 
counter-balance to the reassuring, “That’s great!” 

The Fallout of Fatherlessness 

As children approach their teen years, the father becomes the key 
factor in the moral decisions the teen will make. If the father is 
home and involved, young daughters will more likely relish his 
attention and tender affirmation and feel no need to get it else
where. If such things are absent, daughters are at higher risk to 
look for them in another man and to feel a deep need to be in a 
relationship with a boy—any boy. Young boys without fathers (or 
with absent fathers) are at higher risk to look for their manhood on 
the streets, where manhood is proven by way of sex, drugs, crime, 
and dropping out of school.4 

The man who hits the sofa and delegates family matters to his 
wife will immediately sow bitterness in his wife and trouble in his 
children. The father who is harsh and detached, who is grumpy 
all the time and easily angered, will raise angry and rebellious 
children. 

Brothers, some warnings in Scripture are gender-specific 
because sin affects manhood in ways that differ from woman
hood. As breadwinners, we are particularly susceptible to come 
home tired and frustrated and want to withdraw into the mind
less cocoon of “boob-tube-ism” or some hobby that makes no 

4For a good review of the impact of fatherlessness on children, see www.fatherhood.org. 

http:www.fatherhood.org
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demands upon us. But we are warned, “Fathers, do not provoke 
your children, lest they become discouraged” (Colossians 3:21). 
Deny children your attention and you frustrate them. Deny them 
your wisdom and insight as they start exploring the world around 
them, and you frustrate them. Ignore them or cut them off for 
bothering you, and you frustrate them. 

Acceptance and Achievement 

Mothers are absolute love. Mothers are “the steadfast love of 
the Lord” (Psalm 89:1) in bodily form. They bring a sense of 
acceptance and affirmation to the heart as both success and failure 
unfold in the swirl of human decision and divine sovereignty. They 
too look for improvement, but they lead with acceptance. 

Fathers complement this. They bring their rough-and-tumble 
perspective with them right from the beginning, as is evident in 
how they play with their children, and later on in how they push 
them toward achievement. They tend to demand achievement 
before giving affirmation. This may explain why most people 
growing up in generally healthy families have absolute confidence 
in their mother’s love and have a profound desire to win their 
father’s approval, to do something that makes their father proud. 

Shel Silverstein wrote a children’s poem about this. The poem 
is called Smart, and I have found it a source of endless delight, and 
a reminder to me that my kids need my ongoing instruction and 
affirmation. 

Am�8UX�[UjY�aY�cbY�Xc``Uf�V]`` 
Ç7UigY�=Èa�\]g�gaUfhYgh�gcb" 
5bX�=�gkUddYX�]h�Zcf�hkc�g\]bm�eiUfhYfg 
Ç7UigY�hkc�]g�acfY�h\Ub�cbY� 

5bX�h\Yb�=�hcc_�h\Y�eiUfhYfg 
5bX�hfUXYX�h\Ya�hc�@ci 
:cf�h\fYY�X]aYgÄ=�[iYgg�\Y�XcbÈh�_bck 
H\Uh�h\fYY�]g�acfY�h\Ub�hkc� 
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<Y�[UjY�aY�Zcif�b]W_Y`g�Zcf�am�h\fYY�X]aYg 
5bX�Zcif�]g�acfY�h\Ub�h\fYY� 

5bX�=�hcc_�h\Y�b]W_Y`g�hc�<]fUa�7ccaVg 
8ckb�Uh�h\Y�gYYX!ZYYX�ghcfY 
5bX�h\Y�Zcc`�[UjY�aY�Z]jY�dYbb]Yg�Zcf�h\Ya 
5bX�Z]jY�]g�acfY�h\Ub�Zcif� 

5bX�h\Yb�=�kYbh�UbX�g\ckYX�am�XUX 
5bX�\Y�[ch�fYX�]b�h\Y�W\YY_g 
5bX�W`cgYX�\]g�YmYg�UbX�g\cc_�\]g�\YUX3 
Hcc�dfciX�cZ�aY�hc�gdYU_�) 

5Shel Silverstein, “Smart,” Where The Sidewalk Ends, 35. 
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N o doubt we could read Shel Silverstein’s poem Smart as 
a metaphor for our own life before God, our heavenly 

Father. He has given us various gifts, and we have rushed forth 
with our own reasoning and assumptions and wasted it all away 
with absolute certainty that we knew best. We had it figured out. 
We were smarter than the average bear. I had a reminder of this 
when I rushed out to buy a car online and did not stop to ask about 
how to do it right. 

But God’s “steadfast love is great” (Psalm 57:10). He is 
forbearing and patient (Romans 2:4). “He disciplines us for 
our good” (Hebrews 12:10). He gives good gifts to his children 
(Matthew 7:11). He instructs us how to live “so as to please him” 
(1 Thessalonians 4:1). And he promises us that in doing things 
right, there is “great reward” (Psalm 19:11). 

This is particularly true in matters of the heart. Consider the 
heart to be a dollar bill. Now what will you do with it? 
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